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SUMMARY

The objective of this study was to identify high-speed rotorcraR concepts and the corresponding

technology needed to greatly extend the cruise capabilities of rotorcraR beyond current capabili-

ties, up to 450 knots, while retaining the helicopter attributes of low downwash velocities and

temperatures: the so-called =sot_ footprint" characteristic.

Task I conducted a broad survey which identified 20 candidate rotorcraft concepts with high-

speed potential. These concepts were qualitatively evaluated and graded against 17 key discrimi-

nators. The five concepts with the most potential were:

1. Conventional tiltrotor (a baseline rotorcraR)

2. Forward-swept-wing/canard tiltroter with advanced- geometry rotor

3. Forward-swept-wing/canard tiltrotor with variable diameter rotor

4. Forward-swept-wing/canard folding tiltrotor with convertible engine

5. Two-prop tiltwing.

These five rotorcrat_ concepts were designed and sized to the NASA-defined military transport

mission (6,000-1b payload, 450-knot cruise speed, and 350-nmi radius). Wing loading and disc

loading tradeoffs were analyzed to arrive at the optimum combination for each concept, that

which minimized vehicle gross weight. These five optimum vehicle designs were quantitatively

compared against 11 key criteria; gross weight, speed potential, hover efficiency and downwash,

conversion maneuverability, cruise range factor, aeroelastic considerations, R&M, surviv_ability,

LCC and applicability to other missions. The two highest ranking concepts were selected for

further study in Task II: the canard tiltrotor and the folding tiltrotor. The selective process is

schematically shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Candidate High-Speed Rotorcraft Selection



The folding tiltrotor had the highest speed potential, best specific range at 450-knots, and the

best survivability characteristic;_, giving it greater design flexibility and a higher potential mili-

tary worth than the other configurations. It was applied to the NASA military transport mission.

The canard tiltrotor with an advanced-geometry rotor design had the lowest gross weight and

lowest estimated cost to build, which made it ideally suited to the highly cost-competitive market

of civil airline operations. It was applied to the NASA 30-passenger civil mission.

Task II refined the two selected concepts for their respective missions. Technologies were exam-

ined in more detail, component weights were reestimated, and the vehicles were resized to satisfy

mission requirements and design criteria appropriate to the mission. With 1990 technology, the

high-speed civil tiltrotor was resized to a 38,380 lb gross weight aircraft capable of carrying 30

passengers over a 600-nautical -mile (nmi) range at an altitude of 25,000 ft and cruise speed of

450 knots TAS. It can hover out of ground effect (OGE) with one engine inoperative. The mili-

tary folding tiltrotor sized out to a 51,406 lb gross weight rotorcraft- capable of carrying 6,000 lb
of cargo or troops round trip over a 350 nmi radius with a 15 minute hover and a 30 minute loiter

at the destination. Artist's renderings of the military folding tiltrotor and high-speed civil tiltro-

tor are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

Many performance characteristics were generated, such as prop-rotor performance maps,

airframe drag polars, climb rates, conversion corridors, flight envelopes, and STOL performance.

STO performance for the high-speed civil tiltrotor, for example, showed a 30% increase in useful

load capability for only a 220-ft ground roll (550-ft clearway). This corresponds to almost a 50%

increase in payload, assuming no structural changes were necessitated.

Sensitivity studies indicated vehicle gross weight and installed power to be quite sensitive to

mission parameters. A 50-knot increase in design speed, for instance, resulted in about a 15%

increase in gross weight for the folding tiltrotor with its convertible engine, and a similar percent-

age increase in installed power. But a 50-knot increase for the tiltrotor resulted in a 45% increase

in gross weight, driven by over twice as much installed power required with its speed-sensitive

prop-rotor propulsion. Advanced-technology factors were also evaluated. A 2-square-foot de-

crease in flat-plate area gave about an 8% decrease in gross weight and about 18% lower power

installed. Year 2000 engine technology, estimated from the IHPTET Phase II objectives, gave a

10% reduction in gross weight. The combined year 2000 engine technology and drag reduction for

the military folding tiltroter yielded a 16% reduction in gross weight. An advanced-geometry

prop-rotor for the civil tiltrotor yielded a 7.5% reduction in gross weight and a 17% reduction in

installed power. The combined year 2000 engine technology, drag reduction, and advanced-

geometry prop-rotor on the high-speed civil tiltrotor gave an 18% overall decrease in gross weight
and 32% decrease in installed power.

Task III developed an enabling technology plan. Design issues and technologies critical for

concept maturity were defined for each concept. The objective was to establish the fundamental

understanding and technical maturity necessary for a low-risk, full-scale development program

by 1997. As an example, a critical design issue for the civil tiltrotor is development of an ad-

vanced-geometry prop-rotor for the gross weight and power benefits stated above. Another

critical design issue is development of an automated, reversible, stop/fold procedure for the

folding tiltrotor. Development of such an automated control system process requires a valid data

base and a thorough understanding of blade loads for the current prop-rotor blade and hub

design. These are examples of multidisciplinary technology issues requiring a concurrent engi-
neering design approach. The overall enabling technology plan consists of several individual

technology plans, each addressing a separate critical design issue. These plans address required

improvements in technical analyses and development of data bases to support high performance

2
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Figure 3. Artist's Rendering of High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor
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integrateddesigns.Tables Iand 2 identifythe criticaldesignissuesforthe militaryfolding

tiltrotorand forthehigh-speedciviltiltrotor,respectively.The tablesprovidea summary ofthe

rationaleforthe enablingtechnologyplan,showing the 1990 baselineperformance,the advanced-

technologygoals,and thebenefitorrequirementforreachingthesegoals.The figurenumbers

are a referencetothe technologyplanpresentedinSection3 ofthisreport.

The militaryfoldingtiltrotorand high-speedciviltiltrotorhad severaldesignissuesincommon

by virtueoftheirsimilarity.The common designissueswere (1)aeroelastidstructuraldesignof

the forward-sweptwing toavoidwhirlflutterinstabilityon thehigh-speedtiltrotorand static

divergenceon thefoldingtiltrotor,(2)aerodynamicdesignofthe wing,canard,and tailtomaxi-

mize cruiseL/D and toprovidesuitablestaticmargin and controlauthorityoverthe speedrange

inairplanemode, (3)minimize the structuralweightfractionby concurrentengineeringsolutions

(e.g.,the wing structuraldesignand manufacturing methods),and (4)simulationofflightcontrol

laws toverifycontrolsensitivityand load-limitingfeaturesforhelicoptermode, through transi-
tion,and up to540 knotsinthe airplanemode.
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INTRODUCTION

A number of attractive high performance rotorcraft concepts were conceived over the past 40
years of VTOL research: Development of many of these concepts had to be deferred until ena-
bling technologies could provide lighter structures, significant improvements in propulsion
system weight or fuel fraction, and solutions for previously limiting loads and aeroelastic charac-
teristics. Technological advances such as turboshaft engines, bearingless rotor hubs, and a
multitude of vibration suppressors and absorbers have been the keys in bringing rotorcraft to
higher levels of efficiency, reduced maintenance, and more acceptable comfort levels for passen-
gers and crew. Still, rotary-wing aircraft are generally noted by the public as being rather small,
noisy, marginally safe aircraft best suited for very limited uses such as emergency medical
transportation, police work, border patrols, or executive/businese applications which require the

helicopter's main attribute of vertical takeoff and landing. Certainly, the helicopter has never
had a public image of being a large, safe, quiet, comfortable, highly reliable machine suitable for
significant civil transportation over substantial distances; not like a fixed-wing aircraft.

Opportunities for helicopter-like vertical flight and fixed-wing-like cruise began to arise in the
1950s with NASA and DOD funding of many types of advanced VTOL aircraft. Many of these
aircraft were funded through the development and flight testing of concept demonstrators, with
varying degrees of success. These include nonrotary-wing vehicles such as the Hawker-Siddeley
Pl127 direct-lift jet, the Ryan X-13 jet-powered tailsitter, the AvroCar VZ-9 body-mounted rotor,
the Ryan XV-5A fan-in-wing, and the North American XFV-12A augmentor-wing. Many rotary-
wing aircraft were also built and flight-tested: among them, the Bell XV-3 and XV-15 tiltrotors,
the LTV XC-142 tiltwing, the Curtiss-Wright X-19 tiltprop, and the Bell X-22 tiltduct. Section 1
of this report provides a survey and discussion of rotorcraft concepts which are of relatively low
disc loading and are capable of high cruise speeds. But in the last 20 years only one hovercraft
has successfully transitioned to full-scale production: the AV-8A/B Harrier direct-lift jet (not
rotary-wing); and only one other has been under serious development for military airlift: the MV-
22 Osprey tiltrotor. Doubtless to say, neither of these aircraft would have arrived at its current
level of capability without numerous technical developments and several flight research aircraft
contributing to their heritage and maturity.

It is wise, if not necessary, to occasionally reevaluate old and new concepts in light of the cur-
rently available technology. This serves to redefine concept feasibility, especially against new

requirements. Such was the case with this study.

The study objectives were to identify those rotorcraft concepts with the best potential for achiev-
ing a 450-knot cruise speed while retaining the helicopter attributes of efficient hover, good low-
speed handling, and relatively low downwash velocities and temperatures: the se-called _soft
footprint _ characteristics. The choice of rotorcraft concept is inexorably tied to the concepts'
fundamental strengths and weaknesses. Section 1 of this report describes 20 different candidate
high-speed rotorcraft. The two most attractive concepts were chosen and then designed to NASA-
defined missions requiring 450-knot cruise speeds. The two selected candidates were a high-
speed tiltrotor applied to a civil mission and a folding tiltrotor applied to a military transport
mission. Both choices reflected the best combination of speed capability, cruise efficiency, and

relative life-cycle cost. They represent the potential for another quantum jump in capability:
from the 300-knot speed of the V-22 to a 450-knot cruise speed.

Changing technologyand futuretechnologyadvances have an obviousimpact on vehiclesizeand

performance.Itisthereforedesirabletomake a projectionofthisimpactwhen evaluatingand

comparing thedifferentrotorcraftconcepts.Two technologylevelswere considered;baseline

designsused 1990 technologylevelsand projectionswere made toyear2000 technologylevels.
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Vehiclesensitivitytoselectedyear2000 technologieswas then evaluatedtodeterminethe rela-

tiveimpact on conceptattributessuch as size,weight,installedpower,and cost.Section2 de-
scribesthe attributesofthe baseline1990 vehiclesand theirsensitivitytothe projectedyear2000

technology.In ordertokeep Volume Iofthisreporttoa readablesize,many ofthe technical

detailsgeneratedforthesevehicleswere put inAppendices A and B,Volume H ofthisreport.

Criticaltechnologieswere identifiedas aproductofthe designand sensitivityactivities.Critical

technologieswere definedasthoserequiringfurtherdevelopmenttoachievethe prerequisitelow

risklevelneeded beforeenteringpreliminarydesign.Finally,a setofdevelopment planswas

prepared showing a path toachievingtechnologymaturityinpreparationforlow-risk,full-scale

development. The identificationofcriticaltechnologiesand thedevelopment plansare described

inSection3,Enabling TechnologyPlans.
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SECTION i. INITIAL CANDIDATE CONCEPTS

Task I of the study was to survey current and previous rotorcratt concepts to identify those with a
high-speed potential. Twenty candidate concepts were identified and then narrowed down to 5

concepts. These 5 were further defined, sized to the NASA mission, compared to one another, and
then given relative rankings. The two most attractive concepts were recommended for continu-
ation into Task II.

A three-view sketch of each configuration was prepared. In some cases, further exploratory

design layout was done in order to size important elements such as transmission retracting
methods, rotor blade retraction reels, rotor blade/disc interfaces, rotor blade stowage volume,

swept wing/rotor tilt axis/CG interfaces, sweep effects on tiltwing, and rotor blade telescoping
concepts. Drive system schematics were prepared for all configurations defining gearboxes,

shafting, clutches, gear sets, rotor brakes, and engines.

Candidate High-Speed Rotorcraft Concepts

During the past 50 years ofrotorcraft development, many concepts have been suggested for their
potential high-speed capability. While most of these were never developed, some concepts were
carried through wind tunnel programs and a few were either developed in test-bed demonstration

programs or progressed as far as operational test aircraR.

BoeingHelicoptersparticipatedinmany ofthesestudiesand developments and previousrecords

were researchedinordertodefinethecandidateconcepts.In addition,a brainstormingsession

was undertaken toexploreany new ideasforconceptualhigh-speedrotorcrai'c.Figure4 summa-

rizesthesecandidatehigh-speedrotorcraltconcepts.Fourteen basicapproacheswere defined,

resultingina totalofmore then 20 configurations(varyingnumbers ofrotors,wings,etc)that

were evaluated.Four missions(twociviland two military)were definedby NASA as shown in

Table 3. For the initialevaluation,Boeing selectedthe militarytransportmissionbecauseofits

similaritytotheV-22 Osprey requirements.

Sizing and Constraints

Initial trend studies established a first-cut gross weight of about 50,000 pounds for the 6,000-
pound-payload military transport mission. The V-22 carries 24 troops (5,760 lb) in a 6-ft x 6-ft x

21-ft cabin at approximately 275 knots. Gross weight for this mission is about 40,000 pounds. Of
course, the V-22 is only a conceptual baseline since the aerodynamics and propulsion must be

significantly improved in order to meet the 450-knot speed requirement. However, the V-22

provides a reasonable basis for comparison and for realism in weight and performance analysis.

Downwash (discloading)constraintswere impliedby theRFP. Working from thosedesires,the

downwash criteriaofTable 4 were establishedfrom many helicopterand VTOL tests;references1

through 3 providesignificantinformationinthisarea.Although therearemany criteriaof
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Figure 4. Candidate High-Speed Rotorcraft Concepts

MISSION

BASIC
LAYOUT

MISSION
DEFINITION

DEFINED
WEIGHTS

Table 3. Mission Definitions

MILITARY

TRANSPORT

• ISA + 15*C
• VTO end convert/

climb
• Dash 3,50 nml el

450 knots
• Hover aGE 15

minutes
• Lolter 30 mlnutes
• Crulse back
• 10% fuel reserves

Payload 6,000 Ib
Fixed
equipment 3,000 Ib

! Mission
equipment 2,900 Ib

Crew 470 Ib

MILITARY
ATTACK

;e 4,000 IL 95°F
• VTO and convert
• Cruise 150 nml

:e Dash 50 nmlat 400
knots

• NOE maneuver --
15 minutes at
hover OGE and 15
minutes at
40 knots

a 5 minutes attack at
IRP

• Cruise back
• 10% fuel reserves

CIVIL

TRANSPORT

• ISA + 15°C
• VTO and convert/

climb
• Cruise 600 nml at

450 knots
• 10% fuel reserves

CIVIL

COMMUTER

a ISA + 15"C
• VTO and convert/

climb
• Cruise 600 nml at

450 knots
• 10_ foal reservm

Payload 3,000 Ib
Fixed

equipment 2,000 Ib
Mission

equipment 2,900 Ib
Crew 470 Ib

Payload 6,000 Ib
(30 passengers)

Fixed
equipment 4,000 Ib

Avionics 800 Ib

Operational items
and crew 625 Ib

Payload 3,000 Ib
(15 passengers)

Fixed
equipment 2,900 Ib

Avionics 600 Ib

Operational Itet_-,i
and crew 435 Ib
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Table 4. Downwash Criteria

CONCERN

1. Overturning personnel

2. Walking without assistance

3. Overturning:

Tents

Empty 55 gal. drums

4. Oebris / stone transport

5. Dust / water vapor clouds

6. Eye tissue damage

7. Rotor-engine re-ingestion

8. Tree thrashing

9. Noise

10. Temperature

i

CRITERIA

Disc loading / diameter limits

Max 40 psf disc loading

Max 35-40 psf disc loading

Separation distance

Cleanliness / altitude separation

Sufficient altitude

Max 35-40 psf

Configuration dependent

Sufficient altitude

Moderate tip speeds

Moderate disc loading

Configuration clearances

Low disc loading

IR suppressors
i

interest for a definitive aircraft development and further definition may be needed, only the first

two constraints are illustrated in Figure 5. The limiting personnel overturning moment con-

straints from the Wernicke paper 1for a single- and twin-rotor aircraft are shown along with

various rotorcraft and V/STOL test points.

For those multirotor concepts whose outwash layer is very thin (close to the ground) but very fast,

a constraint is required that will allow close-in walking around a hovering aircraft. Operational

testing = of the XC-142 assault transport defined the difficulty of approaching the aircraft at 40-psf

disc loading. Other tests (CI_84 and Vanguard 2D) were judged as very close to the limit for

walking in thin, fast outwash. Therefore, Table 4 limits constrained the rotor sizing for all

concepts, eliminating any consideration of high-disc loading-concepts such as tilt-duct, fan-in-

wing, ejector, or jet-lifters in this study.

Since disc loading and diameter define gross weight, the 50,000-1b gross weight trends for 1-, 2-,

and 4-rotor concepts can be superimposed on the constraints of Figure 5 as seen in Figure 6.

Therefore, the minimum diameter for all single-rotor concepts is 70 ft (except for the body-

mounted rotor concept), the minimum for the four-rotor concepts is 20 ft, whereas the twin-rotor

diameters were optimized for each concept at no less than 28 ft.

14
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Concept Definition

In the following, the candidate conceptual configurations are defined in sufficient detail for an
evaluation leading to the selection of five concepts having the highest potential for a 450+ knot V/
STOL rotercraft. The format for each concept consists of background, configuration description,
configuration issues (technology barriers), and mission suitability.

Tiltrotor

The tiltrotor concept (Figure 7) has a long history of development starting with the early inven-
tors 4. In the late 30's and early 40's, the Baynes Heliplane and the Focke-Achgelis FA-269 tiltro-
tot concepts saw some design development. However, no aircraR were developed. Then, in the
late 1940's, Dr. LePage suggested the tiltrotor transport shown here (Figure 8). One of his former
employees, along with Mario Guerierri, began the development of the Transcendental Model lg.
Robert Lichten left Transcendental to lead the tiltrotor XV-3 development for Bell Helicopter.
Following successful demonstrations of the XV-3 in the early 60's, and further technology studies
and wind tunnel testing, the development of the XV-15 was undertaken by the Bell/Army/NASA
team in 1973 _. The outstanding success of this program fostered the current development of the
vertical-lift V-22 Osprey tiltrotor for the U.S. Marine Corps.

1937 BAYNES HELIPLANE TILT-ROTOR

LEINWEBER-CURTISS

_ _,_I_̧t_
_ _k i_ _

FOCKE-ACHGELIS FA-269
PUSHER TILT-ROTOR

U.S. PATENT DRAWINGS

Figure 7. Tiltrotor Background - Early Years
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LePAGE's TILTROTOR

TRANSCENDENTAL MODEL 1-G

t

TRANSCENDENTAL MODEL 2

BELL XV-3 BELL XV-15

Figure 8.

BELL BOEING V-22

Tiitrotor Background - Past 45 Years
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The conventionaltiltrotormilitarytransportshown inFigure9 isverysimilartotheV-22 except

forspeed-enhancingimprovements. Sincethe power forhigh speed isabout twicethehover

requirement,optimum discloadinggenerallyincreases.Rotordiameter is38 R fora discloading

of22 psf;thewing loadingis100 psf.The largefuelsponsens oftheV-22 were removed, leaving

smallfairingsforthelandinggear.Improvements inthe aerodynamics ofthe noseand aRerbody

were assumed. Fuel was locatedinthe subfloorand wing torquebox. Major configurationissues
ofthe conventionaltiltrotorare:

• Wing thicknesseffects

• Drive systemdesigntorque

• Rotorand wing aeroelastics

• Speed limitedtoMach 0.7

Sincethe wing ofa tiltrotoraircraftneeds a relativelylargethicknessinordertoalleviateaeroe-

lasticproblems athigh speed,thewing must be optimizedby tradesbetween wing loading,
thicknessratio,sweep,structuraltailoring(weight),and low-dragairfoilsections.As speed

increases,helicaltipMach number limitationsresultina need toslowthe rotorrpm. Thistrend,

combined withthe power increases(forspeed),resultinan exponentialincreaseindrivesystem
designtorque(and weight).

CONVENTIONAL

TILTROTOR

....

CANARD

TILTROTOR

o •

Figure 9. Tiltrotor Candidate Configurations
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The cited issues, including the margins required for prop-rotor whirl-flutter modes, tend to limit
the speed capability of the conventional tiltrotor defined here to approximately Mach 0.7. Major
configuration changes can delay this speed limit - and they are incorporated in the so-called

canard tiltroter (Figure 9).

The canard tiltrotor results from the desire for forward wing sweep angles of substantially more

than 10% For small sweep angles, the conversion axis/drive shaft interface can be easily handled,
but at high sweep angles the conversion axis is outside the planform of the wing structure.
Therefore, some form of canard configuration is required to move the equivalent MAC forward
such that the conversion axis/driveshaft can be accommodated within the wing planform 6. There

can be many canard variants, long-coupled and short-coupled, etc.

Due to the adverse drive system torque (and weight) trends, an advanced rotor is desirable for the
higher speed canard tiltroter. The swept rotor can allow higher speeds at essentially constant
rpm and meet the helical tip mach number limits. Alternatively, the variable-diameter rotor
could also allow constant rpm for the same helical tip mach number. First evaluations would in-

dicate that the swept rotor is the better selection because of the safety and complexity issues of
the variable-diameter rotor. More detailed design studies of both are required to determine the

performance and weight tradeoffs.

The canard tiltrotor shown in Figure 9 has 33-ft. diameter advanced rotors with a 29-psf disc
loading. The short-coupled canard configuration results in a higher wing aspect ratio and a lower
wing loading (87 psi). In order to reduce the peak cross-sectional area distribution, the engines
are integrated into the afterbody. Configuration issues are:

• Swept-forward wing/canard

• Swept rotor blades

• Rotor and wing aeroelastics

• Speed limited to ~ Mach 0.8

Although there are many canard arrangements possible, studies and testing are required to
optimize the layout, performance, and weights. The optimum-swept blades and rotor/wing
aeroelastics must be determined for the potentially higher speed capability of the canard tiltrotor.
The tiltrotor concept has been the subject of many application studies and (within its speed capa-
bilities) can be effective in many military and civil missions. Some recent applications range from
small ground attack aircraft to advanced escorts and to civil canard feeder-liners, as well as me-
dium to large civil tiltrotor concepts.

Tiltprop

The tiltprop concept (Figure 10) has several developments in its background ?. After World War
II, Prof. Heinrich Focke initiated a four-propeller configuration under contract to a Brazilian com-
pany. Although never flown during the early 50's, a ground test rig was built and tested and the
flight test vehicle was nearly completed. During the late 50's, Curtiss-Wright, under Henry
Borst's direction, built and successfully demonstrated the two-prop X-100 utilizing the lift force
from the inclined propellers for transition: the so-called radial liPc force capability. This was fol-
lowed during the 60's by one of the winners in the Tri-Service Transport competition, the Curtiss-
Wright X-19 four-propeller/tandem-wing tiltprop 8. Unfortunately, a fatigue-caused gearcase
failure destroyed the aircraft and cut short the test program.
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CURTISS-WRIGHT X-19

CURTISS-WRIGHT X-IO0 PROF. FOCKE's BRAZILIAN VTOL PROJECT

Figure 10. Tiltprop Background

The tandem-wing tiltprop configuration defined in Figure 11 has four 20-ft-diameter propellers

with a 40-psf disc loading. Tandem wings based on X-19 scaling are shown with a wing loading of
110 psi'. Primary configuration issues of this arrangement are:

• Drive system complexity

• Transition corridor

• Prop-prop interference

• Shipboard folding complexity

• Rotor and wing aeroelastics

• Speed limited to - Mach 0.7

The single-wing/four-propeller variant (Figure 11) was also considered. Disc-loading and wing-
loading characteristics are the same as before. Configuration issues are:

• Drive system complexity

• Prop-prop interference

• Rotor and wing aeroelastics

• Aft propeller safety in hover

• Swept-wing lift balance

• Speed limited to - Mach 0.8
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Most issuesare self-evidentexceptforthe liftbalance.Ifa largeamount ofleading-edgesweep is

desiredforhigh speed,the conceptlayoutisverydifficultinmatching thehover liftcentertothe

CG/MAC requiredforcruise.Use ofthe taperedplanform shown allowsthe liftcenter(fortwo

equal-diameterpropellers)tobe near thequarter-chordMAC. However, highlyswept wings tend

torequirea largetaildue tothe aR CGlliftcenterlocation.

Vi.

Figure II. Tiltprop Candidate Configurations

Tiltwing

The tiltwing concept (Figure 12) has four significant test bed/demonstrator aircraft programs in
its background _. In addition, there were considerable wind tunnel investigations by DOD, NASA,
and industry for programs such as the Light Intratheater Transport (LIT), Advanced Aerial Fire
Support System (AAFSS), etc.

The Boeing VZ-2A tiltwingtestbed9,alongwith extensiveNASA wind tunneltesting,provedthe

tiltwingprinciplesand led tothe Tri-ServiceTransportProgram development ofthe XC-142A I°.

In the meantime, USAF-sponsored development ofthe X-18A was proceeding11.However, the X-

18 had been designedaround theearlierPogo engines(_'T-40)and theircoaxialpropellers.Relia-
bilityproblems ofthe propulsionsystem resultedincancellationofthe program priortofullcon-
version.
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BOEING VERTOL VZ-2 CANADAIR CL-84

HILLER X-18 LTV-HILLER-RYAN XC-142A

Figure 12. Tiltwing Background

FiveXC-142A operationaltestaircraftwere completedand 420 hours oftestingwere accom-
plishedinthistri-serviceprogram. The program was completedin 1967. While therewere

deficienciesinthe aircraft,tiltwingdemonstrationwas successfullyaccomplished.

Canadair began developmentofthe CL-84 inthelate50'sTM. Four aircraftwere builtand success-

fultechnologyand operationaldemonstrationswere completedby 1974. A totalof476 hours were
flown on these aircraft.

Three variantsofthetiltwingconceptwere evaluatedinTask 1. The two-propellertiltwingof

Figure13 has 28-ft-diameterpropellersof40-psfdiscloading;wing loadingis72 psf.Configura-
tionissuesofthetwo-propellertiltwingare:

• Chord/diametereffects

• Wing sweep impractical

• Rotorand wing aeroelastics

• Hingelessprop-rotorcycliccontrol

• 360°visioninhover (wingup)

• Recirculationinshortlandings

• Speed limitedto~ Mach 0.7

One ofthe elementalproblems ofthe tiltwingisthe necessitytokeep the wing/flapsystem fully

immersed inthe propellerslipstreamduringthe approach/descentmode. This leadstogeometry

considerationssuchas chord-to-diameterratio,discarea-to-wingarearatio,propellerplane
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2-PROPELLER 4-PROPELLER TANDEM WING

II . .

Figure 13. Tiltwing Candidate Configurations

position forward of the leading edge, propeller centerline location below the wing plane, etc. The

relationship of chord/diameter ratio and wing loading shows that a maximum wing loading of

about 80 psf is probably within the tiltwing state of the art. Actually, maximum wing loading will

vary with disc loading as well as C/D ratio and may need to be as low as 60 psf for a 40-psfdisc

loading. This low wing loading has a major impact on wing weight and drag for a high-speed

tiltwing, as will be seen later in the parametric studies.

Since we are considering a minimum high speed of 450 knots, wing sweep also becomes of interest

for a tiltwing concept. While a small angle (forward or ai_) may be possible within the propeller

positioning constraints, large sweep angles appear to be completely unacceptable both from the

slipstream immersion geometry requirements as well as ground and overall height limitations.

Figure 14 (while rather negative sketches) serves to illustrate the problem for a military trans-

port. Aeroelastic issues for all prop/rotor-wing concepts are self-evident. The hingeless propeller
cyclic pitch control (in lieu of a prop/fan at the tail) was never fully demonstrated. In an attack

variant, where allaround vision is extremely important, the wing position in hover severely limits

its capability. Another problem revealed by the XC-142A tests was the rollup of the ground

vortex in a short landing when the speed decreased below about 30 knots, resulting in directional
instabilities.

Figure 13 also illustrates the four-propeller/single-wing variant (which is very similar to the

XC-142A). Propeller diameter is 20 ft with a disc loading of 40 psf and a wing loading of 76 psf.
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Figure 14. Tiltwing Alternatives

Configuration issues are generally the same as previously shown for the two-propeller variant:

• Drive systemcomplexity

• Rotorand wing aeroelastics

• Shipboardfoldingcomplexity

• Wing sweep impractical

• 360°visioninhover

• Recirculationinshortlandings

• Speed limitedto- Mach 0.7

Figure13 illustratesthe four-propeller/tandem-wingarrangement with 20-i_-diameterpropellers

and a 40-psfdiscloading.The wing loadingshown is89 psfand isbased on work ofthe German

VFW company inthe late60'sTM. Configurationissuesofthisconceptare alsogenerallythe same

asforthe othertiltwingconcepts:

• Drive systemcomplexity

• Rotorand wing aeroelastics

• Shipboardfoldingcomplexity

• Prop-propinterference

• 360°visioninhover

• Recirculationin shortlandings

• Speed limitedto~ Mach 0.7

While there have been many application studies for slower speed tiltwings, high-speed (> 450
knots) variants do not appear to offer any advantages for the reasons discussed here.
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Non-Lifting StoppableRotors

Althoughideasfor theseconceptsdate back more than 40 years, more definitive efforts began in
the mid-60's with blown and unblown rotors - all aimed at simply stopping the rotors (with some

minimum folding) and flying with exposed rotor blades in the cruise mode (Figure 15).

Dr. Ian Cheeseman's efforts to develop the "Stopped Pipe-Rotor" were based on blowing air out
along spanwise slots in a circular "pipe" blade section. When stopped (with air off) it appeared as
a low-drag, simple concept 14. Hawker-Siddeley followed these ground tests with studies of ellipti-
cal sections with more complex folding arrangements. Lockheed initiated stopped-rotor tests of
an XH-51 rigid rotor in the mid-60's based on conceptual studies of many arrangements (some
included folding and trailing exposed blade@ 5. In Germany, VFW studied stopping a Flettner
rotating-cylinder-blade concept (Magnus effect).

UNBLOWN ROTOR

BLOWN ROTOR

CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTOR

STOPPED PIPE-ROTOR

MESSERSCHMITT

LOCKHEED STOPPED-ROTOR

4

VEREINIGTE FLUGTECHNISCHE
WERKE-FOKKEN GmBH

Figure 15. Stopped / Non-Lifting Rotor Background

While these efforts all came to naught, two concepts were envisioned for evaluation in this cate-
gory. The blown-rotor variant shown in Figure 16 has 49-ft elliptical-section rotors with a 13-psf
disc loading. Wing loading is an independent variable and assumed to be 90 psi'. Configuration
issues of this configuration are:

• Conversion dynamics/time •

• Conversion period maneuverability •

• Drive/blowing complexity •

• Shipboard folding ,
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STOPPED-NONLIFTING /

BLOWN ROTOR

/
/

/

........ --- v

STOPPED-NONLIFTING /

UNBLOWN ROTOR

Figure 16. Blown / Unblown-Rotor Candidate Configurations

The unblown-rotorconcept(Figure16)selectedisone beingstudiedby the USAF. The rotoris

flownas a helicopter,stoppedduringconversionina horizontalplane,then tiltedforward and

down asthe bladesare foldedaftintoa trailedposition.Rotordiameter is45-ftfora 16-psfdisc

loading.Wing areawas unnecessarilyexcessiveand isshown as 73 psf.Configurationissuesare:

• Conversiondynamics/time

• Conversionperiodmaneuverability

• Exposed-bladedynamics

• Poor high-speedareadistribution

• Drag limitshigh speed

Lifting Stoppable Rotors

Probablythe earliestexample oftheseconceptsisthatofGerrard Herrick(Figure17)whose

"biplane"aircraft;tookoffand flewas an airplane,but had the capabilitytounlockthe top"wing"

and autorotatetoa landing.The HerrickHV-2A was demonstratedinthelate30'sin northeast

Philadelphia4.This was followedby disc-wingapproacheswith retractingbladesby Gray Goose
Airways and PiaseckiHelicopteraround 1950.

Hughes Helicoptersbegan disc-wingstudies16inthe 1960'sand Lockheed began variouswing/

rotorvariantsinthe late60's,leadingtothe X-wing program ofthe 80'sI_.Many variationsare

possibleand have been proposedby Kaman, Ryan, etc.

Wing extensionconceptswere patentedby & KisovecTM, followedby variationsby Belland Lock-

heed. Kisovec'sconceptfeatureda singlecounterbalancedbladeon eachwing thatstoppedina

positioncreatingouterpanelsforaveryhigh-aspect-ratiowing. Othershad 2-and 3-bladedrotor

approachestoimprove the dynamic problems ofthe single-bladerotor.
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Figure 17. Stopped / Lifting-Rotor Background

LOCKHEED

The disc-wing concept shown in Figure 18 issized on the basis ofan annular disc loading in order

to meet the downwash criteria.This resultsin a 90-R-diameter rotor and an 11-psfdisc loading.

Based on a 55% disc/rotordiameter ratio,the cruisewing loading is21 psf and ismost detrimental

to the efficiencyofthisconcept. The excessivewing area resultsin a low high-speed cruise L/D.

Other major configuration issues are:

* Poor hover figureofmerit

* Conversion attitude

• Poor cruise LrD

• Upward pilotvision/ejection

• Out ofproportion/shipcompatibility

• Poor blade/discinterface

• Airplane mode lateralcontrol

• Drag limitshigh speed

• Conversion dynamics/time

• Conversion rollcontrol

• Conversion period maneuverability
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Figure 18. Stopped / Lifting-Wing Candidate Configurations

Conversion attitude variations of this concept are an issue. Although the angles might be held to
less than typical jet transport rotation angles, this is poor in comparison to the constant fuselage
attitude capability of the tiltrotor concepts.

The X-wing conceptshown inFigure18has a 70-i_-diameterrotorwith 13-psfdiscloading.Al-
though earlyX-wing studieswere based on rotorsoliditiesof0.13,latercalculationsand wind

tunneldataindicatedthata solidityofabout 0.26was requiredinordertoconvert.Therefore,

wing loadingforthisconceptis56 psfand,asidefrom the excessiverotorweight,resultsina low

high-speedcruiseL/D (seeFigureA-10).Configurationissuesofthisconceptare:

• Conversiondynamics/time

• Conversioneffectson solidity

• Conversionperiodmaneuverability

• Complex HHC/blowing system

• Low LfD -low wing loading

• Large pitchingmoment

• Drag limitshighspeed

The wing extensionstoppablerotorconceptseen inFigure18 (commonly calledRotafix)has a
rotordiameter of49 ftwitha 13-psfdiscloading.
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Although the stoppedsingle-blade"outerpanel"increasesthe wing aspectratioto 12,the exces-

sivewing area resultsina 60-psfwing loadingand a poorL/D inhigh-speedcruise.At lower

speeds(around 150 knots),the Rotafixdoeshave a veryhigh I.JD.Configurationissuesare:

• Conversiondynamics/time

• Conversionperiodmaneuverability

• Poorfigureofmerit

• Poor L/D (goodat 150 knots)

• Complex shipboardfolding

• Out ofproportion

• Drag limitshigh speed

Stowed Stoppable Rotors

Perhaps the first technical development of this concept was as one of the three concepts ordered
by the USAF in the 1950 convertiplane competition. The XV-2 (Sikorsky S-57) shown in Figure
19 was a single-counterbalanced-blade arrangement where the rotor was stopped and retracted
into the fuselage cavity. Although considerable wind tunnel testing was accomplished, the
concept was not selected for prototyping (as were the XV-1 and XV-3) TM. Later, two-blade arrange-
ments were also studied and model-tested. Then in the mid-60's, a Lockheed concept was studied

in the Army's Composite Aircraft Program 2°.

The horizontallystoppedstowedrotorshown inFigure20 has a 70-R-diameterrotorwith 13-psf

discloading.Sincethe wing sizingcan be independentofthe rotor,a wing loadingof 107 psfwas

LOCKHEED

SIKORSKY S-57 CONVERTIPLANE

Figure 19. Stopped / Stowed-Rotor Background - Horizontally Stopped
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HORIZONTALLY STOPPED VERTICALLY STOPPED

FOLDING TILTROTOR TRAILED ROTOR

Figure 20. Stopped / Stowed-Rotor Candidate Configurations

shown. The rotor and transmission are mounted on a four-bar linkage for retraction into the
fuselage. Configuration issues of this concept are:

• Conversion dynamics]time

• Conversion period maneuverability

• Complex drive retraction

• High-torque clutching

• Highly loaded rotor covers/doors

The vertically stopped stowed rotor concepts are shown in Figure 21. In 1964 both Bell Helicop-
ter and Boeing Helicopters initiated design and wind tunnel studies on the vertically stopped/
stowed concepts - Boeing with the folding tiltrotor _1and Bell with the trailed rotor _. After early
studies, it became obvious that the trailed-rotor concept did not possess the characteristics
desired for a high-speed variant of the tiltrotor. The trailed rotor could not utilize the tilting rotor
for good takeoff acceleration and STOL capability nor could it operate in the efficient prop-rotor
loiter mode. In those low-speed regimes, it either operated as a helicopter (with about 15° for-
ward tilt capability) or as a compound helicopter using very inefficient jet-thrusting means.
Therefore, both Bell and Boeing (and later Sikorsky) continued to explore and further develop
folding tiltrotor configurations, leading up to the 1970's series of U.S. Air Force and NASA studies
and wind tunnel full-scale rotor and model tests 2354_.
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BELL TRAIL-ROTOR

BOEING

BOEING

1972 WIND TUNNEL TEST OF THE BELL
FULL-SCALE FOLDING TILTROTOR

BOEING

Figure 21. Stopped / Stowed-Rotor Background - Vertically Stopped

The folding tiltrotor is essentially a tiltrotor during hovering and low speed flight. The rotors are
used in the upright position for hovering and for vertical takeoffand landing. For transition to
forward flight, the rotors are tilted through 90 degrees. When full wing lift is achieved, the
forward thrust is transferred to the cruise fans and the rotors are feathered and stopped; the

blades are then folded along the wingtip nacelles. The conversion corridor speed is of the order of
120 to 180 knots.

During the 1970's studies and evaluations for the U.S. Air Force, NASA and industry concluded

that the folding tiltroter concept is most attractive because it has the least risk associated with
the conversion sequence (stopping and folding the rotors). Since the rotors are stopped and folded
in a relatively constant aerodynamic environment, as opposed to the constantly changing one
faced by horizontal stopping rotors, it faces fewer aerodynamic and dynamic design problems.
The folding tiltrotor offers the greatest operational flexibility. It has good vertical takeoff capabil-
ity and it can tilt its rotors for acceleration, good STOL, and climb-out capability. In addition, by
using its rotors as propellers, it has the potential of operating efficiently in three distinct flight
regimes.

Following the Air Force and NASA wind tunnel testing in the early seventies, conclusions were
that the folding tiltroter concept showed much promise with no fundamental problems encoun-
tered! The program was, however, delayed until after the basic tiltroter (XV-15) had been demon-
strated. In the interim, some studies of the X-Wing stopped rotor concept held out a high poten-
tial, if its problems could be overcome. So far, that concept has not been proven and (probably)
has been discarded.
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Figure 20 also illustrates one approach to a high-speed folding tiltrotor with a short-coupled
canard arrangement. The rotor diameter is 33 tt with a 29-psf disc loading. Wing loading is 89
psi'. Configuration issues are:

• Swept-forwardwing/canard

• Wing aeroelastics

• Speed limitedto~ Mach 1.5(forattackvariants)

Reference6 discussesthetestsperformedunder USAF and NASA contracts.The resultsofall

thiseffortshowed thatthereare no significanttechnicalobstaclestothe development ofafolding-
tiltrotoraircraRbeyond thosenormallyencounteredinany new aircraRdevelopment.

Over the years, mission applications have been explored starting with the 1965 NASA Shorthaul
Transport studies, the USAF Advanced Rescue and Assault Transport Missions, etc. Recent
design studies have explored STOVL configurations.

The trailed-rotor variant of the vertically stopped stowed rotor is also illustrated in Figure 20.
Rotor diameter is 38 R for a disc loading of 22 psf. Although drawn for a 25 ° a/t-swept wing, the
concept is probably only acceptable for small sweep angles due to the relationship of the tilt axis
(at the CG) and the proper location on the MAC. If placed where stability requires, a very long
overhang results as shown with severe weight, balance, and operational problems. Other configu-
ration issues are:

• Aft-sweptwing aeroelastics

• Exposed-bladedynamics

• Tiltaxis/CG/MAC/overhang

• Wing wake effectson folding

• Autogyro mode

• Inefficientloitermode

• Conversiontime

• Poor STO capability

• Sweep/drag limithigh speed

Variable-Diameter Rotors

Figure 22 illustrates some of the background for the three major variants of the Variable-diame-

ter-rotor concept. In the mid-40's, Vittorio Isacco built a 10-to-1 diameter-ratio telescoping rotor. _
Apparently it was ground-tested but never flown. This was followed in the early 50's by the
Piasecki Helicopter/Vertol AircraR telescoping rotors. = Although a rotor was built for testing,
none was accomplished. Later, Sikorsky conducted wind tunnel testing of its TRAC telescoping
rotor. In the 1950's, Hiller built a full-scale wind tunnel model of the foldable concept shown;

again, never tested. In the reelable rotor, many variations are possible. The Barish/Vidya/Martin
concepts of Figure 22 were seriously investigated in the late 50's. The Martin Company built a
test rotor _, as did Kellett Aircratt 2', and a fabric rotor was tested on a home-made helicopter by
Edward Glatfelter.
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Variable-Diameter Background - Horizontal Rotors

The telescoping-rotorvariant(Figure23)has a 70-ft-diameterrotorwith 13-psfdiscloadingtele-

scopingto60% diameterforstoppingand stowing.Although the reductionindiameter easesthe

stowingvolume required,thefuselage(asshown) has an excessivecabinlength(10It).Wing

loadingcan be optimizedtosuitconversion/cruiserequirementsand isshown as 107 psf.Configu-
rationissuesare:

• Conversiondynamics/time

• Conversionperiodmaneuverability

• Complex telescoping/folding

• High-torqueclutching

• Highly loadedrotorcovers/doors

• Out-of-proportion/excessivefuselage

• Drag limitshigh speed

The reelablerotorvariant(Figure23)issimilarinlayoutwith a 70-i_-diameterrotorat 13-psfdisc

loading.In ordertoaccommodate thefivereelsforbladeretraction,a large-diameter"tub"is

buriedintherotorhub fairing(andspinswith therotor).Severalbladeconcepts(deflatable,coiled

sheet,segmented)were analyzedforthetub and discsizingshown. Configurationissuesare:

• Conversiondynamics/time •

• Conversionperiodmaneuverability *

• Complex reeldrivesystem •
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Figure 23. Variable-Diameter Rotor Concepts

The foldable-rotorvariant(Figure23)has 49-ft-diameterrotorswith 13-psfdiscloading.Blade

foldinghingesare atabout 33% span (similartothe Hiller1950'sconcept)and thebladesfoldto

lieparalleltoeach other.Large segmented doorsrollup tocoverthe foldedbladesand hub,
providinga relativelylow-dragpackage. Configurationissuesare:

• Conversiondynamics/time

• Conversionperiodmaneuverability

• Hig-torqueclutching

* Highlyloadedrotorcovers/doors

• High download

• Sweep/draglimitshigh speed

Variable-Diameter Tiltable Rotors

In the 1960's,Belland Boeing consideredthevariable-diametertiltrotoras appropriatefora

high-speedtiltrotortoalleviatethe severepenaltyofrotortipspeedreduction,s°Bellbrought

ArthurYoung back toactivestatusand a testrotorwas developedand demonstrated inground
tests(Figure24).st= Later,Sikorskyenvisioneda tiltrotorvariantoftheirtelescopingrotor
(TRAC) conceptforcompound helicopters._

Figure 23 illustrates a variable-diameter (telescoping) rotor applied to the canard tiltrotor dis-

cussed earlier. Although listed and evaluated separately in this overview, the variable-diameter
rotor itself is considered to be another option for the advanced rotor system of a very high-speed
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Figure 24. Variable-Diameter Background - Tiltable Vertical Rotors

tiltrotor. The aircraft shown has the full 40% diameter reduction, from a 55-ft-diameter in hover
to 33 ft in cruise. Hover disc loading was 11 psf and a wing loading of 87 psfis shown. Configura-
tion issues are:

• Swept-forward wing/canard

• Rotor and wing aeroelastics

• Complex blade retraction/drive

• Shipboard folding complexity

• Speed limited to -Mach 0.8

Body-Mounted Rotors

Body-mounted rotors have had an attraction for many inventors over the years, starting possibly
with the "Flying Saucer" stories of the early 50's leading to Avro Aircraft's version for the USAF, _
which then led to the "ground-effect" Avrocar saucer for the U.S. Army. _ Other entrepreneurs
such as Rotavion, Sadleir, and Moller have proposed single and multiple variants as seen in
Figure 25. _$7

A single-rotor example was selected for evaluation as shown in Figure 26. A 42-ft-diameter rotor
is buried in the delta wing. Actually, it is a ducted rotor/fan, thereby meeting the downwash
constraints. Probably the most detrimental characteristic of these concepts is the excessive wing
area. The aircraft depicted has a 3200-sq-ft wing area in cruise flight. Although drawn for the
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Figure 26. Body-Mounted Rotor Candidate Configuration
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hypothetical 50,000-1b design point, the large areas of the wing, upper closures, and bottom vane/

closures would seriously escalate the empty weight. Configuration issues are:

• Grossly out of proportion

• Low L/D

• Extremely low wing loading

• Balance

• Shipboard compatibility

• Drag limits high speed

Candidate High-Speed Rotorcraft Selection

Figure 27 summarizes the 20 concepts identified,evaluated, and down-selected to five preliminary

designs and leading to the selection of two concepts for the Task II assessment.

TWENTY CONCEPTS

\

FIVET,LT O  
TILT WiNG

THREE VARIABLE /_ I_
DIA. STOPPABLE

ROTORS

TWOTILTABLE _ _
STOPPABLE

ROTORS

ONE
RODY-MOUNTEDI_

ROTOR

FIVE
PRELIMINARY

DESIGNS

CONVENTIONAL
TILTROTOR

CANARD
TILTROTOR

TWO
SELECTIONS

FOLDING TILTROTOR

CANARD TILTROTOR

VARIABLE DIAMETER (SWEPT BLADES)
TILTROTOR

TILT WiNG

Figure 27. Candidate High-Speed Rotorcraft Selection
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Downselect to Five Candidates

Measures ofeffectiveness(MoE) and measures ofperformance(MOP) were developedand are

reportedinAppendix A, TableA-3. A listofkey discriminatorswas developedmostlyfrom the

MoE's and MoP's toaddressthe importantfeaturesand differencesbetween the concepts.Key

discriminators,theirdefinition,and theirimportanceareas follows:

Empty Weight-W-Gross Weight Ratio

Aircraft payload fractions depend directly on a concept's EW/GW ratio. Generally speaking, larger
ratios imply more components such as extra wings or rotors or engines; or some components may
be heavier than normal, reflecting higher drive system ratings, higher wing stiffness require-
ments, or a more complex control system. Higher EW/GW ratios leave a lower percentage of the
GW for useful load (payload + fuel) and usually reflect a less efficient rotorcraR. Thus, lower EW/
GW ratios are desirable.

Hover Disc Loading

Disc loading has a prime influence on both downwash velocity and hover fuel flow. Low down-
wash was a statedobjectiveofthisstudyand isconsideredherethrough thedisc-loadingterm.

Hover Maneuverability

Some rotorcraftconceptshave lesshovermaneuverabilitythan others.Low-disc-loadingrotors

withfullcycliccontrolarethebest.High-disc-loadingconceptswitha relativelyhigh inertia

about eithercontrolaxismay tend tobe sluggishintheirhovermaneuverability.

Conversion Time

The time toconvertisa measure ofhow longthevehicleisinthe processofchanging overtoa
cruisemode. (Itdoesnotincludetime involvedinnormal transitionfrom hover tohelicopter-type

forwardflight.)Thisisa reflectionofhow many differentthingshave tooccurinthe conversion

process.In some conceptsthisisa drawn-outprocess,duringwhich the vehicleand crew are

more vulnerableand lessabletocarryoutothermissionduties.Conversionshouldbe a smooth,

continuousprocess,and reversiblefrom any point.Thus, conversiontime can be veryimportant
tosurvivability.

Conversion Maneuverability

Many ofthehigh-speedrotorcraftconceptsare operatingnear operationalboundariesduring

conversion.Indeed,many must have rotorsand/orwing designscompromised tosatisfythe

conversionliftand trimrequirements.Thus maneuverabilityisoftenminimal hereand so itisof

prime importance,whether ina militaryattackroleorforevasivemaneuvering ina transport
role.

Conversion Fold / Stow Penalty

All the high-speed rotorcrat_ concepts go through some mechanical change between hover mode
and cruise mode, generally either tilting, stopping, folding, or some combination. The mechanical
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complexityand volumetricrequirementsforthisprocessare consideredtogetherhere as an

indicatorofthe conversionpenal_y.

Cruise Speed Potential

The studyobjectiveand missionprofilesspecifya 450-knotspeedrequirement.Some ofthe

conceptsconsideredcan barelymeet this,whileothersmay have higherspeed potential.This

discriminatorallowsrecognitionofthatpotential.

Cruise Flat-Plate Area

Cruise power required at 450 knots is primarily determined by fiat-plate area and compressibility
drag. A high fiat-plate area results in high cruise drag and high installed-power requirements,
leading to larger, heavier airframes. This discriminator allows elimination of concepts which
inherently result in high flat-plate areas. This may be driven by an oversized wing or wing-rotor
blade combination, or an abnormally large fuselage to house folded/stewed rotor blades, or rotor
blades and shafts leR exposed in the airstream during cruise flight.

Cruise Wing Loading

Does the concept allow the wing to be sized for the cruise mode or must it be significantly compro-

mised to satisfy another flight regime (usually conversion)?

Cruise Lift / Drag Ratio

The concept's cruise L/D depends on many geometric factors such as fiat-plate area, interference
effects, compressibility, and cruise altitude. Its importance lies in its heavy contribution to the
cruise fuel requirement and range factor and hence the impact on overall vehicle gross weight. "

Propulsion Limits

Several discriminators are listed here which are based on past experience with configurations

which required more than two rotors, more than two engines, or more than two types of engine
(both a turboshaR and a turbofan). These have proven to be heavier and more complex arrange-
ments for rotorcraft (requiring more interconnect shai_ing) and are avoided in this study by use of
this discriminator.

Propulsion Efficiency

Prop-rotor cruise efficiency drops significantly past the 400- to 450-knot speed range. However,
convertible engines and single-rotation propellers retain high efficiency to much higher speeds.
While this discriminator did not eliminate any concept, its use does allow the higher efficiency

systems to be pointed out.
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Concept Layout / Appearance

This discriminatorconsidersitemssuch as rationalproportionsofwing area,tailareasand disc

areaand whether the conceptlendsitselftofoldingforshipboardcompatibilityand forairtrans-

portability.

Aeroelastic Limits and Vibrations

Some rotorcrafl concepts are known to have speed-limiting aeroelastic boundaries. Other concepts
have substantial vibration problems during the slowing and stopping process of the conversion
mode. This discriminator allows for qualitative grading of the severity of this class of problem.
Low scores generally indicate that the problem has proven to be extremely difficult to treat, or

that it is a significant problem but very little is known about it.

Complexity

The drive system and number of gearboxes required were used as one guide to the concept com-
plexity. Other factors considered were the relative difficulty of the slowing-stopping-folding
schemes, extra sets of louvers or doors to cover stopped rotors, and perceived extra functions
required of the flight control system for the hover-conversion-forward flight modes.

Table 5 summarizes the evaluationofthe 20 candidaterotorcrai_conceptsusingthosekey dis-

criminators.The purposeofthe chartistoestablisha pass/failgrade through which toeliminate

the leastdesirableconceptsand toselectthe most desirableconcepts.Fiveconceptsreceived

passinggrades.These were selectedforfurtherstudy:

(1)A tiltrotorofconventionallayout(similartoa V-22)

(2) A canard tiltrotor with forward-swept wing and advanced rotor geometry

(3) A canard tiltrotor with forward-swept wing and variable-diameter rotor

(4) A folding tiltrotor with forward-swept wing and canard

(5) A tiltwing with 2 prop-rotors

Table 5.
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Design Requirements

Mission Profiles

The NASA-defined military transport mission (6,000-1b payload) was chosen as the basis for
evaluating the five selected high-speed rotercrafl, Each concept was sized for this mission profile,
described in Table 3, with a 450 knot cruise speed. The weight of airframe equipment, mission
equipment, armor, mission kit, and crew was specified to be 6,370 lb in the NASA military trans-
port. The NASA-defined 30-passenger civil mission (6,000-1b payload) was subsequently chosen
for one of the two final rotorcraft concepts. This mission profile is also described in Table 3. The
weight of fixed equipment, avionics, and fixed useful load was specified to be 5,425 lb for the
NASA 30-passenger civil mission. The civil mission has a shorter range and a lighter equipment
package than the military transport, leading one to expect a lighter and somewhat smaller
aircral'c to perform the civil mission.

Military Transport Rotorcraft

All five rotorcrai'c selected were designed to structural design criteria appropriate to the military
transport mission. The structural design gross weight (SDGW) was defined as the primary
mission gross weight (PMGW) less 40% of the mission fuel. The alrplane-mode limit load factor
(LLF) was adopted from the V-22 specification to be 4.0 _s at the SDGW. The rotercrat% were
designed to a 2.0-g VTO jump takeoff which sizes the wingroot strength for tiltroter concepts.
The helo-mode airframe LLF criteria were taken from ADS-29 for a class IV transport. A low-

speed maneuver requirement of 1.7 g's at 60 knots airspeed was also imposed. This required
higher tiltrotor solidity at higher wing loadings. These are summarized below:

Airplane LLF:

Jump takeoff LLF:

Helo-mode LLF:

Low-speed maneuver:

Hover yaw acceleration:

4.0 g's at SDGW

2.0 _s

3.0 g's/_)_ g's

1.7 g's at 60 knots

2Odeg/sec'

These are rational choices for the military transport mission.

Civil Passenger Rotorcraft

Future, civil high-speed rotorcraR will probably be certified under the FAA's new Draft Interim
Airworthiness Criteria for Powered-LiR Transport Category Aircrai%. For this study the following
criteria were used:

Airplane LLF:

Jump takeoff LLF:

Hover yaw acceleration:

Low-speed maneuver:

2.6 g's/-l.0 g's at DGW

2.0 g's

15 deg/sec _

45 deg bank turn
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Mission Analysis

A number of military transport missions were examined to determine the relative need for high
speed and good VTO capability. Of'those examined the most frequent missions were priority
resupply of cemponents, special operations forces (SOF) in wartime, medevac, and combat search
and rescue (CSAR). Considering frequency to be an indication of relative need and military
mission importance, these four missions were focused on.

VTO Requ/rement - The SOF, medevac, and CSAR missions all require midpoint hover capability
to perform their missions without the advantage of any prepared landing site or field. The priority
resupply mission must deliver its cargo as near as possible to the user. In many cases the nearest
runway may be destroyed or damaged beyond use, making VTO capability very important to a
timely delivery.

Speed Requ/rement - The SOF missions must employ nighttime operations wherever possible to
reduce detection, thereby enhancing mission success. A nighttime SOF operation over a 1200-nmi
radius requires cruise speeds of about 350 knots, allowing I hour at the mission destination.
Medevac statistics show that the trauma mortality rate can be reduced up to 20% if
i hour of elapsed time can be saved in getting wounded to a rear area hospital. CSAR statistics
indicate that the capture rate of downed aircrew can be reduced by 36% if the land rescue time can
be cut to 10 minutes. The priority resupply mission is to deliver critical depot components in a
timely manner to win the battle. All of these transport category missions can use the advantage of
speed to directly and quantitatively improve their mission performance.

Figure 28 shows a scattergram of several mission payload and radius requirements. The NASA
defined military missions of 6000-1b and 3000-1b payload are also spotted on the figure. The
dashed payload-radius line passing through the NASA mission requirement is currently only an
approximation of the long-range potential of a high-speed rotorcrait. It does, however, indicate
that a vehicle designed to the NASA 6000-1b military transport mission could also handle most of
the other mission requirements reviewed by Boeing.
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Technology Definition

Two levels of technology were addressed during the study; a 1990 technology and a year 2000

technology. Figure 29 gives a graphical explanation of these technology levels. It shows the rela-
tionship between the airframe development cycle and the engine development cycle. Engine dem-

onstration go-ahead must occur about 2 years prior to the beginning of the airframe preliminary

design phase. Also, the engine preliminary preflight rating test (PPFRT) should coincide with the

airframe first flight. Finally, the engine maturity phase ends with the airframe first delivery.
These are fundamental milestones in any development cycle, although the actual times vary

according to a wide range of factors (technical difficulties, funding limitations, changing opera-

tional concepts, and political events, to mention a few).

The definition of 1990 technology, for this study, is that 1990 technology is the available technol-

ogy (reasonably mature and low-risk) which the airframer is willing to incorporate in a prelimi-

nary design beginning in 1990. Likewise, year 2000 technology is the available technology which

the airframer is willing to incorporate in a preliminary design beginning in the year 2000. With

this interpretation, 1990 technology has an IOC date of about 2001, and year 2000 technology has

an IOC date of about 2011.
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Figure 29. Airframe and Propulsion Technology Development Cycles

Weights

A review of past performance on the all-composite Bell-Boeing V-22 Osprey and the Boeing Model

360 all-composite tandem helicopter gave a good indication of progress in the area of weights for

both primary structure and for rotor blades and hubs. Boeing involvement in other programs

such as ADOCS, IHPTET, and ART (Advanced Rotorcral_ Transmissions) gave the weight group

specific knowledge and a substantial data base for estimation of future weight savings.

There are specific concept-related weight penalties to consider. Component weights for the five

rotorcraft concepts were estimated by the weight trend equations in VASCOMP II, a V/STOL

aircraft sizing and performance computer program s. Technology factors were applied to the
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component weights to adjust for 1990 and year 2000 capabilities, see Table A-4 in Appendix
Further discussion of weights is provided in Appendix A, Technology Assessment - Weights.
Wing weights for all of the tiltrotor concepts were generated from a Boeing Helicopters-developed
tiltrotor wing weight trend. This methodology accounts for both the wing strength and stiffness
requirements. Strength requirements are dictated by the wing bending moments imposed by the
VTO jump takeoff, in both vertical bending and wing torsion. The wing box spar stiffness require-
ment is dictated by the aeroelastic stability boundary.

The rotorgroup alsorequiredspecificweightpenaltiesassociatedwith the rotorconceptgeometry
and complexity.

Aerodynamics

The aerodynamic analysis required for the five concepts can be summarized in the categories of
airframeaerodynamics and performanceand rotoraerodynamicsand performance.

The primary airframe aerodynamic characteristics as they relate to aircraft sizing are parasite
drag, drag due to lift, and compressibility drag. The basic parasite drags of the concepts differ
primarily because of the different wing and nacelle size and their layouts. The basic fuselage
geometry is unaltered among the various designs, apart from the engine mounting, for purposes
of this comparison.

Resultant equivalent parasite areas (fe) for the five concepts are shown in Figure 30. Drag

improvements relative to the V-22 come from a smoother afterbody fairing, elimination of spon-
sons, smaller nacelles (for body-mounted engine configurations), and reductions in protuberances
which are required for a 450-knot design.
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About a 10% reductionin skinfrictiondrag comes with thehighercruiseReynolds number. A

comparison toothertypesofaircraftshows theestimatedfevaluestofallslightlybelow thosefor

turboprops,buL ,,utas good aslarge,ci',fJtransports.

Compressibility drag is a very important driver in determining wing section geometry, particu-
larly thickness/chord ratio. The challenge is to choose a high value of tic for structural reasons
while keeping close to the boundary for drag divergence at the design Mach number. The test
and theory data for wing drag divergence shows a gain of 0.06 Mach in drag divergence by chang-

ing from the V-22 wing airfoil to a 20% thick Boeing TR38 advanced airfoil. A further 0.05 Mach
can be gained by reducing the thickness to 15%. A review of the speed and altitude requirements
for the vehicles indicated a need for airfoils in the 18% to 14% tic range to avoid severe compressi-

bility effects. The compressible drag increment was derived from the TR38 2-D characteristics
and then corrected to 3-D. Figure 31 shows the resulting drag rise curves.

0
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Figure 31. Compressibility Drag Increments

Each vehicleconcepthad adifferentrotordesign.The rotorbladetwistwas determined by the

cruisecondition.Thisresultedinan almostlineartwistofcloseto35°,which performs ade-

quatelyinhover. The aircraft;propulsionsystemsare allsizedforcruise,resultingintheirbeing

considerablyoversizedforhover.Thisrendershover performanceoflittleconsequence,exceptfor

verifyingitsadequacy. Should OEI performancebecome an issue,however, hover would be of

prime importance.

Propulsion

3_zrbosha_fl;engines were used with all of the concepts except the folding tiltrotor, which required
a convertible engine. Engine lapse rate and sfc characteristics with speed, altitude, and part
power were based on a growth version of the GE38 core engine. The absolute weight and fuel
flow values were adjusted to IHPTET Phase I for the baseline 1990 technology and to IHPTET
Phase II for the year 2000 technology.
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Figure32 shows a i.__ricaltrendofturboshaR engineSFC and weighttrends.Obviously,the

1990 and year2000 technologySFC valuesrepresenta substantialimprovement from thetrend

line.The weightobjectives,however,are more inlinewiththehistoricaltrends.

The convertibleenginecharacteristicswere based on a variable-inletguidevane/variable-exit

guidevane configurationwith a highbypassratioof6.0and a 1.75overallpressureratio.A

thrust-to-horsepowerratioof1.47was used forthe 1990 technologyconvertible.SFC valueswere

adjustedtoreflectthe IHPTET goalsasexplainedpreviously.Further discussionofconvertible

enginecharacteristicsisincludedinAppendix A, TechnologyAssessment -Propulsionand in

Appendix B,MilitaryFoldingTiltrotorPropulsionSystem.
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Task I Concept Tradeoffs

The concepts were designed to achieve a 450-knot true airspeed at the altitude which gave the
lightest gross-weight solution. This required some iteration during the study, since the correct
combination oft/c and wing loading at which to run the altitude variations is not initially known.

Still, the prop-rotor-driven (turboshsfl engine) concepts tended to optimize at about 15,000 ft
cruise altitude and the folding tiltrotor (convertible engine) concept optimized at about 25,000 i_
cruise altitude. Allowing the design altitude to be different affects both the equivalent airspeed
and the Mach number. A 450-KTAS design speed at sea level corresponds to about 540-KEAS
dive speed, but at 25,000 feet is only 350-KEAS dive speed. The higher altitude thus gives a
structural/weight benefit via the lower EAS dive speed, as well as a substantial L/D improve-
ment. The disadvantage of higher cruise altitudes is that Mach number creeps up. This impacts
both the vehicle compressibility drag and the propeller efficiency (higher helical tip Mach num-
bers). A further adverse effect of higher cruise altitude is the growth in installed engine SI-IP
required to compensate for the reduced SHP available at altitude.

Concept Description and Sizing

Three-view drawings of the five high-speed rotercraR concepts are shown in Figure 33. A detailed
description of each will not be provided here. Suffice it to point out that the straight wings of the
conventional tiltrotor and the tiltwing make it difficult for these two to achieve 450 KTAS (M =
0.72). The forward-swept-wing configurations are much better suited for high subsonic speeds.
The three forward-swept-wing concepts also have body-mounted engines, thus reducing the
wingtip nacelle size and reducing flat-plate area.

CONVENTIONAL CANARD VARIABLEDIAMETER FOLDING TILTWING
TILTROTOR TILTROTOR TILrROTOR "I1LTROTOR

Figure 33. Three-View Drawings of 5 High-Speed Rotorcraft

Conventional T_ltrotor: The conventional tiltrotor (TR) operates very similarly to the V-22
transport. Rotor analysis tradeoffs showed a 575-fps tip speed gave about the best cruise propLd-
sive efficiency, corresponding to 0.87 helical tip Mach number at the 450-KTAS cruise condition.
This requires a substantial rpm reduction from hover, which penalizes the drive system weight by
requiring higher torque ratings. A rotor propulsive efficiency of 0.67 was achieved at the 450-
knot cruise condition. The optimum cruise altitude was about 15,000 ft and the optimum wing
thickness ratio was 0.14.
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Parametric tradeoffs of wing loading and disc loading for the TR are shown in Figure 34. The
choice of disc loading W/A was limited to a maximum of 25 psfin keeping with the study objective
of low dow-nwash. This limit was well within the disk loading constraints shown in Figure 6, but
was chosen in Task I based on past experience. This selection was later supported by the more
detailed downwash evaluation conducted in Task H, which showed these disk loadings to create a
thinner jet outwash than the CH-53E but of higher velocity; see Appendix B, Downwash Char-
actericstics. Note that GW is not sensitive to W/A for the TK At this W/A the minimum-gross-
weight point occurred at a wing-loading W/S of 140 psf. However, wing loadings were limited to a
maximum value of 120 psf based on conversion corridor and stall considerations. The selected
point for the TR is W/A=25 psf and W/S=120 psf, giving a 56,072-1b GW.

ALTITUDE = 15,000 it WING t/c = 0.14 WING SWEEP = -.6.5 deg

SHP
GROSS
WEIGHT 32000

(LB)

70000 1 W/S = 80 30000,

/
65000 ] 28000-

60000 1 26000-
!

55000 1 24000-

50000 J 22000

Figure 34. Conventional Tiltrotor Parametric Tradeoffs

Canard Tiltroto_. The canard tiltrotor (CTR) has a forward-swept wing and advanced-geometry
rotors incorporating swept blades. The forward-swept wing is employed to achieve higher drag-
divergence Mach numbers. A 0.16 wing thickness ratio gave the least-grose-weight solution for
CTR. One penalty of the canard configuration is that the rotors must be outside of the canard

tips, resulting in a higher wing aspect ratio. This rotor-canard arrangement is considered neces-
sary to avoid rotor-canard vortex interaction (unless wind tunnel tests can verify that rotor tip
vortices on canards or canard-induced velocities on rotors are inconsequential). The rotor and
wing must be designed for 620 KTAS stability boundaries (450 KTAS * 1.2 * 1.15), including the
whirl-flutter boundary. The difficulty in achieving this stability boundary is compounded by the
increased aspect ratio and by the wing's forward-sweep geometry.

Rotor tip speeds in cruise can be higher for the advanced-geometry rotor. Estimates of cruise pro-
pulsive efficiency for this rotor geometry exceeded 0.8 for the 450-KTAS cruise condition. The
optimum cruise altitude was about 15,000 ft.

Parametric tradeoffs of wing loading and disc loading for the CTR are shown in Figure 35. Here
the wing weight penalty for higher aspect ratio shows up by increasing GW at the higher W/S
values (lower chord, higher aspect ratio). A 25-psfW/A value was taken as the upper limit, giving
a minimum GW of 46,480 lb at W/S=100 psf and W/A=25 psf.
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Figure 35. Canard Tiltrotor Parametric Tradeoffs

Variable.Diameter Tiltrotor: The variable-diameter tiltrotor (VDTR) has the same forward-

swept wing and canard configuration as the CTR. The difference is that the variable-diameter
rotor allows the rotor tips to be closer together in the hover mode, as indicated in the 3-view
drawing of Figure 33. Rotor diameter is reduced during conversion to the airplane mode until the
point where the blade tips will clear the canard tips. This layout results in a lower wing aspect
ratio, which is better from weight considerations. But it has the penalty of a heavier and more
complex rotor hub and blade design to accommodate the variable diameter. As on the CTR, this

concept has a wing t/c of 0.16 and optimum cruise altitude of about 15,000 ft.

The parametric tradeoffs of W/A and W/S are shown in Figure 36. Higher disc loadings generally
gave lighter GW, especially at the higher W/S values. However, staying with the 25-psf upper
limit for W/A gave an optimum GW of 46,455 lb at W/S=120 psf and W/A=25 psf.

ALTITUDE = 15,000 It WING t/c = 0.16 WING SWEEP = -25 deg
GROSS

WEIGHT SHP
(LB)

_ w/s =so  ooo]

ili °o?
Figure 36. Variable Diameter Tiltrotor Parametric Tradeoffs
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Folding Tiltrotor: The folding tiltrotor (FTR) has the same forward-swept wing and canard con-

figuration as the two previous concepts. Body-mounted convertible engines provide propulsive
thrust in cruise and shaft power for the two rotors in hover and during conversion to the airplane

mode. This concept does not need to meet a high whirl-mode-stability boundary, since the rotor
blades would be folded at about 200 KTAS. Leaving a 50-knot operational margin would give
only a 250-KTAS flight envelope in the prop-rotor mode. This corresponds to a 345-KTAS whirl-

mode-stability boundary requirement (13% less than V-22 requirement at sea level). Thus a wing
weight savings may be expected here.

The FTR rotor can be optimized for hover and low-speed flight since it is not used above 200

KTAS. Also, rotor tip speed can always operate at the optimum hover value, even during conver-
sion to the airplane mode. (A 790-fps hover tip speed gives a helical tip Mach number of 0.8 at

250 KTAS.) The high tip speed reduces the required rotor solidity and the constant rpm simpli-
fies the drive system design. Also, the drive system need only be sized for hover and low-speed

flight up to 200-250 KTAS in the prop-rotor mode, yielding a much lighter drive system than the
other concepts. The weight advantage is partially offset by the added weight of a convertible

engine with its extra fan and VIGV components. The FTR optimized at a cruise altitude of 25,000
ft and a 0.15 wing tic.

Parametric tradeoffs of W/S and W/A are shown in Figure 37. The optimum configuration was
chosen at W/S = 90 psfand W/A = 25 psf, giving a 53,600-1b GW. At the optimum W/S of 90 psf
the 25-psf disc loading was also at a relative minimum point.

ALTITUDE = 25,000 tt WING t/c = 0.15 WING SWEEP = -25 deg
GROSS
WEIGHT

(LB)

Slip!!!!t'
% 17oooj

 ooo] 18ooo]

::1 i;1211 °
Figure 37. Folding Tiltrotor Parametric Tradeoffs

Tiltwing: The tiltwing (TW) concept is embodied as a single, unswept wing with two props. The
straight wing was used to provide a wing-to-rotor proximity which is necessary for good conver-

sion and low-speed control. Since the tiltwing wing is always aligned with the propwash, it has
the distinct advantage of a low download in the hover mode. Pitch control in hover and low-speed

flight would be provided by either monocyclic rotor control or by a free-floating wing with geared
flap control system as described by Churchill in U.S. patent 3,029,043. Taft rotors have been

avoided due to complexity and the problems they would present in high-speed flight.
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Thetiltwing has lower wing root bending moments in the jump takeoff maneuver than a tiltroter.
This lower wing root bending moment is carried in the stronger wing chord direction during jump

takeoff since the wing is tilted with the rotors. These two factors make TW wing structural
design easier than tiltrotor wing design. Also,the smaller rotor diameter and shorter distance

from wing root to rotor centerline make it easier to meet whirl-flutter requirements. Thus, wing
thickness ratio can be relatively low without a high wing weight penalty.

The largemidwing enginenacelleincreasesdrag. Itgivestwicethe wing-nacelleinterference

drag as the tip-mountedtiltrotornacelles;itdoesnot givethe beneficialeffectsoftipnacelleend-

plating;and the nacellewettedareamust be largertohouse the engines.Allthreefactorsdrive
down the vehicleL/D. As willbe shown,the optimum TW isconstrainedtolower wing loadings

than thetiltrotorconcepts.Thisincreasedwing areameans higherfiat-plateareawhich further

reducesLrD valuesfortheconcept.As with the otherpropeller-drivenconcepts,the TW opti-

mized ata cruisealtitudeofabout 15,000ft.

Parametric tradeoffs of W/S and W/A on TW gross weight are shown in Figure 38. Higher wing

loadings give lower gross weights, at least up through the 140-psfW/S considered here. This
trend is different from the canard tiltrotors primarily because ofthe different wing weight

requirements. A prime consideration in tiltwing design is the chord-to-diameter ratio, c/D.

ALTITUDE = 15,000 fl WING t/c = 0.16 WING SWEEP =0 deg

GROSS
WEIGHT

(LB)
SHP

70000 ] 36000

65000 1 ,"_'_r'_ '$ = 80 - W/S = .80 ooo1 ,/o/

500001 2o000 140
45000 ,-=

Figure 38. Tiltwing Parametric Tradeoffs

Bounds ofthisparameter are shown inFigure39. Data from wind tunnelprograms, such asLIT,
indicatethatthe lowerbound forthec/D shouldbe about 0.43.Thisstems from controlconsid-

erationsand thewing stallphenomenon whileina partial-power,low-speed-descentmode. Im-

posingthisc/Drestrictionon the GW trendsofFigure38 forcesa choiceatthe corner:W/S = 80

psfand W/A = 45 psf,givinga 59,340-Ibgrossweight.
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Figure 39. Tiltwing Design Constraint

Concept Comparison

The conventional tfltrotor and tiltwing have the highest gross weight and also the highest in-
stalled-power requirements. Both concepts suffer from a straight wing with no relief for com-
pressibility drag and from the added fiat-plate area of the larger nacelles which house the en-

gines. They also show the lowest specific range and range factor values.

Clearly, the canard tiltrotor (CTR) and variable-diameter tiltrotor (VDTR) have the lowest gross
weight (and horsepower required). The folding tiltrotor (FTR) has a higher gross weight than
those two, but less gross weight than the conventional tiltrotor or the tiltwing. Its 25,000-i_
design cruise altitude gives it substantially better values of specific range and range factor at the
450-knot required cruise speed. Also, the FTR has much greater speed potential than any of the
propeller-driven concepts. Thus, from a weight and performance point of view the CTR, VDTR,
and FTR are attractive candidates for Task II.

How well do these five high-speed rotorcraft compare with hover-designed helicopters and cruise-
designed fixed-wing aircraft? Figure 40 shows this comparison to both helicopters and fixed-wing
aircraf_ in terms of hover factor and range factor. The five high-speed rotorcraf_ concepts have
about 80% of the helicopter's hover factor, defined as GW divided by fuel flow with units of hours.

They also are competitive with the fixed-wings' in terms of range factor, defined as nrn/lb fuel
times GW with the units ofnm. Actually achieving these predicted performance levels in a proto-
type vehicle would be a major accomplishment, requiring considerable R&D to realize the
weights, performance, and propulsion goals which are reflected herein. But the potential is there
and is within reach.
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Figure 40. Minimizing the V/STOL Compromise

Sensitivity Study

Each of the five concepts was evaluated for its sensitivity to a combination of three technology

factors: fiat-plate area, prop-rotor cruise efficiency, and year 2000 engine technology. While this
list oftech improvements is not comprehensive, it served as a gage of what may be expected. The

tiltwing and conventional tiltrotor concept baselines were the heaviest, required the most in-

stalled power, and had the worst specific range and the highest fuel fraction. It should not be sur-
prising that these two concepts benefited the most from the year 2000 engine technology. The

CTR and VDTR were the lightest and had good SFCs, so they benefited the least.

The vehicles' sensitivity to design speed was also examined. The baseline 1990 cases were resized

for a range of design speeds from 350 KTAS to 500 KTAS. The resulting trends in GW are shown

in Figure 41. Starting at the 350-knot design speed, the FTR is obviously the heaviest solution.

The prop-rotor driven concepts with turboshait engines give the lightest GW vehicle up to about a

470-knot design airspeed. The TW and TR have unswept wings and simply did not converge

beyond 450 knots. This is not to say that a carefully optimized design in either of these confhgura-

tions could not be designed beyond 450 knots. But it does say that those two concepts are rapidly

approaching their practical limits. The CTR and VDTR are lighter in weight up to about 465

knots, but they did not converge beyond 475 knots. Prop-rotor cruise efficiency drops offvery

rapidly at higher airspeed, suggesting that 475 knots is the upper limit for prop-rotor-driven

concepts. Finall, the FTR shows its speed advantage with lighter gross weights beyond 465-knot
design speeds. No convergence problems were encountered for the FTR baseline configuration up

to 500 knots and no concept-related limitations exist which would keep the _'I'R from being

designed for much higher dash speeds.
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Relative Cost

Life-cycle cost (LCC) estimates were made for each of the five concepts in order to obtain com-
parative cost data. A parametric approach was chosen for the initial estimate. In preliminary
design, the available data is for relatively top-level parameters; mission gross weight, fuel system
capacity, wing area, fuel consumption, and fuselage volume are typical products. A description of
LCC can be found in Appendix A, Task I Cost Comparisons.

Over 100 discrete parameters were evaluated for each of the concepts and used in the LCC
estimate. The technical and performance data which served as the foundation of the estimates
were derived from the baseline 1990 optimum configurations. These baseline configurations had
been selected on the basis of gross weight, not cost. However, the correlation between weight and
cost has been demonstrated to be very high and therefore qualifies weight as a legitimate dis-
criminator for conceptual design.

The results of the LCC analysis were normalized to the conventional tiltrotor design. The aircraR
with the highest gross weight, e.g., tiltwing, resulted in the highest LCC. Similarly, those with
the lowest gross weight, e.g., CTR and VDTR, projected the lowest LCC.

Down-Select to 2 Concepts

A summary of the five concepts' minimum gross weight, geometry, and cruise performance is
shown in Table 6. The conventional tiltrotor and tiltwing have the highest gross weight and also
the highest installed-power requirements. Both concepts suffer from a straight wing with no
relief for compressibility drag and from the added fiat-plate area of the larger nacelles which

house the engines. They also show the lowest specific range and range factor values.

The canard tiltrotor and variable-diameter tiltrotor were the lightest, being about the same
weight. Their specific range was about 50% better than the other two prop-driven candidates.
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Table 6. Summary of Rotorcraft Geometry and Performance

GROSS WEIGHT

TILTROTOR

56,072

CANARD

TILTROTOR

46,481

VARIABLE
DIAMETER
TILTROTOR

46,455

WING LOADING 120 100 120

ASPECT RATIO 4.6 6.9 8.0

WING tic 0.14 0.16 0.18

WING SWEEP -6° "25 ° -25°

DISK LOADING
SOLIDITY

25
0.141

23,360

15,000 FT

0.057

0.103

3190

5792

SHAFT HP

DESIGN ALTITUDE

25
0.137

15,024

15,000 FT

0.091

0.149

4247

6935

SPECIFIC RANGE (NM/LB):

AT 450 KNOTS

AT V.99BR

RANGE FACTOR (NM):
AT 450 KNOTS

AT V.99BR

25
0.140

16,536

15,000 FT

0.080

0.132

3734

6136

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

TILT WING

53,600 59,340

90 80

5.9 5.3

0.15 0.15

.25 o 0 o

25
0.118

16,123

25,00OFT

0.113

0.133

6078

7130

45
0.254

29,586

15,000 FT

0.056

0.093

3322

5518

The folding tiltrotor had the next highest gross weight and a further 25% improvement in specific

range at 450 knots (owing largely to better L/D at its 25,000-R cruise altitude).

Final concept ranking was conducted against 11 key criteria to decide upon 2 concepts. A compari-

son to Table A-3 in Appendix A shows that most of these key criteria were taken directly from the

measures of effectiveness and performance. For instance, cruise range in Table 7 is equivalent to

range factor in Table A-3. Aeroe]asticity however is less obvious, as it reflects vibration and ride

quality from Table A-3 as well as a subjective assessment of difficulty in establishing a stable,

flutter-free platform for each concept. Each criterion was given a potential number of points

related to Boeing's judgement of its importance in this study. The best concept was given the

maximum points for a given criterion and the other concepts received points in proportion to their

ability relative to the best. The key criteria included speed potential, hover downwash, gross

weight, maneuverability, aeroelasticity, R&M, survivability, and life-cycle cost. They are shown in

Table 7 along with the assigned criteria weights. This multidisciplinary approach gave a broad,

quantitative evaluation including a parametric estimate of life-cycle cost for each concept.

Quantitative ratings shown in Table 7 were scored according to the assessments made of each

concept'scapabilityrelativetothe others. The gross weight rating for example has a criteria

weight of 100, which isthen the best score going tolightestweight concept. Other concepts re-

ceived ratings proportional to theirgross weight. The tiltwing rating issimply:
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= (CriteriaWeight) x Least Gross Weight /TiltWing GW

--100 x 46,455 /59,340

= 78

Supporting data for ratings inthe other criteriacan be found elsewhere in this sectionofthe

report,or inAppendix A_

The foldingtiltrotorreceived the highest score and the tiltwingreceived the lowest.Percentage

rankings are shown at the bottom ofTable 7. From thisranking the foldingtiltrotorwas selected

for applicationto the military transport mission. The foldingtiltrotorspeed potential and sur-

vivabilitycharacteristicsgive itthe greatest design flexibilityand a high potential military worth.

Its convertibleengine allows the vehiclean expanded flightenvelope, 25,000 to 30,000-ftaltitude.

The higher operational altitudealso gives the foldingtiltrotora substantially better specificrange

at the 450-knot cruise speed.

The canard tiltrotorwas selectedas the second configuration and was applied tothe NASA 30-

passenger civilmission which was developed inTask II.

Table 7. Concept Evaluation Chart

VARIABLE
KEY CRITERIA CANARD DIAMETER FOLDING TILT WING

CRITERIA WEIGHTS !TILTROTOR TILTROTOR TILTROTOR TILTROTOR

SPEED POTENTIAL 150 50 100 100 150 50

HOVER EFFICIENCY 50 50 50 50 50 40

HOVER DOWNWASH 5O 5O 5O 5O 5O 2O

100%
I

GROSS WEIGHT 100 83 100 100 87 78

CONVERSION 50 50 50 50 50 30
MANEUVERABILITY

CRUISE RANGE 50 30 39 35 50 25
FACTOR, 450 KNOTS

OTHER MISSION 50 50 50 50 50 40
APPLICABILITY

AEROELAST_CITY 50 40 30 35 48 50

R&M 50 50 43 40 39 49

SU RVIVABILITY 50 49 43 41 50 49

LIFE CYCLE COST 50 45 50 50 43 39

TOTAL SCOR E 700 547 605 601 667 470

RANKING 82% 90% 90% 70%
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The payload-to-gross weight ratioofthe two high-speed rotorcraftisshown in Figure 42. Clearly,

the family ofhigh-speed canard tiltrotorsperforms very well for design speeds up to about 0.7

Mach number. The exact PIJGW value is,however, very sensitivetoprop-rotor cruise efficiency,

wing weight fractions,and L/D values. Itisalso clearthat the foldingtiltrotorconcept has a

distinctadvantage when design speeds are above about 0.7 Mach number. In fact,folding tiltrotor

isthe only low-disc-loadingrotorcraftconcept out ofthe group which has a realistic,near-term

potential for supersonic flightin attack missions.

PAYLOAD

GROSS WEIGHT

0.24 HELICOPTi_R (REF)I
',L_ I I CANARDTILTROTOR

I%" I ... I,_ _ i I
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Figure 42. Rotorcraft Payload / Gross Weight vs. Mach No. Comparison
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SECTION 2 - TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION

The two chosen concepts are further evaluated in this section to a conceptual level adequate for
performance evaluation and for estimating concept sensitivities to advanced technologies. Tech-
nologies were examined and in several cases adjusted from those used in Section 1. The re-
torcraR were then resized to their respective missions.

The high-speed tiltrotor concept was applied to the NASA civil mission and the folding tiltrotor
concept was applied to the NASA military transport mission. A description of these two missions
was given in Table 3 and their respective design criteria were discussed in Section 1. Figure 43 is
a composite graph showing the maneuver criteria used to design the retorcraft, having been
superimposed on a graph ofhelicepter-mode and airplane-mode design load factors versus air-
speed. The low-speed-maneuver criteria can determine the rotor solidity, which can have a

significant influence on rotor weight. So rotor solidity was chosen on the basis of a hover CT/a of
0.15 or to satisfy the low speed maneuver criteria, whichever was greater. Airplane-mode maneu-
ver criteria were checked after initial aircrai_ sizing and found to be satisfactory. Finally, minor
adjustments were made to the canard and tail surfaces as needed to satisfy static stability re-
quirements.

Several technology areas were examined in more detail. Estimates of aerodynamic drag were
built up from component wetted areas and Reynolds numbers appropriate to the component.
Wetted areas were also more accurate; nacelle sizes were scaled to proper engine dimensions, for
instance. Induced drag and compressibility drag were estimated using a more accurate computer
analysis which accounted for all three lifting surfaces. Another area of change was in component
weights. Civil weight trend lines were established for the civil tiltrotor, being different from the
militaryweighttrendsused tosizethe conceptsinSection1.

Supplemental dataforTask IImay be found inAppendix B.

Concept Definitions

High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor

Design layoutsfortheciviltiltrotorwere derivedfrom Task I.A new fuselagewas designedto

accommodate 30 passengersina four-abreast,pressurizedcabinofnearlycircularcrosssection.

Baggage areaisprovidedon thepassengerlevelatthe rearmostcabinwithinthe pressurebulk-

head. A separate,outsideaccessdoorisprovidedforthebaggage compartment. A lavatory,

galley,and flightattendantseatare alsoprovided.The basicairframedesignretainedthe

forward-sweptwing and canardarrangement,but increasedthe wing sweep up to30 degreesto

eliminatecompressibilitydragincruise.Engines areplacedatthe wingtipformaximum separa-

tionfrom the cabin(noiseand safetyconsiderations)and tominimize cross-shaftloading.Since

thereisno infrared(IR)suppressor,the engineexhaustison theorderof1,100°Fduringvertical
takeoff.The enginesarenontiltingtoavoidhotexhaustimpingement on the tarmac oron service
vehiclesand personnel.

The canard was placed at the same longitudinal location as the rotor tip path plane in the air-
plane mode. The benefit of this configuration is a very comfortable 5-foot separation between the
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body and the rotor tips, which significantly improves low-frequency noise in the passenger com-
partment from rotor tip passage. However, it forces a higher wingspan to position the rotor hubs
out to that spacing. The resulting wing aspect ratio of 6.07 is well within reason and yields better
aerodynamic cruise efficiency than would a shorter wingspan with a lower aspect ratio. The
disadvantage is a penalty in wing weight due to the increased wingspan and higher aspect ratio
than would be required for closer body-prep spacings. The wing weight penalty is partially offset
by reduced acoustic treatment weight by virtue of the better spacing.

Performance characteristics from Section I for the canard tiltrotor were limited by prop-rotor
performance at altitude. The optimum altitude of about 15,000 feet was a direct result of increas-

ing Mach numbers at higher altitudes, reducing rotor cruise propulsion efficiency. Operation at
higher altitudes was achieved in this part of the study by specifically designing the rotor for
operation at 25,000 feet, thereby allowing the civil high-speed tiltretor to take advantage of the
improved airframe L/D available at that altitude. Rotor tip speeds were 750-fps in hover and 600-
fps in cruise mode. Considerable effort was devoted to this rotor definition and is discussed later
in more detail.

Sizing runs were conducted to determine the best combination of cruise altitude and wing thick-
ness ratio, as was done for the military folding tiltrotor. Lower wing thickness ratios improved
compressibility drag but gave higher wing weights, especially for the high-speed tiltrotor which
must satisfy whirl-flutter divergence at its cruise speed. Results showed that a 25,000-foot cruise
altitude with a 16% wing thickness was a good combination. Tradeoffs were then made on wing
loading and disc loading on vehicle gross weight, shown in the carpet plot of Figure 44. A 25-psf
disc loading was chosen for the civil high-speed tiltrotor in keeping with the original objective of
low downwash velocities. Disk loadings above 25-psfwere found to reduce the gross weight by
only a few hundred pounds. Furthermore, maximum velocity in the ground wall jet for a 25-psf
disk loading at a 25-_ wheel height hover condition was estimated to be nearly 80-knots at one

rotor diameter from the rotor centerline. This analysis, shown in Appendix B, was reason enough
to limit the disk loading to 25-psffor this commercial application. Also, a point of diminishing
returns had been reached; going to a 30-psf disc loading would have given only a 500-lb gross
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Figure 44. Civil Tiltrotor Wing Loading and Disk Loading Trade-Off
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weight reduction. A 100-psf wing loading was selected for the minimum gross weight at the 25-
psf disc loading. A 3-view drawing of this configuration is shown in Figure 45 and the interior
arrangement is shown in Figure 46. A summary of geometric features, installed power, and
transmission ratings is given in Table 8. Wetted areas and frontal areas are given in Appendix B,
Table B-4.
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Figure 45. Civil Tiltrotor Three-View Drawing
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Figure 46. Civil Tiitrotor Interior Arrangement
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Table 8. High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Design Details

Gross Weight: 38,380 lb. (1-0) [ Empty Weight: 26,414 lb. (0.69) Fuel: 5226 lb. (0.14)
I

Wing Loading: 100 psf

Wing Span: 48.3 ft.

Wing Area: 384 sq. ft.

Mean Aero. Chord: 8.0 ft.

Aspect Ratio: 6.07

Sweep at c/4: -30 deg.

Taper Ratio: 1.0

Thickness Ratio: 0.16

Rotor Geometry: Advanced Tapered Tip
Disk Loading: 25 pal
Rotor Diameter: 31.3 ft.
No. of Rotors: 2

Solidity: 0.167 (Geometric)
No. of Blades: 4
Blade t/c: 0.08

Twist: -37 deg.
Tip Speed: 750 fps (Hover) / 600 fps (Cruise)

CANARD V.TAIL

Area (Theoretical): 84-0 sq. ft. 165 sq. ft. (total)

Span: 16.0 It. 10.1 It.
Aspect Ratio: 3.05 1.25

Sweep at c/4: 24 deg. 40 deg.
Taper Ratio: 0.40 0.6
Thickness Ratio: 0.12 0.09
Moment Arm.* 11.2 ft. 27.2 ft.

Tail Volume Coeff.: 0.306 0.24

Power Plant
Type:

Installed Power,
Static, SLS:

XMSN Rating
- Hover:

- Cruise:

Turboshaft Engine

17357 shp

10669 rhp
at 457 rpm

8535 rhp
at 366 rpm

* From aft CG limit

Another feature of the high-speed civil tiltrotor is the ability to hover out of ground effect (HOGE)
with one engineinoperative(OEI).This was a civildesigncriterionfrom the start.As with the

foldingtiltrotor,installedpower was determined by the cruisecondition,450-knotsTAS at25,000
ft.The installedhorsepower (5-minuteciviltakeoffrating)forthe civilhigh-speedtiltrotorwas

210% ofthatrequiredforlg HOGE at sealevel,ISA+15°C. Thisexcesspower then allowsfull

hover capabilityforOEI conditions,with a small5% power margin formaneuvers. Hover OEI

under more demanding ambient conditions,hotterorhigher,would stillrequireuse ofan emer-

gency enginerating.Note thathigherdiscloadingdesignswould nothave thisbenefit.Trans-

missionsizewas based on power and torquerequiredin cruise.The cruisetorquewas about 27%

higherthan hover torquerequired,due mostlytothe reducedcruiserpm.

Military Folding Tiltrotor

The final version of the military folding tiltrotor looks very similar to that in Section 1. Changes
include moving the high-bypass convertible engines from an over-the-wing location to a body-side-
mounted location, aft of the main wing. The body-mounted engines allow continued flight in
turbofan mode in the event of a single engine failure. A T-tail empennage was used in favor of
the prior V-tail arrangement. The folding tiltrotor sized out slightly lighter than before due to
small improvements in the engine characteristics and more forward sweep on the wing, 30
degrees instead of 25 degrees, which eliminated any compressibility drag penalty.

Preliminarysizingruns were conductedtodeterminethe bestcombinationofcruisealtitudeand

wing thicknessratio.The resultsdepend tosome extenton enginecharacteristics,too,since
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higher design altitudes demand a larger installed engine to compensate for the engine lapse rate
in thrust available. Lower wing thickness ratios improve on compressibility drag but yield higher

wing weights, especially on tiltrotors. Results showed that a 25,000-foot cruise altitude with a
15% wing thickness was a good combination. Tradeoffs were then made on wing loading and disc
loading on vehicle gross weight. The carpet plot shown in Figure 47 shows the optimum to occur
at a 25-psf disc loading and a 90-psf wing loading. A 3-view drawing of this configuration is
shown in Figure 48. A summary of geometric features, installed power, and transmission ratings
is given in Table 9. Wetted areas and frontal areas are given in Appendix B, Table B-4.
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Table 9. Military Folding Tiltrotor Design Details

Gross Weight: 51,406 lb. (1.0) I Empty Weight: 33,877 lb. (0-86) ! Fuel: 10,945 lb. (0.213)

Wing Loading: 90 per

Wing Span: 55.2 ft.

Wing Area: 571 sq. ft.

Mean Aero. Chord: 10.4 ft.

Aspect Ratio: 5.33

Sweep at c/4: -,30 deg.

Taper Ratio: 1.0

Thickness Ratio: 0.15

RotorGeometry: V-22 Style (Tapered)
Disk Loading: 25 per
Rotor Diameter: 36.2 fL
No. of Rotors: 2

Solidity: 0.122 (Geometric)
No. of Blades: 4
Blade t/c: 0.18 - 0.09

Twist: -20 deg. linear
Speed: 7S0

cN_m HOR_TA¢ VF.wr.TAIL

Area (Theoretical): 80 sq. It. 125 sq. ft. 120 sq. It.
Span: 15.0 It. 21.7 ft. 12.2 It.
Aspect Ratio: 3.2 4.1 1.24

Sweep at c/4: 24 deg. 16 deg. 40 deg.

Taper Ratio: 0.40 0.46 0.60
Thickness Ratio: 0.12 0.12 0.12
Moment Arm: * 15.0 ft. 25.8 ft. 19.3 ft.

Tail Volume Coeff.: 0.20 0.54 0.073

Power Plant Convertible with
Type: VIGVNEGV

Installed Power,
Static, SLS: 15,570 shp

Equivalent
Static Thrust, SLS:

XMSN Rating,
Hover and Cruise:

22,888 lb.

10,390 rhp
at 395 rpm

* From aft CO llmlt

The folding tiltrotor's rotor design must operate well in the hover mode, in transition, and in

turboprop cruise flight up to about 250 knots. Thus, the rotor design can be similar to that of the

V-22 rotor, that is, a gimbaled rotor system with airfoil thickness ratios in the range of 18%

inboard to 9% outboard. However, a 450-knot design speed in the turbofan mode does not give a

power match between hover and cruise flight. Ample hover power is available, alleviating the

need to optimize the rotor for hover performance. The twist distribution was chosen as a compro-

mise between hover performance and blade contour compatibility with the nacelle in its folded
mode and will be described later.

The installed power was determined by the cruise condition, 450-knots TAS at 25,000 ft. Maxi-

mum installed horsepower was about 50% greater than that required for lg hover out of ground

effect (HOGE), giving ample margin for high-hot hover and higher gross weights for VTO opera-
tions. Transmission size was based on the HOGE condition.

Rotor rpm was constant for all helicopter and turboprop airplane operations for the folding
tiltrotor. A constant 750-fps tip speed gives a 0.77 helical tip Mach number at the 250-knot

maximum speed in the turboprop airplane mode, which is well within the rotor airfoils' capabili-

ties. This somewhat simplifies structural dynamics problems. It eliminated design problems
associated with avoiding frequency coalescence for two different operating rpms.
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High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor

Rotor Performance

The primary design objective for 450-knot prop-rotor design must be to provide good cruise
propulsive efficiency and acceptable hover performance. A second design objective is that the
rotor system be reasonably light and operationally simple.

There are several conflicting design considerations for a high-speed prop-rotor. The prop-rotor
blades must operate in a high Mach number environment at 450-knots and 25,000-t_ altitude.

The inboard airfoil experiences about Mach 0.75 and the blade tip experiences nearly Mach 1

(theoretically). Rotational tip speed must be reduced in cruise to ease this Mach problem, and
blade sweep must be considered as an available means of reducing the effective chordwise Mach

numbers experienced near the blade tip. So cruise conditions demand thin blade airfoils in order

to achieve high drag-divergence Mach numbers. But thin airfoils have lower values of maximum

lit_ coefficient C, . Reduced C,mH in turn reduces the rotor's maximum thrust coefficient/
solidity ratio. T_e net effect is to require higher rotor sohdzty to satisfy hover. The rotor sohdzty

was sized for a hover CT/a = 0.128 at SL ISA+15°C for a 750-fps tip speed. The low speed maneu-
ver capability exceeded the 45 ° banked turn requirement; see Appedix B, Figure B-34. Higher

solidity results in higher levels of parasite power in cruise, slightly reducing cruise performance.
Obviously there is an important tradeoffbetween airfoil thickness ratio and blade sweep angle as

they influence both hover and cruise performance.

Figure 49 illustrates a preliminary high-speed prop-rotor blade. The planform has a 3:1 taper
between 0.75R and the tip. Tip sweep starts at 0.60R and the 8% thick VR-15 airfoil is employed
outboard of 0.601_ The combination of sweep, twist, and airfoils was selected to meet the 450-
knot cruise requirement with a tip speed of 600-fps. Figure 50 shows a comparison of cruise
performance for two advanced rotor blade designs. Both use tip taper, optimum twist for 450-
knot cruise and thin outboard airfoils. The difference in propulsive efficiency between the two

designs is due to blade sweep, as depicted in Figure 49. The unswept blade provides a cruise
propulsive efficiency of about 0.71; the swept-blade design could achieve a cruise propulsive
efficiency of nearly 0.80. This 13% increase in cruise efficiency would save about 11% on fuel.
The net impact of swept-blade performance would be to reduce total rotorcrafl DGW by 7 percent.
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Figure 49. Advanced Geometry High-Speed Rotor
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Thisaerodynamic rotordesignisbased purelyon performancegoals.Itsadvanced contours

suggestconsiderabledesignand developmentwork toensurethatMade loads,dynamic coupling,

and stressare thoroughlyevaluatedbeforeany commitment couldbe made tothe design.Thus,

thisswept designisconsideredtobe more likea 1995 technologyratherthan a state-of-the-art

1990 technology.

Hover performanceforthe advanced-geometryrotorisshown inFigure51. Maximum hover

figureofmeritisquitegood,exceeding0.80,but efficiencyfallsoffrapidlyathighervaluesofCT/a

owing tothe reduced Cl== ofthe thinairfoils.Itshouldbe notedthatonlyinthe past5yearshas

rotordatabecome availableforthe relativelyhigh discloadingsand high twistsoftiltrotorssuch

as the V-22 design.The datahas shown thatthehover figureofmeritversusCT/a curveismuch

flatterthan earlierpredictions,retaininghighfiguresofmeritout tohigherCT/_ values.This

suggestsairfoilstallboundariesare notreacheduntilhigherCT/a values.One explanationof

thisdiscrepancyisthatinboardinflowanglesarelowerthan predicted,thus delayingthe airfoils'

stallconditionsuntilhigherCT/a. Regardlessofthe cause,itmust be acknowledged thatrotor

thrustcapabilityisgenerallybeyond the predictedstallboundary,making currentestimates
conservative.
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Vehicle Performance

The high-speed civil tiltrotor was designed to the 600-nmi civil mission in the 30-passenger size

using 1990 technology. This resulted in a 38,380-1b rotorcrat_ with a wing loading of 100-psfand

a disc loading of 25-psf, shown in Figure 45. Two turboshaR engines of 8,700 shp each provide

sufficient power to cruise at 450 knots, 25,000 R, and to hover with one engine inoperative.

The high-speed civil tiltrotor flight envelope is shown in Figure 52. It would allow operation at

altitudes up to about 32,000 feet, but at cruise speeds less than the 450-knot design speed. Op-

eration at higher altitudes and somewhat lower speeds would provide substantial savings in fuel

costs for a given range or could be taken as an increase in aircraft range. Maximum cruise speed

capability for altitudes below about 24,000 feet is limited by the transmission torque limit, sized

to the 450-knot design speed at 25,000 feet altitude. Maximum speed at higher altitudes and
ceiling altitudes is determined by available power.

Lower airspeeds in the conversion envelope are limited by power availableand by blade loads,

depending on the nacelle angle. The conversion corridorlimits,shown in Figure 53, indicate the

nacelleangle required for forceand moment trim ofthe rotorcraftversus airspeed for several

fuselage pitch attitudes. The conversion corridorhas assumed an autoschedule for flap settings;

40 degrees for nacelleangles greater than 60 degrees, 20 degrees for nacelleangles lessthan 60

but greater than 0 degrees, and 0 flap settingfor 0 nacelleangle. The upper boundary islimited

by transmission limitsand the lower boundary isrestrictedby practicallimitson the fuselage

attitude reflectingthe wing stallangle limit(about +20 degrees). The curve shows that full

conversion tothe airplane mode could be achieved with lg flight,no flap deflection,at about 160

knots for a +10-degree attitude. Lower airspeeds could be trimmed in levelflightusing the flaps

but would be subjecttotransmission torque limits.
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Drag polars for the high-speed civil filtrotor are shown in Figure 54 for several Mach numbers.
The fiat-plate area corresponds to a mean skin friction coefficient of 0.0043, which is not as good

as jet transports (Figure 30). The wing sweep-and-thickness ratio combination push the occur-
rence of compressibility drag out beyond the 0.725 cruise Mach number, eliminating compressibil-
ity drag. The resulting lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) curves are shown in Figure 55 for SIS conditions.
Maximum L/D is about 12, but L/D at the 450-knot cruise condition is down to 9.16 (ISA+IS°C)
because of choosing the 100-psf optimum wing loading; see Figure 44. As with the folding tiltro-
tor, cruise L/D is substantially improved at higher altitudes for the 450-knot design airspeed.
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The specificrange curvesinFigure56 show theadvantage ofoperatingathigheraltitudes.They

alsoshow a considerablefuelsavingsforrotorcraftoperationatthe long-rangespeed (99% best-

range speed)ratherthan the specified450 knotstrueairspeed.This suggestsan operational
tradeoffbetween directfuelcosts(favoringthelowerspeed)and othermaintenance costswhich

aremore directlyrelatedtoflighthours (favoringthe450-knotspeed).Such an evaluationisan

importantfactorinbuildingcommerciallycompetitiveaircraRbut was beyond the scopeofthis

study.

Many more detailson thehigh-speedciviltiltrotor'sperformanceand othercharacteristicshave

been generated;thesecan befound inAppendix B.
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Acoustics

Specialattentionwas giventothe civiltiltrotor'sacousticcharacteristicsinrecognitionof the
external-noise importance to community acceptance and of the intorna]-noise importance to
passenger comfort and acceptance. An overview of these results is included here. A more de-
tailed discussion and graphs of the acoustic noise spectrum are provided in Appendix B.

ICAO Departure, Flyover, and Approach Noise Levels - Currently, neither the FAA nor ICAO
(International Civil Aviation Organization) has developed certification levels or procedures for
tiltrotor aircralt; therefore the procedures for helicopter certification given in Reference 39 have
been applied. The tiltrotor has many varied options for approach, flyover, and departure methods
which could be used to reduce or redistribute the resultant noise. For the purpose of this report

the helicopter certification procedures have been followed. The resultant predictions show that
the levels required for ICAO certification can be met by the tiltrotor, though consideration to
engine noise and blade-vortex interaction noise is required. These results are summarized in
Table 10.

Table 10. Summary of Predicted Civil Tiltrotor Perceived Noise Levels

(ICAO PROCEDURES)

ESTIMATED
CONDITION NOISE

(EPNdB)

Departure
(80 knots, 60 ° nacelle, 2800 fpm R/C)

Flyover
(180 knots, NP mode, 500 ft altitude)

Approach
(80 knots, 6° glide slope, 60 ° nacelle)

With BVI

Without BVI

101.0

91.0

105.3

103.7

ICAO
STANDARD

(EPNdB)

102.5

101.5

103.5

NOTE: Normal engine installation

The predicted departure effective perceived noise level (EPNL) for the high-speed civil tiltrotor
with a normal engine installation is 101, which is below the ICAO standard level of 102.5. The
ICAO procedure specifies that the best rate of climb speed, Vy, is used, which was determined to
be 80-knots for the civil tiltrotor with a nacelle tilt of 60 degrees and a rate of climb of 2,800 feet
per minute. Roter-loading noise predominated, with the engine noise contributing only a small
amount.

The predicted flyover EPNL for the high-speed civil tiltrotor with a normal engine installation is
91 EPNL, which is considerably below the ICAO standard of 101.5. The airplane mode was used

in calculating the flyover noise at a flight speed of 180-knots. The lightly loaded rotors are very
quiet in the airplane mode. The flyover noise is therefore dominated by the engine noise, which
could be acoustically optimized either in design and/or with acoustic treatments. Predicted EPNL
levels for the centerline and sideline microphones are summarized in Table 10.
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The predictedapproach noiselevelforthehigh-speedciviltiltrotorwith a normal engineinstalla-

tionand assuming no Made-vortexinteraction(BVI) noiseis103.7,which nominallymeets the
ICAO standard level of 103.5. Rotor-loading noise was found to dominate the approach EPNL,

but engine noise and blade-vortex interaction noise components were also found to be significant
contributors. Possible noise abatement approach procedures (i.e. flight profiles) could also reduce
and/or redistribute the resulting noise footprint.

The hover sidelinesound spectrum was predictedata 500-footsidelinepositionforthehigh-speed

civiltiltrotorhovering ata 100-footaltitude.Engine noise,rotor-loadingnoise,rotorbroadband

noise,and blade-vortexinteractionnoiseallcontributedtothetotalnoiselevels.The resulting

dBA and dBC levelsare givenbelow,alongwiththe resultantlevelsforseveralacousticoptimiza-

tions.

Normal Installed Engine

Acoustically Optimized Engine

Acoustically Optimized Engine

Acoustically Optimized Engine

Acoustically Optimized Engine
III

DISK
LOADING

(PSF)

25

25

WITH ROTOR
BVI dBA

90.5

88.1

25

2O

19

No 87.6

No 85.5

No 85.1

dBC

95.3

93.9

93.0

90.8

90.3

The enginecompressor noisecouldbe reducedby increasingtheinletguide vane-to-fanspacing,
orinletductacoustictreatmentcouldbe considered.Further reductionsinthe sound pressure

levelscouldbe obtainedby reducingthe blade-vortexorblade-wakeinteractionnoise.Additional

reductionsare achievableby reducingthe discloading.A 20-psfdiscloading,versusthe 25-psf

design,would givean aggregatereductionof5 dBA and correspondtoa 3.7-Rincreaseinrotor
diameter. Increases to the rotor diameter would also require an increase in wingspan.

Military Folding Tiltrotor

Rotor Performance

The rotor system for the military folding tiltrotor must be designed for reasonable hover efficiency
and for contour compatibility with the nacelle when in the folded mode. The prop-rotor airplane
mode was not a critical factor for the folding tiltrotor since loiter time in the military mission was
performed in the folded, turbofan mode. The rotor is not used in high-speed flight, so the design
is not restricted by the need to operate in a high-Mach-number environment. Thus, it can use
relatively thick blade airfoils like those on the V-22 rotor, which have high values of maximum lift

coefficient (C.===). High C, allows the rotor to be designed with a lower solidity ratio, saving
rotor and hu_ weight. Rot_solidity is sized for a hover CT/c = 0.146 at SL ISA+15°C for a 750-
fps tip speed. This also just meets the 1.7g low speed maneuver requirement at the selected wing
loading of 90-psf; see Appendix B, Figure B-54.
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The turbofan cruise at 450-knots determined installed power, providing more than ample power

for hover and thereby alleviating the need to optimize rotor geometry for hover performance. So

takeoff and the 15-minute midpoint hover became the most important rotorborne flight modes.

Several blade twist distributions were examined to quantify its influence on hover figure of merit

and cruise propulsive efficiency. The best cruise twist would be over 50 degrees of nonlinear

twist, whereas the best hover twist would be 25 to 30 degrees, depending on the operating thrust

coefficient, see Figure 57. Samples of folded blade arrangements for three- and four-bladed rotors
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Figure 57. Effect of Linear Twist on Military Folding Tiltrotor Hover Figure of Merit

are shown in Figure 58. Folding schemes for high-solidity rotors and for rotors with more than

four blades would probably require an increase in tip pod diameter. First-order estimates of the

folded blade-nacelle compatibility issue were made by constructing three-dimensional CATIA

drawings for a four-bladed rotor and nacelle. A blade with 20 degrees of linear twist is shown in

Figure 59 laid flatwise into a nacelle cutout. This was found to be marginally acceptable, with the

blade inboard trailing edge digging rather substantially into the nacelle contours. If the inboard

trailing edge were moved up to better conform to the nacelle, then the tip trailing edge would be

sticking out into the airstream. This diagram shows the spatial problem. It does not provide a

solution, but it does point to the need for definitive work in this area to achieve aerodynamically

clean contours and perhaps low signature contours. A compromised linear blade twist of 20

degrees was chosen from this very cursory examination, yielding a very acceptable hover figure of

merit of about 0.77 at design gross weight.

The prop-rotor cruise efficiency for the chosen twist and solidity is shown in Figure 60 as a

function of thrust coefficient, C T. The operating C T is spotted on the curve for three airspeeds.
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(a) 3-Bladed

FOUR-BLADE GIMBALLED STIFF-IN-PLANE FLEX-BEAM/ELASTOMERIC

(b) 4-Bladed

Figure 58. Folded Rotor Schematic Diagrams
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FRONT VIEW OF HUB AND NACELLE

Figure 59. 3-D CATIA Models for Military Folding Tiltrotor
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Figure 60. Military Folding Tiltrotor Prop-Rotor Cruise Propulsive Efficiency
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Vehicle Performance

Overall vehicle performance was generated for the folding-tiltrotor geometry described in Table 9.
All cruise performance was generated for the turbofan mode of operation. The flight envelope is
shown in Figure 61. In the airplane mode with blades folded the flight envelope is limited in the
same way as a conventional turbojet fixed-wing airplane.
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Figure 61. Military Folding Tiltrotor Flight Envelope for Standard Day

,50O

The foldingtiltrotor'smaneuver capabilityinthehelicoptermode and turbopropmode would

likelybe similartothatofthe V-22,but would ofcoursebe designedtothe requiredcapability.
Sustainedmaneuver capabilityduringtransitiontothe turbofanmode isnot expectedtobe

affectedby the rotorstopand foldprocess.However, an automated and fullyreversiblestopand

foldprocessisconsideredtobe necessaryforany productionfoldingtiltrotor,and the develop-
ment ofthisprocesswould naturallyconsidersuch effectsas hub loadsand bladeloads.Further

discussionoftheautomated processcan be found inSection3 Enabling Technology Plan and

some additionaldiscussionofthe stopand foldmaneuverabilityisgiveninAppendix B. Finally,
maneuver capabilityintheturbofanmode iscompletelyfreeofprop-rotorboundariessuch as hub

loadsorwhirl-flutterinstability.

Lower airspeedsinthe conversionenvelopearelimitedby power availableand by bladeloads,

depending on the nacelleangle.The conversioncorridorlimitsshown inFigure62 indicatethe

nacelleanglerequiredforforceand moment trimoftherotorcraftversusairspeedforseveral

fuselagepitchattitudes.The conversioncorridorhas assumed an autoscheduleforflapsettings:

40 degreesfornacelleanglesgreaterthan 60 degrees,20 degreesfornacelleangleslessthan 60

but greaterthan 0 degrees,and 0 flapsettingfor0 nacelleangle.The upper boundary islimited

by transmissionlimitsand the lowerboundary isrestrictedby practicallimitson the fuselage
attitudereflectingthe wing stallanglelimit(about+20 degrees).The curveshows thatfull

conversiontothe airplanemode couldbe achievedwith lgflight,no flapdeflection,atabout 160

knots fora +10-degreeattitude.Lower airspeedscouldbe trimmed in levelflightusing theflaps
but would be subjecttotransmissiontorquelimits.
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Figure 62. Level Flight Conversion Corridor for Military Folding Tiltrotor

The foldingtiltrotordrag polar isshown inFigure 63 forseveral Mach numbers. The flat-plate

area corresponds to a mean skin frictioncoefficientof0.0044, being only slightlybetter than that

ofmost turboprops but not as good asjet transports (Figure 30). The wing sweep-and-thickness

ratiocombination push the occurrence ofcompressibility drag out beyond the 0.725 cruiseMach
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Figure 63. Military Folding Tiltrotor Drag Polar
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number, eliminating compressibility drag. The resulting lilt-to-drag ratio (L/D) curves are shown
in Fig_xre 64 at SLS conditions. The maximum L/D hardly changes with altitude, but clearly
airframe L/D at a fixed 450-knot airspeed is significantly improved by cruising at higher alti-
tudes. Reduced density requires a higher lilt coefficient at higher altitudes, resulting in operation
closer to the C1for maximum LfD.
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Figure 64.
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Military Folding Tiltrotor Lift / Drag Ratio (Standard Day)

Specific range is defined as speed divided by fuel flow to give nautical miles per pound of fuel.
But fuel flow depends on many parameters such as airframe drag (L/D), altitude, ambient tem-
perature, and the basic engine characteristics. For a given airframe, altitude and temperature
(the L/D shown in Figure 64, at a 25,000-ft cruise altitude) the specific range then depends on
engine performance. The data of Figure 65 show that peak specific range capability increases at
higher altitudes even though maximum L/D hardly changes with altitude. This characteristic is
an indication of the engine's basic performance improvement with altitude.

Many more details on the military folding-tiltrotor's performance and other characteristics have
been generated and can be found in Appendix B.

Acoustics

External noise for the military folding tiltrotor may be a detection issue in the helicopter mode
and turboprop airplane mode. Estimates were made for the 500-foot sideline noise for a folding
tiltrotor hovering at a 100-foot wheel height.

Hover sideline sound spectra were predicted at a 500-foot sideline for the folding tiltrotor hover-
ing at a 100-foot altitude. The resultant A-weighted and C-weighted levels with various combina-
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tionsofacousticalimprovementsaresummarizedin Table11.Assuminganormalengineinstal-
lationenclosedin anuntreatednacelle,theenginecombustornoisedominated.Thetreated
engine corresponds to a modest 3-dB engi,,eJloise_oduction by"nacelletreatment. These calcula-

tionsassumed rectangular-planform blades. Iftaperod blades were used the rotor noise would be

reduced by approximately 2-dB. The resultant predicted A-weighted levelwith a normal engine

installationwas 96.7,and noise-reducing treatment tothe nacelles would result in 94.7-dBA_

Nacelle treatment toreduce combuster noise,allows the engine compressor noise to become the

dominant contributer. The convertibleengine has a VIGV/blade/VF_V spacing as low as 0.5

chords, whereas the data, which the predictionprocedure ofReference 40 was based on, have 2.0

chords minimum spacing. A correctionvalue of8-dB was added to the predicted compressor

noise levelsto account for this. Ifthe design ofthe engine was optimized for noise (increased

VIGV/blade/VEGV spacings) the compressor noise could be reduced by 8-dB. The reduction of

compressor noise,the reduction ofthe radiated combustor noise,and the tapered rotor blades

resulted in predicted levelsof92.5-dBA and 98.2-dBC. Relative to the baseline design, thisgives

a reduction ofapproximately 5-dBA_ Further reduction isachievable by reducing the disc loading

from 25-psfte approximately 20-psf.

Table 11. Summary of Predicted Folding Tiltrotor Sideline Noise

Rectangular Blades

dBA

dBC

Tapered Blades
(Irom 7s'x,outboard)

dBA

dBC

ROTORNOISE
ONLY

92.9

99.3

90.9

97.4

_R_LENGINE

ENGINE
ONLY

95.4

97.4

ENGINE
+ ROTOR

97.3

101.5

96.7

100.4

TREATED ENGINE

ENGINE
ONLY

92.4

94.4

ENGINE
+ ROTOR

95.6

100.5

94.7

99.2

ACOUSTICALLY
OPTIMIZED ENGINE

ENGINE
ONLY

87.5

90.4

95.4

97.4

92.4

94.4

87.5

90.4

ENGINE
+ ROTOR

93.9

99.8

92.5

98.2

Vehicle Sensitivity

Both the high-speed civiltiltrotorand the militaryfolding tiltrotorwere examined to quantify

their sensitivityto changes in the mission design parameters and to changes in the technology.
The following sectionsdescribe these sensitivities.

Design Parameter Sensitivity

Perturbations to the mission design parameters were made and the vehicle was resized to reflect

the modified value. The following perturbations were made: (1) a 100% increase in hover time, (2)
a 20% change in cruise L/D, and (3) changing the design cruise speed from 450-knots to 350-knots
and to 500-knots.
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A 100% change in hover time made very little difference to the civil tiltrotor, changing the total

from 2 minutes to 4 minutes, a delta of only 2 minutes. However, a 100% change in hover time

fur Lhe military fulding"dltrotoraffcctcdnot only the 1-minute takeoff and landing mission legs,

but also the 15-minute midpoint HOGE requirement. This changed the foldingtiltrotorhover

time from 17 minutes to 34 minutes, a delta of17 minutes ofHOGE time. The resulting impacts

on gross weight, empty weight, and installedshaft horsepower are shown in Figure 66. Perhaps a

better comparison isthe percentage ofgross weight change per minute ofadditional HOGE. This

yields a 0.4% growth in gross weight per minute ofadditionalhover forthe civiltiltrotorand

0.57% growth in gross weight per minute ofadditional hover for the military foldingtiltrotor.

Since the rotors have the same discloading and nearly the same hover figure ofmerit, the differ-

ent sensitivitymust be a reflectionofoverallvehiclesizeand mission.

100=/= INCREASE IN HOVER TIME
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(a) High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor (b) Military Folding Tiltrotor

Figure 66. Sensitivity to Mission Hover Time

The cruise L/D was indirectlychanged by modifying the flat-platearea in VASCOMP. This

approach gave approximately 20% perturbations inthe cruise L/D. Figure 67 shows the impact of

thisL/D change to the gross weight and power required for both concepts.

Concept sensitivitytodesign speed varied considerably between the prop-driven high-speed

tiltrotorand the turbofan-driven foldingtiltrotor.These differencesare a consequence ofconcept

attributesrather than mission application.Figure 68 shows the absolute growth ofrotorcraR

gross weight (pounds) and ofinstalledshaft horsepower or thrust (shp or Ib-t)forboth the high-

speed civiltiltrotorand the foldingtiltrotor.The rotorcraR were resizedfor a lower design speed

of350-knots and a h_her design speed of500-knots togenerate the curves. But the basic design

choices ofwing t/cand wing sweep angle and the prop-rotor design were unchanged from that

based on a 450-knot speed. Thus, the rotorcrai_push into drag divergence for the 500-knot design
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Figure 68. Sensitivity to Design Speed

speed, penalizing the size more than if they had been optimized for 500 knots. Likewise, the 350-
knot design could take advantage of thicker wing sections, saving some wing weight, which would
allow an optimum 350-knot design to be somewhat lighter than shown. Nevertheless, the trend is
quite clear and the different sensitivity shown by the two different concepts is also quite clear.
The high-speed tiltroter is encroaching on fundamental Mach limitations for prop-rotor cruise
efficiency, forcing it to much higher power requirements and substantially higher gross weights at
the 500-knot design speed. Conversely, the folding tiltrotor growth is much less severe without
the prop-rotor limitations. Furthermore, the folding tiltrotor's wing could be more easily rede-
signed to minimize drag divergence at 500 knots since it is unconstrained by the need to satisfy
whirl flutter stability boundaries in high-speed cruise.

The comparison between the two concepts' sensitivity to speed is more readily seen on a relative
scale as shown in Figure 69. At 500 knots the high-speed tiltrotor empty weight is over 50%
greater than its 450-knot empty weight, whereas the folding tiltroter's empty weight fraction
increased by only 18% from its 450-knot value. The figure also shows that relative production
costs (based on a 200-aircraft buy) track very closely with the empty weight trends.
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Figure 69. Relative Gross Weight and Cost Sensitivity to Design Speed
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Technology Sensitivity

An assessmentwas made of year 2000 level capability in selected technology areas. These projec-
tions were then factored back into the VASCOMP sizing program and the vehicles were resized to
reflect the advanced-technology impacL Finally, all of the advanced-technology changes were
incorporated in one aircraft; to assess the combined impacL This case was also cost-evaluated in
comparison to the baseline 1990 technology.

Structures and Materials. Many new horizons are opening for advanced materials and manu-
facturing methods, but the experience base to put these into production aircraft is limited. A
general discussion on the topic of structures and materials is included in Appendix B, Volume II
of this report, but several significant ongoing programs are noteworthy. The NASA Advanced
Technology Composite Airframe Structures Program (ATCAS) will be making substantial inroads
to development and testing of large-scale composite airframes through 1994. The TransCentury
Composite Aircraft; Primary Structure (TCAPS) program will be developing and testing new
techniques for advanced sandwich construction through 1997. Air Force programs are also
focusing on composite fuselage manufacturing technology and the use of high-strength/modulus
graphite construction. In addition, the Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission (ART) program is
currently examining new and different uses of materials and means of fabrication in the area of
rotorcraft transmissions, Phase II of which will provide hardware and test stand demonstrations
through 1997.

An assessment of the impact on these programs on future weight savings was made by the
weights and technology groups. Table 12 shows the percentage improvements which could be
obtained by the year 2000 relative to the weights used for sizing the 1990 baseline rotorcraR.
Often such projections turn out to be optimistic for two reasons. First, the funding required to
develop the materials and structures technology is insufficient, so the potential improvements are
not realized in production. Secondly, the improvements which are realized in production are not
seen as a reduction in the rotorcraft gross weight because the weight savings are applied to
enhance other areas (e.g., NBC hardening, acoustic and vibration improvements, better accessi-
bility for improved maintenance, survivability enhancements, or higher power-to-weight ratios for
improved speed/maneuverability). Still, the projected possible weight improvements of Table 12

Table 12. Year 2000 Relative Weight Improvements

RELATIVE YEAR 2000 COMMENTITEM WEIGHT IMPROVEMENT

Structure
- Body
- Landing Gear
- Wing
- Tail

Propulsion
- Engines
- Drive system
- Fuel system

Rotor Group

FligM Controls

15%
3%

14%
11%

21.8%
14.5%
5.5%

5.5%

8%

- Improved composites,
manufacturing methods,
expanded database, lower
knockdowns, hi-modulus

- IHPTET Phase [I

- Load limitingfeatures, advanced
rotorcraft transmission

Advanced composites

CPU advancement, FBW/FBO,
composite actuator casings,
hi-pressure hydraulics
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were used to resize the aircraft in order to assess the aircraft sensitivity to weight improvements.

The results are shown in Figure 70. The military folding tiltrotor showed a 10% gross weight
reduction and the high-speed civil tiltrotor showed a 17% gross weight reduction. The civil
tiltrotor's turboshaft engine benefited more from the IHPTET Phase H specific fuel consumption

(SFC) objectives than did the folding tiltrotor's convertible engine, which was treated as a tur-
bofan engine for this analysis. So results indicate about a 10% potential reduction in gross weight
due to improvements in engine weight, structure weight, drive system, and flight controls weight,

without the SFC improvements.
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Figure 70. Sensitivity to Component Weight Improvements
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Rotor System - Technology improvements in the rotor system are seen to be most significant for
the high-speed civil tiltretor in order to achieve the projected cruise propulsive efficiency. The
advanced swept-geometry blade poses design issues in the technical disciplines of aerodynamics,
dynamics, loads, and structures. It is also very likely to require more accurate manufacturing
tolerances to ensure that blade contours and properties are consistent between blades. This is
anticipated because of the expected sensitivity of the blade in its high-Mach-number cruise
environment. The improved cruise propulsive efficiency for the swept-blade geometry shown in

Figure 50 was used to resize the civil tiltretor, all other design variables remaining fixed. The
improved propulsive efficiency gave a 16.5% reduction in shaft; horsepower which drove a 7.3%
reduction in gross weight (Figure 71).
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Figure 71. Civil Tiltrotor Sensitivity to Rotor Propulsive Efficiency

Propulsion System. The advanced engine characteristics were taken from the II-IPTET Phase II

objectives with respect to the IHPTET Phase I objectives. The turboshaft objectives were applied
to the high-speed civil tiltrotor and the turbofan objectives were applied to the military folding
tiltrotor. As shown below, the turbofan SFC objective improvement for Phase II is not as much as
for the turboshaft SFC. Consequently, the concept sensitivity evaluation is not on the same
percentage basis for the civil tiltrotor and for the military folding tiltrotor. Instead, the evalu-
ation is based on technology improvements which are considered feasible by the year 2000.
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Figure 72 shows the resultsofresizing the civiltiltrotorand the military foldingtiltrotorto the

propulsion system improvements above. Both concepts experienced a 10% reduction in gross

weight from the IHPTET Phase H technology. However, the foldingtiltrotor'sgross weight

reduction was forless ofa percentage improvement in the SFC, indicatingitismore sensitiveto

fuelflow than isthe civilti]trotor.
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Combined - The advanced technologies described above were applied all together to assess the
total net impact of technology improvements on the rotorcraR gross weight. The changes are
summarizu_ L, Table "o __,__. ,yo_ _ .... P_b'.:.'c , _ shows the results in bar chert, form. Both the civil

tiltrotor and the military folding tiltrotor showed 25% reductions in gross weight from the com-
bined effect of year 2000 technology.

Table 13. Combined Effect of Advanced Technologies

HIGH-SPEED
CIVIL TILTROTOR

TECHNOLOGY LEVEL: 1990 2000 1990

Lift / Drag Ratio

Weight Improvements

Propulsive Efficiency

Engine Characteristics

Design Gross Weight

Installed Power or Thrust

WEIGHT
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40000 I

30o0o

20o00
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0
TECHNOLOGY

LEVEL
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0.71
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38,380

17,357

10.8

Table 12

0.79

Turboshaft

28,609

11,065

MILITARY
FOLDING TILTROTOR

10.4

m
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22,881

2000

11.7

Table 12

m
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Figure 73. Effect of Combined Year 2000 Technology (Continued)

This is a tremendous potential reduction, which could represent savings in size, production costs,

and operating costs over today's capabilities. The critical design issues must be addressed

through concurrent engineering approaches to take advantage of every avenue in order to achieve

the levels of performance and structural efficiency which have been projected here. Obviously,

the magnitude of this projected benefit can only come to pass with substantial research and

development effort to mature the technologies.

Aeroelasticity

The high-speed tiltroter cruise speed ofV h = 450-ktas (knots true airspeed), at 25,000-R requires

stability out to 621-knots, reference MIL-A-00870A(USAF). This specification requires that the

aircraR have 3.0% damping at V 1 (V 1 = 1.15V h) and the aircraft to be stable to 1.2V 1 (450- ktas x
1.15 x 1.2 = 621-ktas).

Prop-rotor whirl flutter is the coupled motion of the rotor and the airframe. The aerodynamic

forces on the rotor excite this motion, which can result in an instability at a high forward speed.

The aeroelastic stability requirements of a tiltrotor drive the wing stiffness distribution, rather

than bending moment criteria as for conventional fixed wing aircraft,
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Few detailsare availableattheconceptualdesignstage.The lackofdetailedinformationand the

lackofany database tocorrelatepredictionsofwhirlflutteratsuchhigh speedspreventsaccurate

predictions.For thisstudy,successivevariationswere made from a V-22 math model toapproxi-

mate thehigh-speedciviltiltrotorconfiguration.Resultsfrom thisapproach showed a 19% dropin

the stability speed due to the 30 ° forward swept wing, primarily from a 76% increase in the wing
torsion participation in the symmetric wing bending mode. The thin airfoils and high solidity
design of the high-speed prop-rotor drop the stability speed another 11%. These effects gave a new
reference and a challenge which must be overcome by careful tailoring of the wing, pylon, and rotor
structures to obtain a suitable set of frequencies and mode shapes.

A sensitivity of the whirl flutter stability speed to such parameters on blade in-plane frequency,
blade kinematic coupling, blade and wing mode shapes, and the net torsional participation have

indicated these as areas worth further investigation. More discussion of the study results is
provided in Appendix B. A discussion of aeroelasticity as a critical technology is given in Section 3.

Relative Cost Assessment

Life-cycle cost (LCC) estimates were prepared for both the military folding tiltrotor and the high-
speed civil tiltrotor. A general explaination of LCC can be found in Appendix A, Task I Cost
Comparison. Estimates of LCC used commercially available models, supplemented with contrac-
tor-developed cost-estimating relationships for system test and evaluation (ST&E). Support
investment costs (initial spares) and operating and support (O&S) costs were estimated using the
Modular Life Cycle Costs Model (MLCCM). More description of the methodology is included in
Appendix B.

Results for the military folding tiltrotor are shown in Figure 74. All figures have been normalized
to the 1990 technology level, 450-knot baseline design. The O&S costs for the military folding
tiltrotor were based on peacetime operations, averaging 400 flight hours per year. The 350-knot
design speed saved 8% in LCC, whereas a 500-knot design speed cost 12% more in LCC. Develop-
ment of year 2000 technologies showed a potential for a 19% decrease in LCC in constant 1990
dollars. Figure 75 shows the breakdown of recurring production costs by aircraft system. Increas-
ing the design speed drives up the size, weight, and cost of the convertible engine. This in turn
drives up the vehicle gross weight, requiring more fuel and more power to hover (Figure 72). The
increased gross weight and hover power drive up the rotor weight and drive system weight. As
shown in the figure, these weight and power increases are directly reflected in recurring-cost
increases.

Resultsforthehigh-speedciviltiltrotorare shown inFigure76. As forthefoldingtiltrotor,all

figureswere normalizedtothe 1990 technologylevel,450-knotbaselinedesign.The relativeLCC

comparisonsforthe high-speedciviltiltrotorexhibitedmore variationwith designspeedthan the

foldingtiltrotor.Thisisprimarilydue totwo factors.First,the rotor'scruisepropulsiveefficiency

getssteadilyworse athigherdesignspeeds,compounding the airframegrowth factorwithdesign

speed.Secondly,the civiltiltrotorO&S costsarebased on 1976 flighthours per year,compounding

the increaseinmissionfuelrequiredasdesignspeedand vehiclegrossweightincreased.Relative

tothe450-knotbaselinedesign,a 350-knotdesignspeedyieldeda 15% savingsinLCC whereas a
500-knotdesignspeed causeda 34% increaseinLCC. The effectofyear 2000 technologydevelop-

ment projecteda 14% decreasein LCC inconstant1990 dollars.
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Figure 74. Military Folding Tiltrotor Life Cycle Costs
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Figure 75. Military Folding Tiltrotor Recurring Costs
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Figure 76. High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Life Cycle Costs

Figure77 shows the breakdown ofrecurringproductioncostsby aircraftsystem forthehigh-

speedciviltiltrotor.As forthe foldingtiltrotor,increasingthe designspeed drivesup the size,

weight,and power ofthe rotorcraR(Figure68).These weightand power increasesaredirectly
reflectedinrecurringcostincreases.But forthe high-speedciviltiltrotor,theyare driventoa

much greaterextentby the largepower increasesassociatedwith increaseddesignspeedsover
450-knots.
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Figure 77. High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Recurring Costs
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Structures and Materials

Thestructureschallengeforhigh-speedcivil tiltrotors is tocombinetheattributesofseveral
competingtechnologies such as materials, manufacturing, and design to cost into a single struc-
tural concept. The resulting concept must achieve its goal to maximize its structural performance
at minimum cost and weight. Lightweight, minimum-gauge structure is required for VTOL
characteristics. Manufacturing defects and impacts which occur in in-flight and service environ-
ments mandates that low-velocity damage tolerance be a part of the design. Military applications
must provide for special features integrated into the structural design. Acquisition and operating

costs determine the economic health of any concept.

The high-speed rotorcraft structures design will benefit from a series of aircraft systems currently
in development. These include Advanced Technology Fighter or ATF, stealth bomber or B-2,
Osprey tiltrotor or V-22, and Light Helicopter or LH. In addition, modular, semimonocoque
composite structures have been demonstrated for VTOL aircraR in the Model 360 technology
demonstrator as well as in the V-22. Both aircraR are undergoing flight envelope expansion into
200-knot (Model 360) to 350-knot (V-22) velocity ranges. The two different design approaches

used throughout the Model 360 (honeycomb) and V-22 (stringer-stiffened skin) have identified
that significantly different structures concepts can provide the same high level of structural

efficiency which is required for high-speed VTOL aircrai'c.

The honeycomb sandwich design of the Model 360 has primary advantages in its use of a single
major assembly jig for fabrication and the minimum use of fasteners throughout. The V-22

stringer-stiffened skin concept has as its advantages numerous tooling approaches developed in
order to build large subassemblies and a part family design which reduces the number of required
detail parts to lower costs. Aside from the overall structures concept, the following issues should

be addressed for high-speed rotorcrat_ development.

Pressurized Fuselage - The high-speed rotorcratt's larger diameter cross sections, beyond those
demonstrated in the Beech Starship, will require some additional development and validation
which will culminate in tests. Critical details such as the wing-to-fuselage attachment have to be

addressed in order for composites to be used in the pressurized fuselage application to insure that
their in-service durability is as good as the metallics which composites will replace for improved
structural efficiencies.

Forward-Swept Wing - The forward swept wing with high-mass, outboard nacelles offers the
greatest structural challenge for high-speed rotorcrai_. Composite structures which will optimize
stiffness and bending-torsion coupling offer great potential for lighter structural weight. One
possible approach would be to design a new wing which can be tuned to flight requirements by
comformability by either a passive response (due to the composite skin layup) or active control
(due to embedded motion actuators). This could include active flutter suppression, airfoil reshap-

ing to reduce drag, and/or stiffness tailoring to control whirl flutter. Tailoring of composites by ply
stacking sequence can produce some degree of bending-torsion coupling or bending-extensional
coupling. These are, however, second-order effects when used in combination with the family of 0/
±45/90 laminated composites because the coupling magnitudes are small. In order to increase the
magnitude of the coupling effect, the in-plane properties of the laminates will be lowered. The
solution lies in the use of nonorthotropic-based ply stacks in the initial design. The associated
problems of failure criteria for nonorthotropic laminates and lack of design experience, including

the availability of allowables for these composites, must be addressed.

The concept of a tailored-composite wing must result in a stable, conformal structure which acts
in either a passive or actively controlled way to change its shape is an area for investigatiorL The
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overallgoal would be to achieve the desired flutter boundaries with a lightweight structure and to

reduce drag at all speeds. The potential benefit from such an achievement could be much greater
than any single technology area. T_Lis area represents the single greatest challenge for the high-
speed rotorcrai_ structure. The use of new materials in this application will probably overshadow
the need to lower the cost of manufacture of this component because this design problem will
push the state of the art in performance beyond the known limits.

Additionaldiscussionon new materialsand manufacturing methods isincludedinAppendix B.
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SECTION 3 - ENABLING TECHNOLOGY PLAN

General Discussion

Task I of this study identified the two HSRC concepts which appear to have the greatest future
potential. Task H further refined the designs of these concepts for their chosen missions and
generated associated performance data, mass properties, and vehicle characteristics to more fully
describe the conceptual desig_ This conceptual design process is the first step in the develop-
ment roadmap shown in Figure 78. The Task HI enabling technology plan identifies those
technical areas needing further development to enable a low-risk, full-scale development of the
selected concepts. It addresses the shaded steps of Figure 78.

Figure 78. High.Speed Rotorcraft Development Roadmap

The enablingtechnologyplanhas been arranged accordingtodesignissues.These designissues

arehigh payoffareaswhere risk-reductionprograms couldleadtosubstantialimprovements in

technologynecessarytoachievethe 450-knotdesignspeed.The designissuesrequirefurther
development inthetechnicaldatabase and analyticalcapabilitytopreparefora low-risk,full-

scaledevelopment program. Solutionofeach ofthecriticaldesignissuesinvolvestradesbetween

varioustechnicalareas;i.e.,a concurrent-engineeringapproach coveringseveraltechnicaldisci-

plines.These designissuesare outlinedinFigures79 and 80 forthe high-speedciviltiltrotorand

themilitaryfoldingtiltrotorrespectively.

The enablingtechnologyplandevelopedforeachdesignissueseekstoestablishthe analytical

capability,associateddatabase,and validationofdesignmethodologieswhich arethe prerequi-

sitestolow-riskdetaileddesign.Where practical,the needs ofseveraltechnologieshave been

combined intoa singlewind tunneltestprogram, providingrotorperformancedata,acousticdata,
and maybe bladeand hub loadsdata,too.Thisapproach avoidsrepetitivewind tunneltestsbut
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influences scheduling, so that one design issue'sschedule affectsanother's. A summary ofrecom-

mended wind tunnel testsisshown in Figure 81.
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Figure 81. High-Speed Tiltrotor Enabling Technology Wind Tunnel Test Summary

The criticaldesign issues required toachieve a 450-knot high-speed rotorcrai_can be grouped as

follows:

1) General design issues

-Those which apply to more than one concept

2) Concept specificdesign issues

a. Canard tiltrotor

b. Folding tiltrotor

Critical Design Issues

High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor

The high-speed civil ti]trotor must achieve the 450-knot design speed with the lowest possible

empty weight/gross weight fraction (EW/GW) at the lowest cost to build. Reductions in EW/GW,
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through either concept benefits or manufacturing/materials, will result in a higher payload
fraction. Lower EW/GW values are often used by potential customers as an indication of airframe
structural efficiency. The benefits of lower EW/GW are summarized in the table below.

Table 14. Benefits of Low Empty Weight / Gross Weight Ratio

Higher Useful Load

Lower Installed Power

Less Mission Fuel Required

Greater Range or More Passengers

Lower Cost-to-Build

Lower Operating Costs

The manufacturing cost-versus-marketing benefit is no doubt sensitive to design speed. The cost
of a 450-knot design speed may exceed its value to the customer. While such a tradeoffwas

beyond the scope of this technology effort, it needs thorough investigation. Given a design speed,
cost to build depends on many factors, but vehicle size and weight are primary indicators. Heav-
ier aircraft take more material and more labor to build; they cost more. The key drivers of pro-
duction cost are listed below. The first driver is determined by the customer's needs and budget
constraints, but the other three drivers are certainly impacted by technology development.

[] Sustained manufacturing rate (no. of aircraft per month)

[] Weight and size

[] Installed power (thrust)

II Technical maturity of:

- Concept - Propulsion system

- Flight control system - Manufacturing technology

The measures of effectiveness (MoE's) affecting aircraft competitiveness in a commercial market

are performance, acquisition cost, and operating cost. Technologies must be reasonably mature
for application in the commercial world (developing an immature technology for a new civil
airframe would seriously escalate the nonrecurring cost). So technical maturity is a prerequisite,
necessary for consideration of any concept or vehicle for application in the civil market, but
insufficient to guarantee the concept's civil success.

The purpose of this technology plan is first of all to mature these necessary technology areas:
speed capability, good-low speed and high-speed control, stability in all flight modes, and the
lowest practical vibration and noise signatures in the basic, untreated design. The prerequisite
design issues for the high-speed civil tiltrotor are shown in Table 15.

Military Folding Tiltrotor

The military folding tiltrotor can assuredly meet the required 450-knot airspeed in the clean
cruise mode with folded blades and its turbofan propulsion. The areas of critical importance to
the civil tiltrotor (whirl-mode stability and rotor propulsive efficiency) do not have the same
importance for the folding tiltrotor, with its blades folded out of the way in high-speed cruise.
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Table 15. Critical Design Issues for the High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor

DESIGN ISSUE OBJECTIVE

Proprotor Blade Design Improve hig_ offlclmlcy

Proprotor Blade t Hub / Pylon and Wing Avoid whid flutter and other aeroelastic Instabilities

Wing Structural Design

Wing Aerodynamic Design

Wing / Canard Aerodynamics

Flight Controls

Canard / Proprotor

Vibration

Noise - Internal

Noise - External

Structural Weight Fraction

Avoid pure dlv4rgence throughout the flight envelope

Efficient cruise I/D, and drag divergence avoidance

Design and placement for cruise efficiency and stability

Extend tiltrotor flight oonb'ols to high-speed operating regime

Placement to avoid unfavorable aerodynamic interactions
or inducod loads

levels which are acceptable for passenger comfort over the
longest expected range

levels which are acceptable for passenger comfort

Levels which are acceptable for VTOL vertlport operations
near residential areas

Minimum achlovsble

Also, operational fuel efficiency is of lesser importance for the military aircraft since there is not a
direct price/cost relation to balance in the military application. However, many other factors are
quite similar. Acquisition cost is most definitely a prime MoE for the military, and the EW/GW
fraction is still a prime MoE for the same basic reasons as for the civil rotorcraft.

Military aircraft are usually on the "leading edge of technology" to ensure a combat advantage,
whereas civil aircraft must wait until the technology is fairly mature and affordable (must bal-
ance cost to build versus the benefits). This leading-edge technology must be reasonably mature,
but more often than not it requires further development and test verification during full-scale
developmenL Thus, there is a difference between the fully matured technology required as a
prerequisite for civil applications and the lower maturity level acceptable of leading-edge tech-
nologies applied in the early stages of new military aircraft development.

The critical design issues requiring further development for the military folding tiltrotor are
shown in Table 16.

Any one of the technical issues shown will likely involve more than one technical discipline! For
instance, developing an automated rotor-stop/blade-fold procedure involves 1) adjusting rotor
blade pitch to a nonthrusting windmill state, 2) bringing turbofan thrust on line to maintain
airspeed, 3) stopping the rotor by feathering the blades, 4) disconnecting the rotor drive system
from engines, 5) final braking and indexing of the rotor, 6) folding the blades back along the
nacelle, 7) locking down the blades after folding, and 8) control of the convertible engine thrust
throughout the process to maintain airspeed and minimize longitudinal accelerations. To accom-
plish this requires knowledge of the blade aerodynamics, engine fuel control system, flight control
system, hub/folding mechanism, rotor brake and indexing device, and blade lockdown device.
This requires wind tunnel data to verify the blade loads and net longitudinal force (and moments)
during stopping and folding; it requires engine response characteristics; and it requires an inte-
grated simulation of the process for verification.

Several of these design issues are the same as for the high-speed civil tiltrotor. These are
grouped as general design issues in the section which follows. Those which are specific to the
concept are then treated under the heading of concept-specific design issues.
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Table 16. Critical Design Issues for the Military Folding Tiitrotor

DESIGN ISSUE

Conve_bie Engine Developernent

Hub Design

Automated Rotor-Stop and Bkcle-Fold

Clutch and Engaging Sensor

Folded Bade Retention Device

Wing Structural Design

Wing Aerodynamic Design

Wing / Canard Aerodynamics

Right Controls

Maneuverability

Aeroelast_ty

Sl_'uctural Weight Fraction

OBJECTIVE

Devetop VK;V I VEGV, or torque convertor, or variable pltoh fan

Dedgn mechink_ for folding and deploying rotor
_n-mght

Deveiop ixocedure, InrJixling Imalylds and conlrol laws

Develop operational system

Develop operational device

Avoid pure divergence throughout the _ght regime
(hJ_ tud_an mode)

Efficient cruise L/D, lind drag divergence avoidance

De4dgn and placement for ¢ndae effldermy and stability

Extend Ultrotor flight ¢onlrols to high-speed turbofan
powered ¢rufae mode

Wlng I pylon design to satisfy required maneuver critarla
(without washout or reversal)

Design blade / hub / pylon and the forward swept wing to
clear wbid flutter inatabilltkm up thin 250 knot=

Minimum achievable

Common Critical Technologies

There are several critical technologies that apply to design issues for both the high-speed civil
tiltroter and the military folding tiltrotor. These are listed in Table 17.

Table 17. Common Design Issues

III Aerodynamics: High-speed wing / canard design

II Aeroelasticity: Forward-swept wing structural design

ill Structures: Materials and weights

[] Flight control laws

The development ofvalidatedanalysesand a wind tunneldatabase willallowdesigntradeoffs
such as showing the neteffectofwing sweep angleon aircraftgrossweight.These tradeoffswill

then be abletoaccuratelyreflectthe parameters'impact on the structuraldesign,weight,and
aerodynamic performance.

Aerodynamics: High-Speed Wing/Canard Design

Issue. There are many design compromises during an aircraft design. The wing/canard design
tradeoffs for a military application, for example, may have to sacrifice cruise IJD by accepting
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less-than-optimum wing loadings, or go to relaxed static margins to achieve high maneuverabil-
ity. Conversely, a civil version would tend to focus on maximum cruise efficiency to reduce fuel

burn and still have far more maneuvering capability than it can use at high-speed. Whatever the
constraints, the technology must be sufficiently developed that designers and analysts can make
the tradeoffs wisely and with confidence. This may require the development/extension of analyti-
cal techniques to provide a more thorough model oftiltrotors with forward-swept-wing and canard
arrangements. Some wind tunnel testing is also required to establish at least a minimum data
base on tiltrotors with forward-swept-wing and canard arrangements.

Approach - Aerodynamic design of the wing and canard must satisfy several objectives:

1. It should provide the best possible L/D in high-speed cruise.

2. It should employ airfoils and planform which exhibit a suitably high drag-diver
gence Mach number.

3. It must have acceptable static stability margins (including the destabilizing con
tributions from wingtip rotors/nacelles); and

4. It must satisfy the specified maneuver and handling qualities characteristics.

Plan - The high-speed civil tiltrotor and the military folding tiltrotor are both three-control-
surface designs. Cruise lift-to-drag ratio can therefore be maximized by an optimum combination
of lift from the canard, wing, and tail. A four-step process is recommended to determine the best
configuration, establish an appropriate data base, and validate analysis methodologies. These
steps are shown in Figure 82.

WIND

FORWARD SWEPT WING: i

i - EXAMINE EXISTING DAT/dBASE

- EVN_t_.TE FORWARD SWEPT WING / CANARD CONFIGURATIONS WITH FIRST ORDER,

LIFTING_LINIE ANALYSIS

1/48TH SCALE WIND TUNNEL MODEL:

- ESTABLISH INEXPENSIVE DATABASE FOR

FORWARD SWEPT WING I CANARD

- EVALUATE FINDINGS AND IDENTIFY BEST

COI_IGURATIONS

CFD AND PANEL METHOD ANALYSES:

- REFINE ANALYSIS OF MOST ATTRACI"P_

CONFIGURATIONS

- OPTIMIZE WING TWIST AND PLANFORM

- COMBINED WING / BODY / CANARD

- SHAPE WING / BOOY FAIRINGS

1/6TH SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS:

- SUBSONIC TESTS AT BVWT TO CONFIRM PERFORMANCE,

STABILITY AND CONTROL

- TRANSONIC TESTS TO VALIDATE SHOCK FREE DESIGN,

DRAG D_',,_..RGENCE MAGH NUMBER AND DRAG CREEP

CHARACTERISTICS
I I I

Figure 82.

mmmmm 
CFD AND PANEL METHOD ANALYSES:

- CORRELATION WITH WIND TUNNEL DATA

- PREDICTION OF FULL-SCALE PERFORMANCE

SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC

WIND TUNNEL TESTS

High.Speed Tiltrotor Aerodynamics Enabling Technology Plan
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First: Examine cbc existing data base for forward-swept-wing and canard arrangements and
evaluate the merits .:_d pitfalls of the configuration. Then study the configuration with relatively
simple analyses to tradeofffirst-order effects on the tiltroter designs, such as canard downwash
on the wing or rotor, wing upwash on the canard and rotor, and the significance of wing sweep
and the wing/canard relative locations on performance, stability, and control. Modified lifting-
line analysis would serve this purpose well, requiring only a minimum of information consistent
with conceptual design tradeoffs.

Second: Design and builda verysmall-scalewind tunnelmodel (1/48-scale)toestablisha rela-

tivelyinexpensivedatabaseforvariouswing/canardconfigurations.Examine canardposition

and wing sweep effectson I.]Dand staticstability.Choose the most promisingwing/canard

geometriesfrom thefundamental analysisand the exploratorywind tunneltests.

Third: Conduct more detailed analysis (CFD) on the most promising configurations and introduce
configuration refinements such as optimum wing twist, planform geometry, and airfoil profiles.
This step must also address details of the body contours, analyzing the combined canard-wing-
body configuration. This will also refine the wing-body fairings to minimize interference veloci-
ties which would otherwise impact the Mdd.

Fourth: Conduct largerscalewind tunneltests(1/6-scale)atsubsonicand transonicspeedsto

confirmperformance,stability,and controlcapability.Correlatepredictedperformance,stability
and controlwithwind tunneldata.

Drag Divergence Mach Number

Totalairframedrag-divergenceMach number (Mdd)primarilydepends on the airfoilprofile

(shapeand t/c),operating]ii_coefficient,supervelocitiescreatedby interferenceatjuncturessuch

as the wing-bodyand thewingtip-nacelle,aerodynamicinterferencesbetween the wing and

canard,and thewing sweep angle.Fundamental tradeoffsneed tobe made between wing sweep

and wing t/cforuse inanalysisofotherareaslikethe wing structuralweight.

Aeroelasticity: Forward-Swept-Wing Design

Issue - Tiltrotor aircralt must be designed to avoid a form of instability that involves the coupled
flexible motions of the wing, pylon, and rotor. It is similar to propeller whirl flutter which oc-
curred in turboprop transports in the 1960s. The tiltrotor version differs from that of the propel-
ler by virtue of the tiltrotor's flapping and feathering degrees of freedom. The basic cause of
tiltroter instability is the same as that of propeller whirl flutter, in that destabilizing aerody-
namic forces may be generated by precessional motion of the rotor on its pylon-wing support
structure.

The V-22 has been designed to be free from whirl flutter to 397-knots, 15% above the 345-knot

Vdive speed. It was achieved by rotor hub kinematics and wing stiffness design which together
provide adequate positive damping. It was demonstrated by extensive analyses, aeroelastic wind
tunnel tests, and flight tests.

Future tiltrotors must be concerned with this issue. Civil tiltrotors must by designed to be stable

to a 20% margin above their high Vdivo speed. This means that for a cruise speed goal of 450-
knots, the dive speed must be 20% h_er (540-knots) and the flutter boundary must be 20%

higher than that, or 648-knots. Folding tfltrotors must be designed to be free of whirl flutter up
to the 250-knot speed at which the rotors would be folded.
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In addition to the whirl-flutter issue, these rotors must, as an individual rotor component, be

aeroelastically stable to the same speed requirements. It is believed generally that if whirl
stability is achieved, then the rotor itself would be individually stable.

For the folding tiltrotor above the 250-knot folding speed, the forward-swept wing is being pro-
pelled by jet thrust to very high airspeeds. An important stability issue of this configuration is
divergence. It is possible with forward sweep for the accompanying noseup moment to statically
diverge the wing torsion as airspeeds increase. This was addressed in recent years for the Air
Force/Grumman X-29. It was necessary there to use tailored orientations of high-modulus

composite fibers to reduce the wing's destabilizing pitch-up torsional response to outboard litt.

The common aeroelastic technology issue for the civil tiltrotor and the folding tiltrotor is whirl

flutter up to the 250-knot fold speed. Above 250-knots the civil tiltrotor must cope with whirl
flutter and wing static divergence/flutter up to 648-knots, and the folding tiltrotor must cope with
wing static divergence/flutter up to 648-knots.

Approach - Wing design for tiltrotors must consider at least five specific design conditions.
These are the jump takeoff condition, hard-landing conditions, in-flight maneuver requirements,
the above-whirl-flutter aeroelastic instability prevention, and the above-wing-divergence preven-

tion. These five design requirements are made more difficult by the forward-swept-wing configu-
ration, thus requiring more torsion and bending stiffness than would normally be required.

Tailored-ply orientations of high-modulus composite fibers were used to reduce the X-29 wing's
destabilizing pitch-up torsional response to outboard lift, A similar approach must be used with
the forward-swept-wing designs of the civil tiltrotor and the folding tiltrotor. However, these

rotorcratt configurations differ from the X-29 in that they have wingtip pylons which can generate
destabilizing tip loads. Furthermore, the high-speed civil tiltrotor has both its engine nacelles
and rotors at the wingtips. The rotor in particular can generate significant destabilizing loads
due to changes in angle of attack. Thus, the tiltrotors' forward-swept wing must be designed to
avoid pure divergence with sufficient margins throughout the flight envelope.

Plan - The issues of wing pure divergence and whirl flutter are common design problems for both
the civil tiltretor and the military folding tiltrotor. However, the emphasis for the civil tiltrotor is
on whirl flutter while the emphasis for the military folding tiltrotor is on pure divergence. Thus,

the technology plans are developed for each concept and presented in their respective sections.

Structures, Materials, and Weights

Issue - The structural weight fraction depends on many factors; some are concept/configuration-
dependent and some are material/manufacturing-dependent. The high-speed rotorcraft concepts
chosen by Boeing Helicopters gave the best capability and the lowest weight when compared to
other concepts with the same technology advantages. They are believed to be the best concepts,
but their specific configuration needs further optimization. For instance, the preceding sections
described the steps needed to optimize the combination of wing sweep and t/c and the overall

canard-wing-body design. These tradeoffs are normally dictated by the overriding performance
and control requirements.

The body and wing structuraldesignmust integratethe structuraldesign,the materials,and the

manufacturing methods tosatisfythedesignrequirementswiththe lowestweightand forthe
leastcosttobuild.
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Approach - Advanced weight-estimating techniques need to be developed for the conceptual

design level to allow first-order tradeoffs of the primary airframe parameters on component
weights. Tiltrotor wing weights are especially important here, since a forward-swept wing and a
450-knot cruise speed make it much more difficult to satisfy whirl-flutter stability and pure wing
divergence boundaries. Fundamental analyses need to be developed which estimate wing weight
as a function of basic parameters such as wing t/c, sweep, planform taper, spar size, and material
properties. The analysis should also be able to estimate the weight improvements achievable
with new design and manufacturing technology such as tailored-ply orientations, thermoplastic
composites, and filament-wound components. Naturally, this methodology must cover the basic

tiltrotor design requirements of jump takeoff, hard landing, pure divergence, and whirl flutter.
Furthermore, it should be usable at the conceptual design level, where only basic geometry has
been defined with virtually no structural definition. This practically eliminates the analysis
programs typically used in detailed design, such as NASTRAN.

There are several structural/material technologies with the potential for high payoff which are
essential in the high-speed rotorcraft enabling technology plan due to the VTOL requirement.
These are:

1. The extensive use of fiber placement for the reduction of fasteners and parts.

2. The use of one-step manufacture and post-formable composites such as parts made
from thermoplastic resins.

3. The use of braided structures and triaxial woven composites in near-net-shape forms
to include frames and skins as well as complex shaped varts.

o The use of 3-D reinforced structures such as those under development for the deep-sea
submersibles program currently sponsored by DARPA and NAVSEA. This also applies
to the thick-section composites work for primary structures application in landing gear
and highly loaded parts.

5. The use of embedded sensors as previously described in the smart skins/structures
section of Task II.

6. The use ofnew materialsand processessuch as metal matrix,high-hot-hardness

steels,and carbon-carbonforexhaustductsand engineareas.

7. The applicationofmathematical models and theuse ofshellsinthe design ofmore

efficientstructureswhich carryloadsas a membrane, ratherthan inbending.

These arethe prime candidatestructuraltechnologieswhich shouldbe consideredinthe designof

the high-speedrotorcraR.The most effectivedesignexercisewould be toapplytheseideasina

prototypingexperiment fornew structuresand materialsconcepts.Although producibilitymay

notbe adequatelyaddressedby thisapproach,certainlythemajorityofstructuresdesignand

analysisissuesidentifiedcouldbe studiedinenough detailtodeterminetheirrelativeworth as a

high-risk/high-payoffcandidate.

Plan - Figure 83 shows a plan for the multiyear development of an advanced wing weight-esti-
mating technique. It must be evolved year by year to reflect new developments in materials and
manufacturing technologies. This plan uses data from the composite wing section to validate the

conceptual weight-estimating methodology (Figure 87).
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CONCEPTUAL WING DESIGN / limb
AND SIZING ANALYSIS

- ADD STATIC DIVERGENCE ANALYSIS

- ADD WHIRL FLUTTER CRITERIA

COORDINATEWITH DEVELOPMENTOF

NEW STATIC?IVERGENCE:..ANALYSIS
ADD WING BOX SPAR WEIGHT CALCULATIOI_
TO CONCEPTUAL WING DESIGN ANALYSIS

_ . J
PARAMETRIC ANALYSI :: i

CONDUCTPARAMETRICEVALUATION
USJNGCONCEPTUALANALYSIS i
- WINGr/c,PLANFORMANDSWEEP
- PLYORIENTATION(45°,30_,10°)
- PLYTAILORINGvs.STANDARDLAYUP
- MATERIALALLOWABLES
- ADVANCEDADHESIVIES
- BONDINGvs.FASTENERS

I
Figure 83. High-Speed Tiltrotor Wing Weight Estimation Development Plan

i COMPARE CONCEPTUAL WEIGHT
ESTIMATE TO DETAILED COMPOSITE
WING DESIGN

(REF:WtNGSTRUCTURALDESIGN
ENABLINGTECHNOLOGY)

I ' I

Figure84 shows a planforthe multiyeardevelopment ofadvanced-structuresdesignand applica-

tionofnew materials.The scheduleforenablingtechnologiesaddressesthreephases ofeffortto

be pursued overthe next7 years.The high-payoffareasofnew materialsappliedtothe wing

designare studiedfirstaRer a determinationofthe loadsand requirementsfortheforward-swept

designisdetermined inyear one. The materialsscreeningand designconceptsproceedinparal-

lelforthe next2 years.The use ofactivecontrolofthe wing shape through a combinationof

tailoredcompositesand intelligentstructuresisstudiedatthe same time. The materialsre-

quiredforthe activechange instructuralshapingwould be studiedatthe same time. Laboratory

bench demonstrationsofthe methods employed toactivelyreconfigurethe structurewould be

performed as thefinalstageofthe intelligentstructurework. Ifthe successofthiseffortis

acceptable,then thosefeatureswould be used inthe larger-manufacturingplan.Wing fabrication

and testwould completethe first5 yearsofthe plan.

Fuselage design,manufacture,and testwould comprisethelastphase ofthe 7-yearprogram.
The issueofpressurizationand damage toleranceforVTOL f_selagestructurewould be targeted

forstudyand validation.Manufacture utilizingthe same high-risk/high-payoffmethodscurrently

not inuse by the aircrai'cindustrywould be givenhighestpriorityinthe evolutionofthe design.

Flight Control Laws

Issue - Both the high-speed civil tiltrotor and the folding tiltrotor share the V-22-type tiltrotor
flight control requirements in the helicopter mode, transition, and low-speed-rotor airplane mode.
Each has some unique differences at higher speeds. These differences require significant modifi-
cations to the flight control laws for high-speed flight and need to be verified by flight simulators.
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Figure 84. Structures and Materials Enabling Technology Plan

Approach - Develop control laws and procedures to handle the unique requirements of the civil

tiltrotor and the military folding tiltrotor.

The civil tiltrotor, for instance, requires control laws and flight actuators to handle the higher

collective-pitch sensitivity of a rotor operating at 450-knot cruise speeds. Blade local Mach

numbers vary from 0.75 inboard to nearly 1.0 at the tip. This makes rotor thrust (and blade

loads) very sensitive to small changes in angle of attack. Thus, controlling rotor thrust will

require an accurate collective-pitch control with fine adjustments. It may also require sensors

and feedback circuitry to restrict inadvertent blade and hub loads during high-speed flight.

Active aeroelasticcontrolsshould also be considered as an attractivetechnology with the poten-

tialtosolve aeroelasticinstabilitieswith a minimum impact on airplane structures. These civil

tiltrotorcontrolsneed tobe developed and then evaluated on a flightsimulator to prove their

effectivenessforload limiting,tofine-tune theirsensitivityfor pilots,and to assess their net

impact on the aircrai'chandling qualities.

The folding tiltrotor has its own unique flight control needs. For example, the rotor-stop and

blade-folding sequence outlined previously must be examined and automated. Its implementation

in flight controls must be verified in a flight simulator. High-speed flight with turbofan thrust

from the convertible engine poses a new flight regime for the tiltrotor ... no propeller!

Propulsion system thrust controlsforthe foldingtiltrotormust also be verified,and the flight

simulator can serve thispurpose well. Other engine controls which can be verifiedon a simulator

are thrust response tothrottlecontroland overspeed protection. Engine thrust controlin the

turbofan mode can be through eitherVIGV controlatfLxed rpm or through varying rpm with
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fixed VIGV (0 degrees). The choice between these turbofan thrust controls affects the feedback

loops which must be designed into the flight controls and FADEC. It also affects fuel consump-
tion at partial power, which would directly impact loiter capability.

P/an - Plans were prepared for each concept and are presented in the respective section for

concept-spocific design issues.

High-Speed Civil THtrotor - Specific Design Issues

There are several design issues which are unique to the high-speed civil tiltrotor concept. Table
18 lists these and the paragraphs below discuss the issues and identify the associated critical

technologies.

Table 18. Design Issues Unique to the High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor

l Rotor aerodynamic design
- Bladecontours

- Airfoils
- Loads

I Aeroelutlc stsblllty
- Hubtype
- Blade dynamics
- Whirlflutter

I FligHt _nlrol laws I
development

I /_oustic_
- External(good neighborpolicy)

• takeoff, approach, landing

Internal (passengeracceptance)
• cruise: low frequencypropnoise
• takeoff/ landing: prop + engine noise

• Vlbrstlon
Sources

- Magnitudes

- Solutionapproaches

Rotor Aerodynamic Design

Issue - Boeing Helicopters recommends that the design process be started by first defining the
aerodynamically ideal rotor. In this case, that is a rotor with a combination of twist, planform,
airfoils, and sweep which will achieve the best cruise propulsive efficiency while providing heli-
copter-like lit1 and control qualities in hover and low-speed flight. Multiple tradeoffs are required

to achieve the optimum combination.

Approach - An ideal blade geometry for pure axial flight would be initially determined from
aerodynamic requirements. This initial work would be done with a generic hub design, but
without specifying blade structural properties. The ideal blade would be optimized for maximum
propulsive efficiency in the critical high-speed-cruise condition, but would also be constrained by
the hover requirements. The ideal contours would later be modified, compromised from the ideal
geometry, as dictated by other technical areas such as stress, loads, and dynamics. This analysis
can be done by beth a lift, g-line analysis using detailed airfoil data tables and by CFD codes
which model the blade as a litting surface. The CFD codes provide more accuracy in defining the
local flow field, such as tip relief and describing the 3-D local flow along the outboard, swept
portion of the blade. But the lit'ring-line analysis has the advantage of detailed airfoil tables and
more precise definition of airfoil profile drag, including compressibility drag which must be
carefully analyzed.
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Rotor airfoil selection must be made to satisfy the cruise requirement for high drag-divergence
Mach numbers but also deliver acceptable maximum-liR coefficients for hover. Thin airfoils give

i,_.proved "_'dd for _._°_e, but also lower Clmax. The lower C_, x requires more rotor solidity to
satisfy hover liil requirements, which in turn can reduce cruise performance. The compromised
rotor design must deliver the best possible propulsive efficiency in cruise with acceptable thrust

margins in hover.

Rotor loads can be generated from the ideal rotor geometry described above in combination with
blade elastic properties and a hub definition. Both the hub and the elastic properties will require
their own tradeoffs, as well as iteration with the blade design, before deciding on a fixed geometry.

Plan - Figure 85 shows a schedule of all the required activities for high-speed rotor development.
The top four bars correspond to the rotor aerodynamic design.

• ASSE_._,I ENT OF

PROP-ROTOR AERODYNAM'IC

ERODYNAMIC MODELS 1 TRADEOFFS

1 BLADE TOR_'iAL CHAI_ACTERISTI(_

1 AIRLOADSSENSmVITYINVESTIGAi'iON
AE IOELASTlq; STABILITY i

I I i i_ H ! ] I
.,- .

I I _ BASIC DESIGN CONSIO_=RATIONS/'_RADEOFFS i

I I !
ISOLATEDROTOR i I .u,_ i i
PERFORMANCE TEST ! 1/eTH,MACH-SCALEDt_l i

I I i i I
I BvwT: HOVER AND TRANSITION PERFORMANCE I i

I I i I i ,.T,.o_..
I I .TW,:HIGH-SPEEI)PERFOFI.AI E

Figure 85. High-Speed Rotor Enabling Technology Plan

Aeroelastic Stability

Issue - As noted above, the NASA goal for a high-speed civil tiltrotor is to operate at 450-knots
cruise speed. According to FAR Part XX, Interim Airworthiness Criteria for Powered-Lilt Trans-
port Category Aircraft, the dive speed is 20% higher or 540-knots, and the flutter boundary must
be 20% higher than that or 648-knots. Whirl-flutter stability is the principal aeroelastic issue
relative to achieving such high speeds. A second issue, which is really a subset of the first, is
individual rotor blade stability. Three passive means to achieve this goal are; (1) rotor kinematic
coupling for favorable blade aerodynamic damping, (2) mechanical damping within the blade
structure such as an elastomer between the cuffand the flexure, and (3) wing stiffness and elastic
coupling to raise frequency and minimize in-plane motion at the rotor hub. An active means is
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theuseofrotorcollectiveorcycliccontrolto providefavorableaerodynamicdamping• These
issues are addressed below:

Approach - Figure 86(a and b) shows the aeroelastic enabling technology. First, existing analy-
ses would be used to determine the whirl-flutter boundaries. This would be done with the sharply

forward-swept wings and the highly swept rotor blades of these new configurations. Then rotor
kinematic coupling and wing stiffness variations would be explored. Deficiencies of the analysis
would be identified.

mm mmimmmmmmimxm=mmmsmm

ANALYSIS UPGRADES:

- FULLY COUPLED BLADE FLAP-L.AG-TOR_ON MOOES
- UNSTEADY AERO ON THE WING
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- ACTIVE 8L_:I:RESSION
• HIGHLY SWEPT ROTOR BLADES - BLADE ELASTOMER DAMPING

: (c)A_.V U_eA_O ANALYUSTO:

- APPLY EXI811NG/t/IkLYSl$ TO:
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(a) Whirl Flutter Enabling Technology Plan
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(b) Rotor Blade Stability Enabling Technology Plan

Figure 86. High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Aeroelastics
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Next,the analyseswvuld be upgraded toincludefullycoupledbladeflap-lag-torsionmodes, to

includeconventionalflutterunsteady aerodynamicson the wing,and tocorrectany deficiencies

revealedby thefirstanalysisabove.A capabilityforactivefluttersuppressionanalysiswould

alsobe added tothe analysis.Finally,theupgraded analysiswould be used,theprincipalpara-

metersrecheckedand theactivesuppressionsystem studied.

The analysisresultswould be reviewedand favorablerangesofrotorand wing parameters

selected.Wind tunnelmodel predesignwould be conductedand itwould be decidedwhether to

designspecificnew models ortomodifyexistingV-22 model hardware.

A semispan model would then bedesignedand built.Bench testsand ground runs would be

performed,and thenatleastone wind tunnelentrywould be made. Whirl-flutterboundaries

would be measured forthe basicmodel and forparameter variations.

Ifthe semispan testswere successful,then a fullaircrai_model testwould be undertaken. This

would followa similarsequenceofpredesignand analysis,detaildesign,fabrication,bench test,

and wind tunneltest.Testswould then verifythe stabilityofthe selectedconfigurationand

parameter variationsaround the basevalue.

As a subsetofthe whirl-flutterprogram,analysesofrotor-alonestabilitywould be performedas

well.These resultswould feedintothewhirl-flutterwork and would influencethedesignofthe

models and the wind tunneltestprograms.

Full-ScaleWhirl-Flutter Prevention Hardware

Figure87 outlinesa planforresearchintopracticalmeans forachievingstabilitywith full-scale

hardware. Itcoversrotordesign,wing design,and whirl-fluttersuppression.

Rotorkinematiccouplingrecommendations from the analysisand wind tunneltestingofthe

aeroelasticenablingtechnologyplanwould now be studiedforfull-scaleimplementation.Layouts

offull-scalerotorsthatwould incorporatefavorablecouplingwould be made. The possibilityof

incorporatingsupplementary elastomerdamping intothehardware would be studied.Mechani-

calmodels ofthesodesignscouldbe made and tested.

Composite wing stiffness-tailored designs would be studied as well. Again from the recommenda-
tions of the enabling technology analysis and test work, layouts of full-scale design would be
made. These would be analyzed and iterated until frequency and coupling goals were met by
analysis.

In additiontothewing aeroelasticobjectivesofthesedesigns,they would implement the other

designrequirements.These would include,asa minimum, thejump takeoffcriteria,landing

loads,and maneuver loadrequirements.

Whirl-flutter active suppression systems would also be studied.

Acoustics

Issues - External and internal noise must be addressed for a civil tiltrotor application. External
noise has a direct and overriding influence on community acceptance of the vehicle and the
vertiports which they must use. A "Good Neighbor Policy" must be adopted which strives to
combine thebestvehiclecharacteristicswithpracticaltakeoffand approach pathstominimize

the noiseimpacton the community. Internalnoiseis,ofcourse,importanttothetraveling

passengerand willdirectlyinfluencehis/herwillingnesstouse the servicerepeatedly.
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Figure 87.

ACTIVE SUPPRESSI_

High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Whirl Flutter Prevention Hardware Plan
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The followingtwo sectionsdiscussthetechnologydevelopmentsneeded foracoustics.Figure88 is
a scheduleofthe recommended activities.
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Figure 88. High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Acoustics Enabling Technology Plan
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External Noise

Exi_rnal noi_ ..... t,_ _, _ t,_ a aT .-_-k.- •[au_, _,,_, ,_ uvo_ ,,e_g,,_v,Pohcy. Some ofthe many parameters which affect
noisearelistedbelow:

* Engine noise

• Rotor parameters

- Airfoil contour, blade planform, rotational speed

• Flight condition

- Helicopter mode, conversion, airplane mode

• Flight Path

- Takeoff, climb, cruise, partial-power descent, loiter

Approach - Certification requirements for external noise of helicopters are covered in FAR-36,
Part H, and ICAO Annex 16. However, the community criteria for airport planning, covered by
FAR-150, Noise Control and Compatibility Planning for Airports, may impose more stringent
local limits. Thus, a survey should be done to assess the restrictions which local community
noise limitations might impose on civil tiltrotor operations. In a parallel activity, noise predic-
tions for the high-speed civil tiltrotor would be used to develop noise footprints for several takeoff,
approach, and landing trajectories. These footprints would be compared to the community noise
limits to evaluate the degree of conformance or the limitations which noise constraints might
impose.

As previously discussed in the civil tiltrotor noise section from Task II, engine noise can contrib-
ute a significant portion of the total aircraR noise. This is especially true for flyover noise, where
the rotors are lightly loaded and have reduced tip speeds. In some direction, the engines also
produced more noise than the rotors in predictions of 500-foot sideline hover noise. The engines
still contributed heavily to the estimated departure and approach noise. Engine noise dominated
while approaching the microphone, while rotor noise dominated overhead and after passing the
microphone. The conclusion is that engine noise treatment is just as important as rotor noise
reduction for civil tiltrotors.

Predicted external-noise levels must be verified by acoustic data from isolated rotor wind tunnel
model tests. Acoustic data would be acquired piggybacked onto the test of another rotor model
(performance or aeroelastic model) for a least-cost approach, such as the isolated rotor test shown
in Figure 85. The acoustic data would be analyzed and corrected to full-scale free field. It would
then be used to validate full-scale noise predictions. Improved data quality could be achieved by
the addition of an acoustic lining for the wind tunnel (at least for the acoustic portion of the test).
This approach would require separate runs for acoustics plus the cost of the liner, its installation,
and removal.

Plan - Figure 88 is a schedule of activities, including full-scale flight test measurements on the
V-22 and acoustic data from the advanced-geometry-rotor wind tunnel model test (coordinated
with Figure 85).

Internal Noise

Approach - Internal noise on a tiltrotor is dominated by the low-frequency noise associated with
the blade tips passing near the cabin. The noise is transmitted by exciting the body shell and so
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involvesa structuralresponseas well.The high-speedciviltiltrotor(and the militaryfolding

tiltrotor)has been intentionallydesignedwith the bladetipsoutboard ofthecanard,givinga

substantial48-inchseparationbetween the body and thebladetip.Predictionsofinternalnoise

forthisspacingareconsiderablylowerthan thoseforrotorsinproximitytothebody. Still,

acoustictreatmentisrequired,but atlessthan halfthe weightpenaltyfortreatinga 12-inch

prop-to-bodyspacing.

An internal acoustic goal of 78 dBA would require still more treatment and may justify active
noise-cancellation technology. Static full-scale tests of this technology need to be done on a
representative fuselage section (construction and materials similar to the full-scale design).
Excitation from the blade tip passage could be simulated by loudspeakers and/or shakers external
to the body section. Inside the body section an active cancellation controller would be used to
drive a combination of internal airframe shakers and/or loudspeakers to cancel (minimize) the
internal noise. This test would establish feasibility of the system and provide an inexpensive,

ground-based facility for further acoustic work.

Plan - Figure 88 also shows a schedule for measurements of full-scale internal noise on the V-22,
which would include calibration of analytic techniques. Two years are also devoted to the design
and construction of a ground-based acoustic test apparatus for measurement and study of inter-
nal noise and its abatement. Once built and instrumented, this acoustic test apparatus would

also be used to explore the feasibility of active noise cancellation.

Vibration

Issue - Another important issue for high-speed civil tiltrotors is vibration control. Vibration
limits for helicopters qualified under military specifications have been steadily decreasing over
the past 20 years, generally in keeping with technology improvements that have made it possible
to meet them. Achieving lower vibration has also been aided indirectly by lower helicopter empty

weights which have made it more feasible to add vibration treatment devices without degrading
payloads. Specific vibration objectives have not yet been established for civil tiltrotors. But based
on helicopter experience, a goal of 0.05g at cruise and 0.10g in maneuvers is needed for good pilot
and passenger acceptance. Such levels should be achievable. The current MV-22 has demon-
strated levels of 0.07g in the cockpit area with vibration treatment.

Approach - The technical challenge for a 450-knot tiltrotor is first to understand and deal with
the sources of vibration in steady-state forward flight. From our extensive MV-22 experience, it is
known that the major vibratory loads are in the rotor in-plane direction at 3P, the number-of-
blades frequency. They are induced by two items: (1) the wing shadow interference as each blade
passes the wing, and (2) the fuselage/canard interference as the rotor tip passes the fuselage/
canard. These loads are partially isolated by the low bending frequencies of the wing, but par-
tially transmitted to the fuselage by the higher frequency wing modes. Secondary, but still

significant, excitation comes from rotor 3P vortices impacting the tail surfaces and exciting the
fuselage starting at the aR end.

The rotorexcitationsdue towing and fuselageinterferencehave been analyzedby CAMRAD and

by C-60 assistedby theVSAERO 3-D potentialcode.They have been measured directlyas shaft

loads,and tailexcitationshave been measured withpressureinstrumentationinwind tunnel

tests.The analyseshave givenreasonablecorrelationwith thetests.

For the high-speedtiltrotor,the wing interferenceexcitationshouldbe reduced by the sharply

forward-sweptwing,inthattherotortipislongitudinallydisplacedfartherforward and away

from the wing than the MV-22. The proximityeffectofthe rotortipnear the fuselageisstill
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present.In addition,a new interferenceispresentby virtueofthe forwardcanard. This aerody-
namic surface,essentialforflightpirx_stability,willresultin a rotortipexcitationtothe blades

passingnear the canard,and willresultina new setofN-per-revin-planevibratoryloads.In

addition,the vortexexcitationintothetailsurfaceswillstillbe present,but can be alleviatedby

improved taildesign.

One approach which isindevelopmentby many researchersisoptimization.The conceptisthat

the structuralresponseoftherotorbladetothe aerodynamic excitationcan be reduced by clever

blademass and stiffnessdistributionsthatwillnearlynullthetransmittedvibratoryrootshears

intotherotorhub. Our experiencetodateinthisarea isinhaving developeda helicopterrotor

vibratoryloadreductionanalyticaloptimizerand applyingittothe designofa low-vibration

model rotor.Wind tunneltestsofthisrotordesignhave alreadydemonstrated the successofthe
concept.

A secondapproach involvingactivecontrolofvibrationakin tohelicopterrotorharmonic control

shouldalsobe pursued. First,analyseswould determinethe collectiveand/orcycliccontrolinputs
necessarytonullthevibratoryshearsbeingfedintotherotorhub. Then conceptstudiesof

controlarrangements tointroducetheseinputswould takeplace.A model versionwould be

designedand implemented,and wind tunneltestson the same semispan model would explorethe

concept"Note here an advantagefora 3-bladedrotor:swashplateHI-ICcontrolofcollectiveand
cyclicfullycontroleach bladewithouttheneed forindividualbladecontrol.

Plan -Figure89 shows thatrotorvibratoryloadsresearchforthehigh-speedtiltrotorshouldbe

pursued by analysis,wind tunneltest,and conceptdesignstudies.First,CAMRAD and C-60 load

predictionmethodologycan be modifiedtoincludethe canardinterference.Then predictionsof
loadmagnitudes can be made. Next tobe dealtwithare means tocontroltheseloads.
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Figure 89 also shows the low-vibration rotor technology being developed for the high-speed

tiltrotor. A similar analytical optimizer would first be developed. Then this would be applied to a

preliminary tiltrotor design. In consort with rotor designers, the rotor structure would be iterated
until a low-vibration tiltrotor (LVTR) was defined. A model would then be designed and built for

testing in NASA's TDT tunnel on a semispan wing model, including the effect of canard interfer-

ence.

In thelowerpartofFigure89 are shown the airframevibrationcontrolresearchefforts.First,

airframeoptimizationwould be undertaken usingfinite-elementcodessuch asNASTRAN which

now containstructuraloptimizationroutines.We couldstartwith stickmodels ofwing and

fuselageand studyvibrationoptimization.Later,the processcouldbe repeatedon more realistic

models ofahigh-speedtiltrotorvehicle.A secondeffortwould be a studyofvibrationsuppressors

inthefuselage.These would be similartothatalreadybeingflownsuccessfullyon the MV-22.

The finite-elementmodel would be excitedby therotorvibratoryloadsobtainedabove,and the

suppressorlocatedand sizedtodetermineitspracticalityand effectiveness.

Flight Control Laws and Development

Issue - Both the high-speed civil tiltrotor and the folding tiltrotor share the V-22-type tiltrotor

flight control requirements in the helicopter mode, transition, and low-speed-rotor airplane mode.

In high-speed cruise, though, rotor controls for the high-speed civil tiltroter must be tailored to

the rotor's sensitivity in the high-Mach-number and high-dynamic-pressure environment. These

differences require significant modifications to the flight control laws for high-speed flight and

need to be verified by flight simulators.

Approach - At 450 knots, the high-speed civil tiltrotor's rotor must go to higher collective-pitch

angles than the V-22 at 300-knots, driven by the combined effect of reduced tip speed and the 50%

increase in airspeed. At this higher airspeed, the blade local Mach numbers vary from 0.75

inboard to nearly 1.00 at the tip, giving high dynamic pressures. Compounding this, compressi-

bility effects drive up the airfoils' lift-curve slope. These combined factors make the rotor thrust

(and blade loads) very sensitive to small changes in angle of attack. A 10% change in lift corre-

sponds to only a 0.05-degree change in local angle of attack. Thus, controlling rotor thrust will

require an accurate collective-pitch control with fine adjustments. It may also require sensors

and feedback circuitry to restrict inadvertent blade and hub loads during high-speed flight.

Active aeroelastic controls should also be considered as an attractive technology with the poten-

tial to solve aeroelastic instabilities with a minimum impact on airplane structures. These civil

tiltrotor controls need to be developed and then evaluated on a flight simulator to prove their

effectiveness for load limiting, to fine-tune their sensitivity for pilots, and to assess their net

impact on the aircraft handling qualities.

Plan - Figure 90 outlines the steps to develop the needed technology. Advanced control laws

would be developed first. Loads limiting controls would be developed in 1993, following definition

of the rotor and hub geometry. Studies of aeroservoelastic compensation would be conducted

following the model rotor wind tunnel tests.
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Figure 90. High-Speed Civil Tiitrotor Right Control Laws Enabling Technology Plan

Military Fol_g Tiltrotor - Specific Design Issues

The folding tiltrotor concept, like the civil tiltrotor, has several specific design issues which must
be resolved prior to full-scale development. These design issues involve many technical disci-
plines, and these disciplines must work in concert to achieve an integrated rotorcraft with heli-
copter-like hover performance and fixed-wing-like cruise performance. Several design issues
pertaining to the folding tiltrotor were previously discussed in the section on Common Critical

Technologies. Table 19 lists additional design issues which are specific to the military folding
tiltrotor configuration.

Table 19. Design Issues Unique to the Military Folding Tiltrotor

E! Convertible englne propulsion

VIGV / VEGV versus variable pitch fan

- Cruise thrust control

- Residual thrust control (in shp mode)

- Clutch and engaging sensor

II Hub design

Stable low speed platform

Stable during slowing and stopping

In-flight blade folding mechanism

- Folded blade retention device

[] Aoroelasticity

- High-speod maneuvers

- Wing static divergence

El Flight controls / handling qualities

Multiple modes

• helicopter mode

• transition

• turboprop airplane mode

• automated stop / fold mode

• turbofan airplane mode

- Sensitivity with speed

Loads limiting features

It Automated stop / fold procedure

Analysis

Integrated flight controls

Load limiting characteristics
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Convertible Engine Propulsion

Issue - General Electric and Allison Gas Turbine Division were funded by NASA Lewis to per-

form an initial precursor study of convertible engine possibilities in 1989. Based on this data, the
two most promising forms of convertible engines appear to be the variable-inlet guidevaneY

variable-exit guidevane (VIGVNEGV) and the torque-convertor concepts. Boeing Helicopters
selected the VIGVNEGV convertible engine configuration for the military folding tiltrotor in this

study. Allison and General Electric are presently funded by NASA Lewis in a follow-on program
to perform more detailed design studies of convertible engine configurations for high-speed ro-
torcraR.

Part of the Allison and General Electric effort will be to identify technology concerns. The para-

graphs below address what Boeing Helicopters understands to be the technology concerns at this
time. A detailed approach and technical plan will be forthcoming from the engine manufacturers'
studies.

Concerns - One of the principal issues of the VIGVNEGV configuration is operation in the tur-

boshai_ mode, with vanes closed. Some fan airflow is necessary even in this mode of operation to
limit temperature rise in the fan. The technical issues are the windage losses, blade stresses, and
noise associated with this mode of operation. The VIGVNEGV configuration gives substantial
shai_ power for hover in turboshaft operation, but also results in considerable residual fan thrust.
While this is undesirable for pure hover flight, it should give higher acceleration for rapid transi-
tions to the airplane mode and improved STO operations. Methods to minimize hover residual

thrust may need to be developed, depending on the vehicle's application.

Another technology concern to be considered is performance of the fan hub supercharging section.
Losses can occur due to leakage from the fan hub supercharging section into the bypass fan
airstream. Also, a bleed optimization system may need to be developed for the constant-speed
turboshal_ operation.

Propulsion system thrust controls for the folding tiltrotor must also be developed and verified.
Maneuver capability includes accelerations and decelerations, which largely depend on engine
response. The pilot's throttle control must now interface with both rotor controls while in hover
and turboprop airplane mode, and with the high-bypass fan engine with VIGV/VEGV controls in
the folded, turbofan airplane mode. The variable VIGV/VEGV is a requirement to control fan
thrust at constant rpm when in the turboprop airplane mode. But in the turbofan mode this
engine control could allow variable rpm at constant VIGV/VEGV settings, being fundamentally
different from the constant-rpm rotor operation. The choice between these turbofan thrust
controls affects the feedback loops which must be designed into the flight controls and FADEC. It
also affects fuel consumption at partial power, which would directly impact loiter capability.
These performance and control characteristics, and cost implications must be resolved.

The torque convertor configuration continues to offer a potential alternative convertible engine
concept if development problems or performance shortfalls should arise in development of the
VIGV/VEGV. In addition to the above concerns, the torque convertor concept lacks any large-

scale development or demonstrator hardware to attest to its validity. A hardware development
and demonstration program, similar to that of the convertible TF34, would need to be undertaken
before giving it serious consideration. Size, weight, cost, and heat transfer are among the present
uncertainties for this concept.

Plan - Figure 91 shows a general schedule of activities in preparation for a new engine develop-
ment program go-ahead in about 1997.
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Figure 91. Folding Tiltrotor Convertible Engine Technology Plan

Hub Design

IssueB - The hub design for the folding tiltroter must provide a stable rotor system in the helicop-
ter mode, during transition, and in the low-speed rotor airplane mode. It must provide a stable
platform for the rotor during slowing/stopping and during spinup, avoiding large flapping/gimbal-
ing excursions; and it must include the mechanism(s) for automatic in-flight blade folding. The
hub must allow for a large range of collective pitch to accommodate:

• Low collectivepitch

(lowthrustrequiredby maneuvers and descents)

• Intermediatecollectivepitch
(rotorairplanemode)

• High collectivepitch

(featheredbladesduringrotorstepping)

Afterthesefunctionsareachieved,thehub shouldbe ofrelativelysmalldiameterand the blade-

foldingjointsmust be carefullyfairedforaerodynamic dragreasonsinhigh-speedcruise.

Approach - The folding tiltrotor hub design should be conducted in three parts: conceptual
layouts, preliminary design and the detail design of a functional model. The design requirements
would be established and conceptual layouts drawn which may satisfy them. This includes consid-
eration of structural fatigue life, bearing life, blade attachment kinematics, controls requirements,
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and foldingmechanisms. Severalhub conceptswould be examined. Their meritswould be
compared toone anotherand aEnal configurationwould be selected.The selectioncriteriawould

includesuchfactorsas survivability,reliability,vibrationfactors(e.g.,constant-velocityjoint),

functionalrequirementsoffeathering,stopping,folding,indexing,and controlforceand moment

generation.

The second part, preliminary design, would include hub component design to satisfy predicted
rotor hub loads, identify critical components, and establish margins of safety. Layouts would
show close-tolerance parts and specify fits. Manufacturing technology will be integrally involved,

drafting a manufacturing plan and proving any new manufacturing methods with a soft-tools
approach. A critical design review (CDR) should be held at this point.

A functional mockup would be manufactured after the CDR to demonstrate form, fit, and func-
tion. CATIA solid modeling would be used to define all of the component parts' dimensions and
tolerances.

Plan - Figure 92 shows the necessary activities to develop a hub design for the folding tiltrotor.
Loads data would be extracted from wind tunnel tests which were shown in Figure 87. As with
previous schedules, some of the activities must be scheduled around the wind tunnel test date to
make use of the wind tunnel test data.

tt_Nt-DDB_

CRITICAL m REVk'W_I _' HUB PRELIMINARY D_SIGN:
- COMPONENT DESIGN

- IDENTIFY CRITICAL PARTS

MANUFACTURING METHODS:

- PLAN

FUNCTIONAL HUB MOCKUP

ROTOR PERFORMAI_

(REF: ROTOR ENABLING TECHNOLOGY)
E WIND TUNNEL TEST

Figure 92. Folding Tiltrotor Hub Enabling Technology Plan

Automated Stop / Fold Procedure

Issue. An automated and reversible stop/fold procedure is a requirement for any practical,
operational folding tiltrotor. The stop/fold sequence for the folding ti]trotor is described below:
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1. Adjust shaR power and collective pitch to take the rotor from a propulsive state

to a nonthrusting, zero torque, windmill state. Simultaneously adjust turbofan
thrust from the convertible engine to maintain airspeed.

2. Declutch the rotor drive shai_s from the engines.

3. Slow the rotor by feathering the blades. Adjust turbofan thrust to compensate
for drag decrease during slowing/stopping.

4. Brake rotor to a stop and index blades to proper azimuth for folding.

5. Fold blades back over nacelle and lock into folded position. Adjust turbofan thrust
to compensate for drag decrease aRer folding.

Approach - A prerequisite for accomplishing the above sequence is that each step be well under-
stood, including associated loads and force and moment generation. Much of this work has

already been accomplished through the studies and wind tunnel tests conducted on the folding-
tiltrotor concept during the 1968 through 1973 time period. Test reports are available from this

period which establish the feasibility of the process. They showed that slowing, stopping, and
folding were readily achievable without exceeding blade loads typical of normal in-flight loads.
However, it is necessary to design and test a specific hub (and blades) based on today's objective
of a 450-knot cruise speed, a 250-knot folding speed, and using today's materials. These test data
will provide the specific loads data necessary to determine an optimum set of control laws for
automating the stop/fold sequence. Additional data would also be required to determine loads
associated with off-design conditions, such as gusts or maneuvers during the stop and fold.

A folding-loads analysis must be developed which can predict and simulate the blade loads, hub
loads, flapping and gimbal excursions, and net forces and moments during slowing, stopping, and
folding. At the same time, flight control laws must be developed to control the sequence of events.
Sensor requirements (types, positions, and sensitivities) will be determined at this stage. The
feasibility of implementing loads-limiting features will also be addressed. A failure-mode-and-
effects analysis should also be conducted on the whole system.

Finally, the folding-loads analysis and the flight control laws must be combined with a model of

the convertible engine to create a comprehensive digital simulation of the entire process to
validate the approach and to adjust gains in the flight control system. This comprehensive analy-
sis is not envisioned as a real-time simulator, but rather a digital program to analyze the auto-
mated stop/fold process, and by which to further improve that automation.

Plan - Figure 93 shows a schedule of the cited activities, including a special wind tunnel test to

define loads during stopping and folding. This would model the rotor and its folding sequence. It
would verify the loads and blade dynamic deflections during the folding sequence.

Aeroelasticity

Issue - What were important whirl-flutter stability issues for the high-speed civil tiltrotor are no
longer so important for the folding tiltrotor. The folding tiltrotor flies in the tiltrotor airplane
mode only up to 250-knots, and the whirl-flutter issues are rather well understood up through
this range as a result of the XV-15 and V-22 design, wind tunnel, and flight experience.

However, beyond 250-knots and up to its dive speed of 518-knots, there are at least two other

aeroelastic issues for the folding tiltrotor in its high-speed turbofan airplane mode. These are:
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(1)wing staticdivergence,exacerbatedby theforward-sweptwing and itslarge-foldedrotorpod,
and (2)theclassofaeroelasticphenomena which tends toneutralizeairframeresponsetocontrol

inputsviastructuraldeflections,suchas aileronreversal.The lattercouldbe especial]yimpor-

tantwhen designingformilitarymaneuver requirements.

Approach -Wing staticdivergenceofa forward-sweptwing has been most recentlyaddressedin
the Grumman designoftheX-29. Tailored-plyorientationsofhigh-modulus compositefibers

were used toreducethe wing'sdestabilizingpitch-uptorsionalresponsetooutboard lii_.

The foldingtiltrotorwould be subjecttothe same problem. Itcouldbe even more susceptible

because itswingtiprotorpylonscan generateadditionaldestabilizingaerodynamic moments.

Conventionalwing flutteralsomust be consideredand controlledforthisconfiguration.

Existingindustrycodessuch asNASTRAN orBoeing airplaneflutterprograms would firstbe

used topredictdivergenceand flutterforthe foldingtiltrotorathigh speeds,up tonearly650-

knots. Ifanalyticaldeficienciesare revealedby thesecalculations,then a follow-oneffortwould

trytocorrectthe deficiencies.The upgraded analyseswould be used torepeatthe calculations

and todefinethe wing stiffnessrequiredtopreventdivergenceand flutter.

A preliminarydesignofa full-scalewing thatwould meet theserequirementswould then be

prepared. Next,a model ofthiswing would be designedand built,and a wind tunneltestcon-

ductedtoverifythe stabilityofthe design.

Vibrationcontrolforthe foldingtiltrotorshouldfitwithinexistingtechnology.The V-22 already

coversthe envelopeconditionsfrom helicoptertoairplaneflightthatafoldingtiltrotorwould

occupy.V-22 vibrationmeets militaryrequirementswithrotorpendulum vibrationabsorbers

and an activehydraulicsuppressor.Vibration-controltechnologydevelopedunder the civil

tiltrotorenablingtechnologyplan shouldbe directlyapplicabletothefoldingtiltrotoras well.
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P/an - Figure 94 is an enabling technology plan for the aeroelastic problems of the folding tilt-
rotor.
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mammmmal
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Figure 94. Folding Tiitrotor Aeroelastic Enabling Technology Plan

Flight Control Laws

Issue - The V-22 flight controls were designed to handle two flight regimes, helicopter mode and

airplane mode, and the transition in between. The folding tiltrotor requires all of this for normal

turboprop tiltrotor flight, but it also requires the integration of two more conditions. First, it

must incorporate the automated stop/fold procedure developed previously, and second it must

handle the high-speed turbofan airplane mode. This constitutes five distinct modes for the flight
control system, each mode having its own set of unique requirements:

J.,Helicopter mode

2. Transition

3. Turboprop airplane mode

4. Automatic stop/foldmode

5. Turbofan airplane mode

Approach - Operation in the first three modes is essentially the same as the V-22 flight control

system and the fourth mode, automatic stop/fold, has been previously discussed. In the 250-450-

knot turbofan airplane mode, the control system may require a change in control sensitivity to
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avoid over-sensitive vehicle responses. These would be similar to flight control changes imple-

mented in many high-subsonic commercial aircraft. Also, the pilot's throttle control must now

interface with a high-bypass fan engine with VIGV/VEGV controls. Or, as previously discussed,

the throttle control may allow variable rpm for constant VIGV/VEGV settings. Also, aeroservoe-

lastic compensation should be examined for high-speed flight as an attractive technology with

potential to solve aeroelastic instabilities with a minimum impact on the airplane structure.

A flight simulation is recommended to verify the suitability of each of the five control modes and

to allow pilot assessment of a smooth transition among them. Turbofan thrust response in the

turbofan mode, through either VIGV control at fixed rpm or through varying rpm with fixed

VIGV (0 degrees), can be examined on the simulator. Loads-limiting features of the control

system can also be modeled and evaluated on the simulator for any flight mode.

Plan - Figure 95 outlines the steps to develop the needed technology. Advanced control laws

would be developed first. Loads-limiting controls would be developed later, appropriate to meas-

ured loads data from the wind tunnel test program.

Figure 95 also shows a three-axis maneuver analysis which will recognize elastic wing and

control deflections and will calculate loads. Data from the stop/fold wind tunnel test conducted

under the automated stop/fold procedure would verify the loads and blade dynamic deflections

during the folding sequence. This same model could be used in a high-speed test to obtain blade

loads data and flutter tendencies when folded in high-speed cruise flight.
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CONCLUSIONS

Fivecandidaterotorcraftconceptsoutofafield of20werequantitativelyevaluatedto choosethe
twoconceptswhichholdthemostpromisefor achievinga450-knotspeed.Thefoldingtiltrotor
wasthe only low-disc-loading concept examined which had a realistic, near-term potential for

speeds of 500-knots and greater. Furthermore, the folding tiltrotor had clearly superior surviva-

bility traits in the turbofan mode, making it ideally suited to military applications in either the

transport or fighter/attack roles. The high-speed tiltrotor in a canard arrangement with an

advanced-geometry rotor design was the lightest weight concept and the lowest cost concept.

These attributes made it well suited to civil applications such as passenger service, light con-

tainer cargo and public service. Conceptual designs were made for a military folding tiltrotor and

a high-speed civil tiltroter. The two ,_igh-speed tiltrotor concepts are a unique breed of powered-

lift rotorcraft, challenging the helicopters' low-speed domain and the fixed wings' high-subsonic-
speed domain.

Both of these 450-knot concepts are feasible with 1990 technology, but both were found to have
risk areas requiring further technical development before entering a full-scale development

program.

Estimates of the potential gains available with advanced technology were made for aerodynamics,

structures, weights, aeroelasticity, and propulsion system technologies, to be representative of

that achievable by the year 2000. Projected benefits of these advanced technologies on aircraft

size, gross weight, and cost have enormous potential. The combined impact on the two high-speed

rotorcraf_ was similar: 25% lower gross weight, 27% to 36% less installed power, and 30% lower

recurring production costs. The truly long-term advantage is in energy savings and environ-

mental impact: less raw material needs to be processed for manufacture, less energy used during

manufacture, less fossil fuel used, and lower atmospheric emissions in flight. However, it will

take a substantial investment in research over the next 5- to 10-years to make this potential
become reality.

An enablingtechnologyplanwas prepared.Criticaldesignissuesare identifiedforeach concept.

Most oftheseissuesinvolvemore than one technicalareaand willrequireconcurrent-engineering

solutions.Some itemsare risk-reductionareas,a necessarystepbeforeenteringfull-scalepre-

liminarydesign.Some itemshave notbeen previouslyexploredindepth,such as: (1)low-disc-

loading,high-speedrotordesignwithgoodpropulsiveefficiency,(2)designforwhirl-flutter

stabilityfor450-knottiltrotors,(3)internal-noiselevelson high-speedtiltrotorssuitableforcivil

applications,and (4)productionconvertibleenginesand clutchdesign.Other items reflecta need

forgeneraltechnologyimprovement such as: (1)aggressiveapplicationofadvanced materials

and manufacturing methods toachievelighter,cost-effectivestructure,and (2)externalacoustics

where today'stechnologyhas simplynotkeptpace withthehigh standardssetforacceptanceby
localcommunities.

The conclusionisthat450-knotrotorcraRdesignsare feasiblewith 1990 technology,but would

requireatleasta risk-reductionprogram conductedas a precursortofull-scalepreliminary

design.The individualimprovements potentiallyavailableinseveraltechnologyareascan have a

tremendous synergisticeffecton turn-of-the-centuryrotorcraftsizeand cost.The criticaldesign

issuesidentifiedintheenablingtechnologyplan shouldbe systematicallypursued toachievethat
potential.
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APPENDIX A

SUBSTANTIATING DATA FOR TASK I

This appendix contains additional data which supplements the configuration information presented
in Section 1 of the main body of this report. Data is also included here to substantiate both the
preliminary qualitative evaluation and the final quantitative evaluation described in Section 1.
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Concept Comparisons

Conversion Sequence Differences

Lifting-Stoppable Rotors

The group ofrotorcraRreferredtoas lii_ing-stoppablerotorsincludethedisc-wingconcepts(e.g.,

NASA's M-85 and Hughes Rotor-Wing),theNavy/DARPA X-wing,and the wing-extensioncon-

ceptscommonly referredtoasthe Rotafix.The disc-wingconceptisshown inFigureA-1 as an

example ofthisgroup. Itwas sizedon the basisofan annulardiscloadinginordertomeet the

downwash criteria.This resultedina 90-R diameterrotor,an 11-psfdiscloading,and a 21-psf

wing loading.Low wing loadingsarecommon tothe group sinceitisgenerallya fall-outofsizing

the rotortosatisfyhover requirements.The excessivewing arearesultsina low L/D inhigh-

speedcruise,beingmost detrimentaltothe cruiseefficiency.The conversionissuesare:

• Conversionattitude

• Conversiondynamics and time

• Conversionrollcontrol

* Maneuverabilityduringconversion

Figure A-1. Stopped / Lifting Wing Candidate Configuration - Disc Wing

FigureA-2 illustratesthe conversionattitudevariationsofthisgroup ofconcepts.Although the

anglesmight beheldtolessthan typicaljettransportrotationangles,thisispoorincomparison

tothe constantfuselageattitudecapabilityofthe tiltrotorconcepts.
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Autogyro Flight

and

Conversion

Airplane Flight

Helicopter FligM

Figure A-2. Schematic Diagram of Disc-Wing Conversion Sequence

Trailed-Rotors

The Trailed-Rotor variant of the vertically stopped stowed rotor type is illustrated in Figure A-3.

Rotor diameter is 38-ft for a disc loading of 22-psf. Although drawn for a 25 ° aft swept wing, the

concept is probably only acceptable for small sweep angles due to the relationship of the tilt axis

(at the C.G.) and the proper location on the M.A.C. If placed where stability requires, a very long

overhang results as shown with severe weight, balance, and operational problems.

Figure A-3. Stopped / Stowed Rotor Candidate Configuration - Trailed Rotor
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Afterearlystudies,itbecame obviousthatthe trailedrotorconceptdid not possessthe character-

isticsdesiredfora high-speedvariantofthetiltrotor.The trailedrotorcouldnot utilizethe

tilingrotorforgood takeoffaccelerationand STOL capabilitynor coulditoperateinthe efficient

prop-rotorloitermode. In thoselow speed regimes,iteitheroperatedas a helicopter(withabout

15°forward tiltcapability)oras a compound helicopterusingveryinefficientjetthrustingmeans.

FigureA-4 illustratesthe trailed-rotorconversionsequence.Therefore,bothBelland Boeing (and

laterSikorsky)continuedtoexploreand furtherdevelopfoldingtiltrotorconfigurationsleading
up tothe 1970s seriesofU.S.Air Forceand NASA studiesand wind tunnelfull-scalerotorand

model tests.
Mean

Collective Pitch

Airplane Cruise
(Rotor Folded)

.90 °

Airplane <_(Windrnilling Rotor)

Partial Conversion __T
(Autorotating Rotor)

40

to
-80°

-30°

Autogyro o

Helicopter
+15 °

Figure A-4. Schematic Diagram of Trailing Rotor Conversion Sequence

Folding Tiltrotor

The folding tiltrotor, shown in Figure A-5, is essentially a tiltrotor during hovering and low speed

flight. The rotors are used in the upright position for hovering and for vertical takeoff and land-
ing. For transition to forward flight, the rotors are tilted through 90 degrees. The conversion
corridor speed is of the order of 120- to 180-knots. Figure A-6 illustrates the conversion attitudes
for the tiltrotor and folding tiltrotor. A smooth, continuously accelerating conversion is typical of
this type of high-speed rotorcraft. When full wing lift is achieved, the forward thrust is trans-
ferred to the cruise fans and the rotors are feathered and stopped; the blades are then folded

along the wingtip nacelles. The transition time from hover mode to prop-rotor mode is on the
order of 15 to 30 seconds depending on the aircraR design criteria (transport or attack variant,
e.q.) Boeing's early test programs demonstrated rotor stopping time to be on the order of 3
seconds. This was later confirmed by the Bell 25-R folding rotor in the 40 x 80-ft tunnel to be 2
seconds for a smooth stop or start, z A design goal of about 3 seconds for blade folding was shown
to be practical and within reasonable folding power limits by Boeing. Therefore, a total of six
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Figure A-5. Stopped / Stowed Rotor Candidate Configuration - Folding Tiltrotor

Figure A-6. Schematic Diagram of Folding Tiltrotor Conversion Sequence

seconds for the conversion sequence is a small portion of the take-off(or landing) time for a

folding tiltrotor (16-28%) compared to any other rotorcral'_. In addition, there is no loss in accel-

eration (or speed) during conversion. Maneuver capability is ample at any stage of conversion

through the complementary forces available from the wing, tail and rotors. Even during the stop/

start and folding modes the normal load factor capability inherent in the aircraft concept (about

3-4 g's) can be sustained by properly designed rotors without significant penalty. So the stop/fold

process has little or no impact on maneuverability or survivability.
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Studies and evaluations for the U.S. Air Force, NASA, and industry during the 1970s concluded

that the folding tiltrotor coneept was most attractive because it has the least risk associated with

the conversion sequence (stopping and folding the rotors). Since the rotors are stopped and folded

in a relatively constant aerodynamic environment, as opposed to the constantly changing one

faced by horizontal stopping rotors, it faces fewer aerodynamic and dynamic design problems.

The folding tiltrotor offers the greatest operational flexibility with good vertical takeoff capability

and the forward rotor tilt for excellent acceleration, STOL performance, and climb-out capability.

Drive System Comparison

Schematics of the drive systems of all the configurations were developed for the evaluation and

down select. Figure A-7 is an example of four arrangements. Major components, such as gear-

boxes, high-torque clutches, and reel drives were counted and the comparisons displayed in Table
A-1.

Table A-1.

i

Drive System Comparison

CONCEPT

V-22
CONVENTIONAL

CANARD

NUMBER OF SYSTEMS

2-PROP
4-PROP

TANDEM WING

HIGH-TORQUE
FLUID CLUTCH REEL DRIVES

TILTROTOR

TILTPROP X-19 12
14300 17

TILTWlNG

TOTAL NUMBER

!OF GEARBOXES

6
6
8

5
12
14

rr

m

NON-
UFTING

BLOWN
ROTOR 2 6

UNBLOWN
ROTOR 2 8

UFTING WING

LIFTING (DISC-WING, X-WING) 1 3

WING
EXTENSION 2 6

O HORIZONTALI-- 1 7
U) STOWED

<
n
n

VERTICAL 9

TELESCOPIC 1 3

UJD:

_ REEl.ABLE 1 5 3

TILTABLE 8

BODY-MOUNTED
ROTOR 1 3
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Folding/Retraction Complexity

Another major discriminator for these kinds of aircraft is the number and variation of powered

actuators required for the various folding and retraction schemes for the blades, closures, wings,
and hub and transmissions. Figure A-8 summarizes the count for each configuration.

TILTROTOR

TILTPROP

TILTWlNG

HUB / BLADE / CLOSURES / WiNG / ETC.

CONVENTIONAL

CANARD _D

NON-
rr

LIFTING

o
lIFTING

O
STOWED

TELESCOPIC

m I-- REELABLE

_[ _ FOLDABLE
>a

TILTABLE

BODY-MOUNTED
ROTOR

X-19 ] •

moo tl)
=-mo_ D
4-PROP •

TANDEM WING •
BLOWN
ROTOR •

UNBLOWN
ROTOR

u NG • •
WING X-WING

WING

EXTENSION SL;;:"LE COMPLEX

HORIZONTAL •

VERTICAL

I

!.
NOT SHIPBOARD COMPATIBLE

I I

0 5 10 15

NUMBER OF SYSTEMS

20

Figure A-8. Conversion, Folding and Retraction Systems

Aerodynamic Efficiency Comparison

Equivalent fiat plate areas (f) were calculated for all of the configurations as summarized in

Figure A-9. Significantly, "other" items such as empennage, fuselage, landing gear fairings, etc.

totalled to about the same area. The major discriminator seen here is the effect of wing area.

The dark triangles define the configurations having excessive wing area and therefore high drag.
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CONVENTIONAL TILTROTOR

TILl'PROP

TILTWlNG (2-PROP)

BLOWN

NON- ROTOR

UFTING UNBLOWN

ROTOR

FLAT PLATE AREA - fe (FT2)

UFTING
WING
EXTENSION

HORIZONTAL

STOWED

VERTICAL

TELESCOPIC

LIFTING WING

(X-WING)

REELABLE

FOLDABLE

TILTABLE _)

BODY-MOUNTED t
ROTOR

Figure A-9.

0 10 20 30 40 50

FLAT PLATE AREA "fe (FT2)

Equivalent Flat Plate Area Comparison

While notofimportanceatlower speeds,thepoorf'softheseconfigurationscause poorLfD'sat

the higherspeedsconsideredinthisstudy.FigureA-10 isa sampling ofpreliminaryestimatesof

L/D'sforsome ofthe candidateconfigurations,forthe 50,000-Ibfirst-cutgrossweight.

Measures of Effectiveness

The term Measure ofEffectiveness(MoE) isusuallyreservedforthoseterms which are meaning-

fultothe usercommunity (amilitarybranch ofserviceorcivilmarket area).These kinds of

terms might be exchange ratio,probabilityofkill,ton-miles/S,_sent mi, orothermeasure ofhow

wellthe vehicledoesitsintendedfunction.MoE's may be qualitativeor quantitative,but they

always measure vehiclefunctionalityfrom a userview.
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Figure A.10. Airplane L/D Comparison

.o

The technicalcommunity most oftenusessome Measure ofPerformance(MOP) tocompare one

designorcomponent toanotherdesign.These areinvariablyquantitativeand usuallydo not

relatedirectlytothemission.But theydo describethe system,orvehicle,or subsystem ina way

thatcan be compared inengineeringterms.They allowidentificationand quantificationof

designimprovements (whichshouldeventuallyshow up inan MoE). Thisdistinctionisindicated
inTable A-2.

Table A-2. Hierarchy of Measures of Effectiveness

I Military l_ttlefiekl I civil market (measures of effectivenss)

- Exchange ratio - $ / seat-mile

- Ton-miles / day / $ - Competitive position

- % succesful intercepts

II Vehicle attributes (measures of performance)

- Speed - Maneuverability

- Cost, direct operating cost - Availability

II Design characteristics (parameters)

- Disc loading - HP / Ib

- Wing loading - Hub type
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A specific list of MoEs and MoPs is given in Table A-3. This list is certainly not exhaustive, but
does include those terms which are believed to be important in this study. All the MoEs relate to

the users view of how well the vehicle performs its intended functions. Some of the MoEs are

more qualitative, such as agility, ride quality and ease of conversion, while others are quantita-
tive, such as range, spotting factor, and all of the cost MoEs. In contrast, the MoP's are all
quantitative. The list was assembled for comparisons between concepts performing the same
mission. The list of key discriminators used in the concepts comparative evaluation was mostly
taken from Table A-3.

Table A-3. Example List of Measures of Effectiveness and Measures of Performance

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

- Exchange Ratio

- Productivity - P x V/EW

- Range
m

- Maximum Payload (Short Hops)

- STOL Overload Capability

- Spotting Factor

MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE

Hover Factor - GW / (Lb/Hr)

Range Factor mGW X (NMIJLb)

Dash Speed
Noise
Vibration Index

Maneuverability Index

Specific Power
- Survivability

. Agility

- Ride Quality

. Ease of Conversion

- Safety

- Dispatch Reliability

- $ Per Ton-Miles

- $ Per Seat-Miles

- DOC

- Life Cycle Cost

STOL Performance
Installed SHP/GW

Growth Factor - GW/(FUL + PL)
EW/GW

Subsystems:

• Rotor: Figure of Merit, LIPLItt/SHP,
Cruise Prop. Efficiency

• Airframe: LJD "

• Engine: SFC, Lb-Thrust/SHP
• Component Weight
• Component Cost

Examples applicable to a cargo aircraR might be the productivity MoE, a ton-miles/$ MoE, or the
Hover Factor or Range Factor MoPs. While gross weight GW is oRen used as an indicator of the
best aircraft solution for a given mission, this is Rally because GW is so indicative of other things
like relative size and relative cost. Other things being equal (technology level, materials, manu-

facturing technique, complexity, etc.) the lowest GW vehicle will probably be the lowest cost too.
For this reason GW was used during the parametric sizing study to choose the best combination
of wing loading and disc loading for a given concept (lighter is better). Once sized however,
comparative ranking between vehicles was mostly determined by other MoEs such as Life Cycle
Cost and MoPs such as Range Factor and dash speed potential.

An example of a case where GW itself would be a prime MoE is when it is necessary to constrain

it for shipboard compatibility or for offshore ol] rig load limits.

Subsystem MoPs are also useful when trying to assess the performance level of a particular
rotorcraR element. Examples of these include the airframe L/D and the prop-rotor cruise effi-
ciency. We don't have to convert them into an MoE to know that these improvements result in
less power required. This translates into lower engine weight and drive system weight for a
lighter vehicle (read smaller and cheaper).
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Evaluation of High_peed Aircraft Afterbody Shapes

The selected five configurations were designed with some common attributes as dictated by the
chosen sizing mission. The baseline designs all had a cargo type fuselage with a rear loading
ramp integrated into the fuselage al_erbody. The configurations were partially selected for their
compatibility with ship-board folding requirements. However, weight penalties associated with
wing folding and automatic blade folding required for shipboard compatibility were excluded in
this initial sizing study.

Helicopter type rear ramp designs such as those found on the CH-46, CH-47, Model 360, and CH-
53D/E are inadequate for high-speed cruise conditions. The beaver tail of the V-22 is shown in
three view in Figure A-11, including a rear quarter picture. It performs well up to the 300-knot
design speed. But it cannot provide low drag up to 0.7 Mach number, corresponding to the 450-
knot required cruise speed. However, a low drag afl_rbody is necessary to achieve a light weight
(remember to read small and cheap) high-speed vehicle.

(a) Three-Quarter Rear-View of V-22 Ramp

(2) Allison T406-AD-400 L,=_=
Turboshafts (5,890 shp each

at MCP) rll

Normal Mission Vertical _ _-
Takeoff Weight = 47,500 Ib _._

Maximum Cruising Speed _ 1

(at Sea Level) = 316 mph _'_ [

Maximum Intemal Payload (I H _-
= 20,000 Ib (or 24 troops) /_ __ )d

(b) Three-View of V-22

Figure A-II. Beg Boeing V-22 Osprey O_i:_.L_.r :_;. PACE IS
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A review of some high-speed fixed wing cargo aircraft showed that the afterbody closure must be

more gradual and more rounded than those found on helicopters. Most of the aircraf_ surveyed

employed a rear ramp which extended only part way up the afterbody in the closed position. The

upper portion of the afl_rbodies had some form of clamshell doors opening sideways to provide a

fully open cabin height for loading/unloading. Examples of these aircrai_ are shown in Figures A-

12 through A-17. The weight penalty of extra doors, actuators, and stiffening structure around

the large al_ opening must be traded off against improvements in separation drag and base drag

on the body. Large separated regions on the af_erbody could also contribute to reduced tail

effectiveness and poor low speed handling qualities. Current military transport aircraft have

been through this detailed tradeoff prior to reaching production. The lessons learned are par-

tially seen in the resulting configurations.

Figure A-12. Artist's Rendition for 1969 USAF/Boeing Folding Tiltrotor Study
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REF: 1967-68JANE'S ALL THE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT

(a) Do 31E In-Flight Photo

(2) Bristol Siddeley Pegasus
Vectored-Thrust Turbofan Engines
(15,500 Ib thru=t each) +
(8) R-R R.B. 162 Lilt-Jets

(4,400 Ib thrust each)

Maximum Takeoff Weight
= 60,600 Ib

Estimated Cruising Speed
(at 20,000 ft) = 400 mph

Payload = 6,600 - 11,000 Ib
(or _ troops)

REF: 1967-68 JANE'SALL THE

WORLD_ AIRCRAFT :_

(b) Three-View of Do 3IE

Figure A-13. Dornier Do 31 E V/STOL Experimental Transport

(2) Rolls-Royce R.B. 168 Turbofan Engines
(12,444 Ib thrust each) +
(14) Rolls-Royce R.B. 162 Lift,Jets

(5,900 It) thrust each)

Design Vertical Takeoff WeigM. 83,000 It)

Est. Max. Cruising Speed = 530 mph

Payload = 10,800 Ib

REF: 1967-68 JANE_ ALL THE
WORLDS AIRCRAFT

Figure A-14. Dornier Do 131A V/STOL Experimental Transport
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(2) Rolls-Royce Dart Turboprops
(2,105 eshp each)
Maximum Speed = 258 mph

Maximum Takeoff Weight = 43,500 Ib

Maximum Payload = 12,420 Ib

m./ •

REIF: 1963-64 JANE'S ALL THE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT

(a) HS 748 Andover (Sr. 2)

Without Rear Ramp

(2) Rolls-Royce Dart Turboprops
(3,245 eshp each)
Maximum Speed = 305 mph

Maximum Takeoff Weight = 50,000 Ib

Maximum Payload = 15,099 lb

R_" 1_,3-_ JANE'S ALLTHEWORLD'SAIRCRAFT

(b) I-IS 748MF Andover C Mk 1

With Rear Ramp

(c) HS 748MF In-Flight Photo / Ramp Detail

Figure A-15. Hawker Siddeley HS 748 Andover Transport
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REF: USAFMACHISTORYBCX:)KLETFEB'Sg REIF: AAR BROOKS & PERKINS CONTAINER BROCHURE

(a) C-141B Afterbody and Ramp Details

(4) P&W TF33-P-7 Turbofans (21,000 Ib thrust each)

Maximum Ramp Weight = 344,900 Ib

Maximum Cruising Speed = 569 mph

Payload = 89,152 Ib

RE]F:1978-79JANE'SALLTHEWORLD'SAIRCRAFT

(b) C-141B Three-View

FigureA-16. Lockheed C-141B Starlifter.
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REF:
t N6 Ilml ,NI,OIQ

McDONNELLDOUGLAS C-17 BROCHURE

(a) C-17 Cargo Compartment

(4) P&W F117-PW-100 Turbofans (37,000 Ib thrust each)

Maximum Takeoff Weight = 580,000 Ib

Normal Cruising Speed (at high altitude) = Mach 0.7T

Maximum Payload (2.25g load factor) = 172,200 Ib

REF: 1988-89JANE'S ALLTHE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT

(b) C-17 Three-View

Figure A-17. McDonnell Douglas C-17
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Technology Assessment

Weights

A review of past performance on the all composite Bell-Boeing V-22 Osprey and the Boeing Model
360 all composite tandem helicopter gave a good indication of progress in the area of weights for
both primary structure and for rotor blades and hubs. Boeing involvement in other programs
such as ADOCS, IHPTET, and ART (Advanced Rotorcrai_ Transmissions) gave the weight group
specific knowledge and a substantial data base for estimation of future weight savings. Table A-4
shows the projected weight savings estimate in each of the major weight groups for both 1990
technology and year 2000 technology.

Table A-4. Component Weight Technology Factors

Structure

Body

Landing Gear

Wing

Tail Sudacw

Flight Controls

Ry-by-Wire / Fly-by-Light

Hydfo-Mechan_
Rotor Controls

Equipment
Electrical

Crew Seats

Armor Protection

Mission Equipment

MEP Installation

Rotor Group
Tilt Rotor

Tilt Wing

Proll_lslon

Engines

Engine Controls

Fue( System

Drive System
Transmission

Main Rotor Shaft

Cross Sha#

RELATIVE
BASEUNE

Metal

Metal

Metal

Metal

Mechanical I
Hydraulic

Metal

1970'l

Metal

Metal

8sis'ale

Metal

Mere (XV.lS)

Metal

1970'O

1970'S

1970'S

1970'S

Metal

Metal

TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY FACTOR ('%)

ADVANCEM EN1"
1990 2000

Advanced Composite 12 2S
Materials (ACM)

ACM 2 5

ACM 12 25

ACM lS 25

Diglt_ / Optical s Is

ACM Swuhplsto 8 15

DiglL Cntrd Pwr. Distdb. 8 lS
High Speed Generators

Lighlweighl Battery

ACM 8 lS

ACM 10 3O

Integrated Digital 15 35
Avionics

Multiplexing, Composites 10 25

ACM 10 15

ACM 10 15

ItlPTh-r Objectives I lI

Digital I Electronic S 13
Fuel Control

Bladder Msterbl 5 10

Advanced Rotorcraft 10 23

Transmission (ART)
ACM 8 15

Comwssit* Shaft S 1S
and Couplings
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In addition to these weight improvements there are specific concept related weight penalties to

consider. Wing weights for all of the tiltrotor concepts were generated from a Boeing Helicopter

developed tiltrotor wing weight trend. (The tiltwing wing weight was estimated using standard

VASCOMP wing weight trends with an appropriate multiplier.) This methodology accounts for

both the wing strength and stiffness requirements. Strength requirements are dictated by the

wing bonding moments imposed by the VTO jump takeoff, in both vertical bending and wing
torsion. The wing box spar stiffness requirement is dictated by the aeroelastic stability boundary,

which is modeled in terms of the wing/pylon system frequency-to-rotor rotational frequency ratio.

Linear spanwise variations of box spar thickness ratio and chord dimensions are accounted for.

The methodology also accounts for the spanwise variation of jump takeoffbending moments,

tapering the material thickness along the wingspan as allowed by the spar dimensions and loads.

Spanwise variations of spar web and cover material thicknesses are then determined as the

greater of strength or stiffness requirements.

Material property can also be varied in terms of the resultant E and G properties for a given

percentage layup of unidirectional 0ongitudinal) and +/- 45 degree plies of composite material. As

45 degree plies are added to a unidirectional material, one trades off a loss in effective E against a

gain in effective G. The wing weight is sensitive to this ply layup, requiring more material
thickness if the ply layup is not in favor of the most critical loading direction. The optimum

combination of these plies has been found to vary substantially with wing aspect ratio. Wing

aspect ratios above 6 have been shown to require mostly unidirectional material (only about 23%

of 45 degree plies) while wing aspect ratios down around 4 required about equal amounts of uni

and 45 degree plies (45% of 45 degree plies.)

The rotor group also required specific weight penalties associated with the rotor concept geometry

and complexity. Weight penalties for each of the 5 selected concepts are shown below. These

multipliers were applied to the rotor group technology factors in Table A-4.

CONCEPT DESCRIPTION

Conventional tiltrotor

Canard Tiitrotor with advanced geometry rotor system

Canard Tiitrotor with variable diameter rotor system

Canard Tiitrotor with folding rotor system

Tilt Wing

ROTOR SYSTEM
MULTIPUCATIVE

WEIGHT PENALTY

1.00

1.08

1.26

1.20

1.00

Examples of the rotor group and wing group weight trends are presented in Figures A-18 and A-

19. The wing group trend line is the standard VASCOMP wing weight trend for a metal wing
with a 0.90 factor applied to correct it for composite materials. It can be used as an alternate

method for wing weight prediction for tiltrotor aircraft,. It accurately predicts the weight of

conventional metal fabricated wings, including tiltwings. Adjustments must be made to the trend

relief term Rm when analyzing tiltrotor configurations due to the large weight concentrations at

the wingtips. Rm for metal tiltrotor aircraft; is 1.4. Weight penalties and reductions are applied
to the resulting basic wing weight as required to account for wing fold, composite material, or

specific application requirements.
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lO 4

Figure A-18. Rotor Group Weight

B_ED ON AN ANALYTICAL ESTIMATE

BASED ON VASCOMP

•" b ,tI_ _F_. _ v.. _, _x "_'-_'_' _ ,_r.

Figure A-19. Wing Group Weight
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Aerodynamics

The aerodynamic analysis required for the five concepts can be summarized in the categories of
airframe aerodynamics and rotor aerodynamics.

Airframe Aerodynamics

The primary airframe aerodynamic characteristics influence aircraft sizing through parasite drag,

drag due to _ and compressibility drag.

Parasite Drag - The basic parasite drag of the concepts differed primarily because of the different
wing and nacelle layouts. The basic fuselage and sponsen geometry was unaltered between the
various designs apart from the engine mounting. The primary distinctive characteristics of the five

designs are:

Canard Tiltrotor: This configuration has a smaller empennage than the conventional tilt-
rotor, but has the added canard surface. The nacelles are small because only the rotor

transmission was enclosed. Wing-nacelle interference drag was relatively low due to the
small nacelle size and the tip mount. The wing sweep allowed a more blended approach
to the wing-body fairing.

Folding Tiltrotor: The general layout was identical to the canard tiltrotor. Body mounted
convertible engines resulted in larger wetted area for the larger fan diameter and air inlet_

Conventional Tiltrotor: The empennage was larger than the forward swept designs. The
nacelles were large because the engine was enclosed as well as the transmission. Wing-
nacelle interference was moderate. The large nacelle size caused high interference drag,

but the tip mount produced only one junction.

Tiltwing: The empennage was larger than the forward swept designs. The nacelles were
large because the engine was enclosed as well as the transmission Wing-nacelle inter-
ference was high. The large nacelle size caused high interference drag, and the mid-wing
mount produced two junctions.

Variable Diameter Tiltrotor: The general layout was identical to the canard tiltrotor.

Drag Due to Lift - The standard methodologies were used to determine values of the Oswald effi-
ciency factor for each configuration. The major differences were due to differing end-plating effects,
described below:

Canard Tiltrotor: The end-plating effect for this configuration was moderate due to the slim
nacelles located at the wing tip.

Folding Tiltrotor: Same effect as the canard tiltrotor.

Conventional Tiltrotor: The end-plating effect for this configuration was high due to the
large nacelles located at the wing tip.

Tiltwing: The end-plating effect for this configuration was negligible as the nacelles were
mounted at the mid-span position.

Variable Diameter Tiltrotor: Same effect as the canard tiltrot0r.
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C,mpressibility Drag - The compressibility drag was a very important driver in determining
wing section geometry, particularly thickness/chord ratio, t/c. The challenge was to choose a high
value oft/c for structural reasons, while keeping c]ose to the boundary for drag divergence at ,L^I#l Lq_

design Mach number. The test and theory data for wing drag divergence shows a gain of 0.06
Mach in drag divergence by changing from the V-22 wing airfoil to a 20% thick Boeing TR38
advanced airfoil. A further 0.05 Mach can be gained by reducing the thickness to 15%. A review
of the speed and altitude requirements for the vehicles indicated that the vehicles would need to

have airfoils in the 18% to 14% t/c range in order to avoid severe compressibility effects. The
influence of airfoil t/c and lii_ coefficient on drag divergence Mach number is shown in Figure
A-20. The compressible drag increment used in VASCOMP was derived from the TR38 2-D char-

acteristicsand then correctedto3-D. FigureA-21 shows the resultingdragrisecurves.

0,4 "

0.8 , ' Boei'n23%-Thick g TR38 '

V-22 Wing _ Advanced Airfoil

0.C -j Airfoil __2_ 2_ 15% 10%

_Theory
&,® Data

2-D LIFT
COEFFICIENT

(cL)

0.2

m

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

DRAG DIVERGENCE MACH NUMBER (MDD)

Figure A-20. Effect of Airfoil Thickness Ratio on Drag Divergence Mach Number

0.018 i _ i
I

I ,i:°" _ .0_:!
0.014 .............. 2S° -.........................................

-- °= I I
|

COMPRESSIBILITY 0.010 ......................._.-....................WING t/c: 0 20 .......J/...........................

INc_RtGENT i i :" _' _0.16

(,,co) 0.006............................................i......................i............f- i.......................
; /1_o.14

o.oo t......................F.............................................Y/.......................
_o.oo2i_ ' . . -'.L .

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0

MACH NUMBER (M)

Figure A-21. Compressibility Drag Increments
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Canard Tiltrotor: (16% wing t/c, -25 ° wing sweep) The wing sweep allowed a thicker

wing to be used than the straight wing tiltrotor and tiltwing designs.

Folding Tiltrotor: (15% wing t/c, -25 ° wing sweep) The wing sweep allowed a thicker

wing to be used than the straight wing designs. The turbofan engine characteristics
drove the design to optimize at a much higher design altitude than the other designs.

This had the effect of forcing up the design Mach number, as the speed of sound

decreased with increasing altitude. The difference between sizing at 15,000-ft and

25,000-ft is a delta Mach number of 0.03. This requirement drove down the optimum
t/c to 15%.

Conventional Tiltrotor: (14% wing t/c, -6 ° wing sweep) The lack of sweep forced the t/c

down to 14%. Above this value the design gross weight increased rapidly, and above 16%

a valid sizing solution for this configuration could not be obtained. The 14% t/c drove up

the wing weight considerably due to the unique requirements of the tiltrotor concept.

Tiltwing: (15% wing t/c, 0 ° wing sweep) The straight wing required a thinner t/c than

the swept designs.

Variable Diameter Tiltrotor: (16% wing t/c, -25 ° wing sweep) The wing design was very
similar to the canard tiltrotor.

Rotor Aerodynamics

Each vehicle concept had a different rotor design. The blade twist was determined by the cruise

condition. Fortunately, this results in an almost linear twist of close to 35 ° , which performs

adequately in hover. The aircraft propulsion systems were all sized for cruise, which made them

considerably oversized for hover. This rendered hover performance oflittle consequence, except

for verifying its adequacy. Should OEI performance become an issue, however, hover would be of
prime importance. Figure A-22 shows the 450-knot blade twist, a 35 ° linear twist, and the V-22

twist for comparison. Also shown are the efficiencies of the various rotors. The unique features of
each rotor are described below.
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Figure A-22. High-Speed Rotor Twist and Propulsive Efficiency
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Canard Tiltrotor: This configuration had a swept blade rotor, somewhat like a large
propfan propulsor. Estimates of the performance of such a rotor were fairly elementary
inTask I,as were the estimabe_o_"_he dyilamiccharacteristics.Nevertheless,a consider

ableimprovement overstraightbladesshouldbe possible,as shown inFigureA-22.

Folding Tiltrotor: The primary requirement for this configuration will be adequate hover
performance and foldability, where some performance may have to be sacrificed in order
to have the blade fold to a low drag configuration.

Conventional Tiltrotor: This rotor system used unswept rotor blades and current tech-
nology rotor airfoils. Figure A-22 shows that the rotor efficiency drops off starting at
Mach 0.65. As a result the aircraR sizing condition occurred well into the region where
compressibility effects had reduced rotor efficiency. The curve shown is by no means an
optimum or a maximum achievable efficiency.

Tiltwing: This rotor was similar in nature to that of the tiltrotor. The efficiency was
slightly lower, as the higher solidity and disc loading, and consequently lower blade
aspect ratio, increased the tip losses.

Variable Diameter Tiltrotor: This rotor system was mechanically complex. The concept
was for the outboard part of the blade to slide along a spar in order to vary rotor diameter.
The cruise diameter was 75% of the hover diameter. The ratio was chosen as a result of

choosing the desired hover and cruise tip speeds, and then requiring that the rotor rpm
remain constant. This simplified the design considerably. This rotor performed similarly
to the standard tiltrotor in terms of efficiency.

The abilitytoarbitrarilychoosediameterratioisnot an easythingtodo ifone alsowishestochoose

cruisetipspeed independently.There willinevitablybe a problem with therpm ratiobetween hover
and cruise.

Propulsion

TurboshaR engineswere used with alloftheconceptsexceptthefoldingtiltrotorwhich requireda

convertibleengine.Engine lapserateand sfccharacteristicswith speed,altitudeand partpower

were based on agrowth versionoftheGE38 coreengine.The absoluteweightand fuelflowvalues

were adjustedtoIHPTET Phase Iforthebaseline1990 technologyand toIHPTET Phase IIforthe

year2000 technology.These adjustedSFC and weightvaluesforthe turboshai_enginesare shown

inFigureA-23 againsthistoricaltrendsfora number ofotherengines,includingthe MTDE. Note

thatthe 1990 and year2000 technologylevelsare actuallyinitialfull-scalepreliminarydesign

dates.In FigureA-23 thesetechnologylevelsareplottedinterms oftheirIOC dates,which are

year2001 and year2011 respectively.The 1990 technologyturboshaR engineweightisvery

consistentwiththe historicaltrend,whiletheyear2000 technologyturboshaR engineweight

representsa distinctimprovement. The 1990 technologyturboshaR SFC valueissubstantially

betterthan thehistoricaltrend,althoughnotquiteas good as thedemonstratorMTDE designgoal.

The year2000 technologyturboshai_SFC isa substantialimprovement, simplyreflectingthe
differencebetween IHPTET Phase Igoalsand IHPTET Phase IIgoals.

The convertibleenginecharacteristicswere based on a variableinletguidevane/variableexit

guidevane configurationwitha high bypassratioof6.0and a 1.75overallpressureratio.A thrust-

to-horsepowerratioof1.47was used forthe 1990 technologyconvertible.SFC valueswere adjusted
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Figure A-23. Turboshaft Engine Fuel Efficiency and Weight Trends

to reflect the IHPTET goals as explained above. However, there is a difference between IHPTET
goals for turboshaR engines and turbofan engines as shown in Table A-5. Convertible engine

performance was based on the turbofan goals. The convertible engine weight trend is shown in
Figure A-24 compared to the turboshaf% engine weight trend. While the convertible engine is
quite a bit heavier (about 80% heavier), it includes the cruise propulsive fan, VIGVNEGV,
controls, power takeoff shai% and gears, and clutch for decoupling the rotor drive system. This
comparison points out a truer picture of the weight penalty associated with any concept requiring
a convertible engine for cruise flight versus a concept which can utilize a pure turboshai% engine.
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Table A-5. IHIrFET Performance and Weight Goals

Turboshaft Engines:

SFC change

SHP/weight change

Turbofan Engines:

SFC change

SH P/weight change

PHASE I

-2O%

+4O%

- 5%

+33%

PHASE H

-3O%

+6O%

-10%

+67%
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Figure A-24. Convertible Engine Weight Trend

The turboshaR and convertibleengineswere rubberizedfor thesesizingstudies.Adjustments to

theSFC toreflectIHPTET goalswere made inVASCOMP IIruns by applyingafLxedmultiplier

tothe SFC as providedforinthe standardVASCOMP inputdeck.

Survivability Considerations

To ensure survivability on the battlefield, an aircraft designer must consider the balance between
susceptibility and vulnerability. Susceptibility is a measure of the likelihood of that aircraft
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beinghitby any ofthe anticipatedthreats.Vulnerabilityisa measure ofthe abilityofthe antici-

pated threatstoreducethe effectivenessoftheweapons system when itishit.The threatsthat

shouldbe consideredincludesmallarms, anti-aircraRartillery(AAA),guided missiles,lasers,

nuclearweapons and chemicals.

Threats

Small arms, riflesand machine guns smallerthan 14.5mm carriedby footsoldiers,can be quiet

effectiveagainstaircraft.The largenumber ofsmallarms on thebattlefielddemands thatall

equipment shouldprovidesome form ofprotectionagainstthem.

AAA weapons are generally 23mm to 73mm in diameter and are designed to destroy aircraft or
missiles. Most AAA weapons use some combination of visual and radar targeting systems. Since
all radar systems emit radiation to locate and identify targets, aircraft equipped with radar

warning receivers can identify that the weapon is operating and have a limited indication (usu-
ally by a quadrant) of where the threat is located and whether it has detected the aircraft. This
can give the aircraft a distinct advantage.

Guided missilesuse radar orinfrared(IR)radiationtoguide themissiletothetarget.These

radar systems work essentiallythe same way asthe AAA radar.The IR missileshave detectors

thatoperateinthe infraredfrequencyrange and home inon heat emissionsand hot surfacesof
the aircraft.

Missiles can have a devastating effect on air assets, causing high rates of attrition. Tactics that
can be used to avoid missiles involve flying higher and faster to "outrun" the missile or flying low
and slow to avoid being seen. Some of the smaller missiles can be outrun, but the larger ones can
catch any aircraft short of the SR-71. The performance envelope of the high-speed rotorcraft
makes them highly susceptible to missiles, being too slow to outrun them yet too fast to avoid
being seen.

Battlefieldlasersare beingdevelopedthatcan damage electroopticalsensorsand perhaps

aircraftstructure.These lasersacquireand engage targetsthe same ways thatsmallarms and
AAA do.

Allweapon systems thatare essentialtomaintain a war fightingcapabilityaftertheuse of

nuclearweapons shouldconsidernuclearweapons effects.While clearlynota desirableweapon

touse on a strategiclevel,thereisa growing community thatfeelsthata "limited"tactical

nuclearwar ispossible.The weapons are availableand thenuclearhardness ofour weapon

systems shouldbe addressed,ifonlytodiscouragethe use oftacticalnuclearweapons by our

enemies. While therearelongerrange surface-to-airmissilesthatcan carrya nuclearwarhead,

itisvery unlikelythata nuclearweapon willbe targetedforany rotorcraft.Chances are great

thatany nuclearencounterfortheseconceptswillbe theresultofbeinginthe wrong placeatthe
wrong time.

The same istrueforchemicaland biological(CB)weapons. The development and use ofchemical

weapons by smallernationsisreasonforconcerninthe designoffuturebattlefieldassets.It
emphasizes thelow costoftheseweapons and theireffectivenessasa deterrenton thebattlefield.

Chemical weapons can causetremendous reductionsinthe effectivenessofa weapon system ifit

isnotprotectedand easytodecontaminate.Some ofthe chemicalswilldegrade unprotected
structure.Assetsthatcannotbe rapidlydecontaminatedpresentadditionalhazards tothecrew
and ground supportpersonnel.
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The likelihood ofencountoring CB threats is considerably less than for small arms, AAA, or
missiles yet considerably greater than the chances ofencountoring a nuclear threat. The chemical
experts are quick to point out that chemical weapons have been used as weapons quite recently
while the last time a nuclear weapon was used against an enemy was in 1945.

Concept Ranking

In this study, a relative ranking was developed of the survivability of the high-speed rotorcraR

concepts through an evaluation of some of the key survivability factors. Susceptibility can be
evaluated by considering the signatures of the aircratt which allow the threats to detect, identify,
target and hit that aircratt. Vulnerability can be evaluated for each ofthe major threats to the

aircraft, Eight areas were evaluated for relative survivability of the high-speed rotorcratt con-
cepts. These were:

•Radar Signature

•Infrared(IR)Signature

•VisualSignature

•AcousticSignature

•BallisticVulnerability

• Laser Vulnerability

• Nuclear Vulnerability

• Chemical-Biological Protection

• Crashworthiness

Crashworthiness, although oi_n considered separately from survivability, is a key element and
plays an important role in how an aircraR system(s) maintains a high state of readiness.

Radar Signature

There are two aspects of the reflected radar signal that a radar system can exploit, the magnitude
of the reflected signal or the Doppler shiR of the signal due to the relative velocity of the target.
The Doppler shiR is used by some radars to separate the moving target from the background
reflections. A filtering process is used to isolate "dynamic" signal to identify objects in the field of
view whose velocity is above a certain limit. This dynamic component will include the rotating
blades and may include the body of the aircraR if the aircraft speed is sufficient. But, this type of
radar will not detect a rotorcraR on the ground if the rotors are not moving. Other radars will
look for higher than average reflected signals or signals that change (magnitude or direction) with
time.

The evaluation of the radar signature for this study considered beth the static and the dynamic
characteristics ofaircrait. Additional signature evaluation complexity has been introduced by the
existence of vastly different hover and cruise modes in the high-speed rotorcraR concepts. Static
and dynamic returns are different in both configurations as during transition or any intermediate
stop position.

Rotor body interaction (RBI) is a term that is used to describe the increased return signal that can
be a result of various bounce modes of reflection between the rotor and the body (fuselage) of the
rotorcrait. RBI is configuration dependent. RBI returns have been demonstrated in rotorcraR
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testbodiestorivalmain rotorbladereturnsinmagnitude with significantazimuthal influence.

The static,dynamic and RBI sourcesofradarsignatureare graphicallyshown inFigureA-25.

ROTOR BODY INTERACTION

DYNAMIC
(DORMERSHIFT)

STATIC

Figure A-25. Radar Signature Sources

The staticsignaturerequirementisusuallydeterminesshaping,orientation,and alignment

optionsused toassessthe signature.As no signaturerequirements(levelsand processingtech-

niques)forstaticand dynamic levelsareprovidedin thisprogram, the sectoraverageapproach

was used forstatic.Thisapproach averagess(insquaremeters ordbsm) overX number of

degrees(i.e.30,60,180 deg.).Dynamic dataprocessingfora pulsedDoppler threat(dBsm/#HZ)

was assumed. This resultedina crossrange image on the blade atthe time ofbladeflash.

In summary, thefoldingtiltrotorand the variablediameterrotorscoredslightlylowerforhover

signature.The poor staticsignatureofthe tiltwinginhover isoffsetby thelowered RBI. All

configurationsareexpectedtohave comparable signaturesinthe cruisemode with the exception

ofthefoldingtiltrotorwhich has significantlyreduced signaturewhen thebladesare stowed and

slightlyworse signaturewhen unstowed.

Radar SignatureScores:

HOVER

CRUISE

OVERALL

TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

CANARD
TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

2.3

3.0

5.3

2.3

4.0

6.3

TILT WING

3.0

3.0

6.0

IR Signature

The IR signatureisa combinationofthe engineexhaust temperatureeffectsand the '_notmetal"

or skintemperatureeffects.Most rotorcraftincorporateheat exchangersintothe propulsion
system toreducethe engineexhausttemperatures.Thiswas assumed foreach ofthe turboshaft

concepts.With theheat suppressors,the IR signatureswillbe similarforallofthe turboshaft
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concepts. The tiltwing required significantly higher power than the others and was therefore
scored 1/2 point lower. The folding tiltrotor had a naturally cool 6:1 bypass ratio fan driven by its
convertible engine. However, it also had a mixing chamber for cruise and a combined core-
exhaust suppressor for the hover mode.

IR Signature Scores:

HOVER

CRUISE

OVERALL

TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

CANARD
TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

3.0

4.0

7.0

TILT WING

2.5

2.5

5.0

Visual Signature

The aircraft'svisualsignatureisan indicationoftheabilityforsomeone tospotthe aircraitusing

eyesorTV. Significantfactorsareflicker,RPM, contrastand size.Assuming thatallconcepts

would have similarlow reflectancepaint,the visualsignatureisprimarilya functionofsize.The

body sizeoftheseconceptsisverysimilar.The tiltwinghas significantlygreaterpresentedarea
fortheforward and ai_viewingaspectswhen inthehover and conversionmode.

The abilitytodetectthe rotorisa functionofthe discdiameter,contrast(assumed equalforthis

study)and thefrequencyofthe bladespresentation.The frequencyeffectiscommonly known as

flicker.The eye isdrawn tolightsourcesthat"flash"or "flicker"atlow frequencies.Iftheimage

oftherotorappearsconstantwithtimeitwillnot be as noticeableas an image thatflickers.It
can be statedthathigherfrequenciesofflickerare lessnoticeablethan lower.This means thata

fasterrotationormore bladescan reducethe flickereffect.The tiltwingwillhave the lowest
flickerinhover.The foldingtiltrotorhas no flickerincruisewiththe rotorsstowed. The variable

diameter tfltrotorwas designedtohave a smallerrotordiameter incruisegivingita modest
advantage.

Visual signatures were considered for hover and cruise for beth body (size) and flicker.

VisualScores:

HOVER

CRUISE

OVERALL

TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

CANARD
TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

3.0

3.3

6.3

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

3.0

4.0

7.0

TILT WING

3.0

3.5

6.5

Acoustic Signature

For militaryapplications,quieterisbetterbut the advantageoflow acousticsignatureisques-

tionable.While thereareacousticdetectors,theseare generallyused todirectartilleryfire,

which has a relativelylongtime offlightand a correspondinglow probabilityofhitforaircraR.

While infantrymay be warned ofthe approach ofaircraftby hearingthem, thereisconsiderable
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background noise from combat vehicles and weapons that can mask the aircraR noise. For covert
operations it is imperative to avoid detection, so the value of a low acoustic signature is very high.

The acoustic signature was not quantitatively evaluated in Task I.

BallisticVulnerability

It is not practical to armor an airerat_ Armor is too heavy and is only good for the threat and

impact velocity designed. While considerable ballistic tolerance can be built into many of the
critical systems, in this study the most survivable concepts are the ones that have redundancy
and separation of critical components.

Redundancy means more than having two components. To be trulyredundant,each individual

component must be capableofperformingthe tasksofthe othercomponent. Separationisre-

quiredto assure that both components performing the same function are not damaged at the

same time. For armor piercing (AP) rounds, the required separation is not very much. High
explosive (HE) rounds require considerably more separation. A rule of thumb used for prelimi-

nary design is that critical component pairs must have at least 18" separation or be isolated from
each other by shielding material to be considered redundant. Transmissions and fuel tanks are

examples of shielding materials.

An aircraf_ is considered vulnerable ira hit on that aircraR can cause the loss of that aircraft

either through destruction (attrition) of the aircraf_ and major damage (forced landing) or loss of
mission essential functions for that aircra_ (mission abort). For this study it has been assumed
that every concept would have the same mission equipment and the same basic vulnerability for
mission aborts. For the same reason flight controls, hydraulics, and electrical systems were not
considered for the concept evaluations.

The ballisticrankingswere based on areason theaircraRthatcouldresultin attritionofthat

aircrafteitherthrough failuretosustainflightback toa safelandingzone orinabilitytoland

safelyupon return.Traditionally,the criteriaforsurvivalforrotorcrallhas been tosustain30

minutes flightaftera hit.

For this program it was assumed that every concept has the same one engine inoperative (OEI)
capability and therefore could complete the mission if one engine was lost. For comparative
evaluations, this assumption does not have a great affect on the results and it avoids confusion

over the relative size and vulnerability of the individual engines of each concept. With this
assumption the only vulnerability consideration for the engines is the separation between them,

to avoid killing both engines with one shot. The canard versions have inboard engines which
increases the chances of killing beth engines. Some form of shielding may be required for safety

in these concepts. The conventional tiltrotor and the tiltwing have more separation with wing-
mounted outboard engines.

Another advantage tohaving the engineslocatedon thewings isthepotentialtosurviveeithera

crossshaftfailureora one engineinoperativecondition.Thiswould requirebetterenginespeed

controltoassureadequate synchronizationoftherotors.Ifthecrossshai_isrequiredtocontrol

the individualrotorspeeds,then the shaR integritymust be maintained forcontrolledflight.

These aircraR will need to carry significant amounts of fuel in the wings. The dynamic response
of a fuel tank that is penetrated by a high velocity or an explosive projectile can cause the wing

structure to fail. All of these concepts will require considerable effort and probably additional
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weightto makethewing/fuelsystemballisticallytolerant_Thetiltwing will bemorecriticaland
moredifficult to protectbecauseofthe largepresentedareaofthewingin hoverand the change

in fuel tank position and fuel location between hover and cruise. While this will be cause for

concern in the development of the tiltwing concept, fuel protection is required on all of the con-

cepts and adequate protection can be developed for all of them.

The assumption was made that the basic flight controls, ailerons, flaps, rudder, elevator and even

the rotor controls are equivalent. There are not anticipated differences that significantly affect

the vulnerability of the aircraft. There is one exception to this, the conversion mechanism. For

each of the tiltroters, the conversion mechanism will be located at the end of the wing. These

mechanisms will be subject to jamming or severance. A jam would make it impossible to convert.

This could make a hovering aircraR more vulnerable because of limited speed and range or

unable to return to base if the base was not nearby. A jammed conversion mechanism could

cause the aircraR to be destroyed in landing if it is jammed in the cruise mode. It is possible to

design the folding tiltrotor to land with the blades designed for higher speed landing. The tilting
wing provides automatic synchronization between the rotors, allowing the use of one, larger,

ballistically tolerant mechanism or several smaller, redundant systems. The conversion mecha-

nism for the tiltwing should be located in the fuselage, allowing greater flexibility in the design of

attachment points and redundant structure while providing better shielding for the mechanism
at the same time.

The rotorsofeach oftheseconceptswillhave similarbladeareaforthe same grossweight. This

means thatthe chordon the smallerdiameter tiltwingbladeswillbe considerablylongerthan the

others.These bladeswillprobablybe more ballisticallytolerant,although theotherbladeswill

have adequate hardness.

The folding mechanism on the folding tiltrotor may be vulnerable to jamming or separation (loss

of control). Like the conversion mechanism, this may not cause a problem if the aircraR can land
with the blades stowed.

The variable diameter tiltrotor will be vulnerable to jamming and separation also. A jam could

cause an imbalance in the rotors to prevent conversion. The sliding fit of the blades will cause

considerable jamming problems for all threats, even small arms due to damage and distortion of
the blade or the blade mechanism as the projectile passes through it. Larger threats may be able

to separate the blade mechanism causing a rotor imbalance and loss of the aircraft. A summary

of key differences in ballistic vulnerability are listed below.

Engine Separation - Tiltrotor and Tiltwing have less chance of killing both engines

from a single shot and the drive shafts are less critical.

Fuel - Tiltwing has much higher exposure of wing fuel tanks in hover than other

configurations.

Controls - Tiltwing conversion mechanism is less exposed and therefore more survivable.

Rotor -Tiltwinghas a largerchord,givinghighersurvivability.The foldingmechanism

ofthefoldingtiltrotorcouldjam and the bladeretractingmechanism couldjam on the
variablediameter tiltrotor.
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Ballistic Hover Scores:

ENGINES

DRIVES

FUEL

CONTROLS

ROTOR

OVERALL

TILTROTOR

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.4

Ballistic Cruise Scores:

ENGINES

DRIVES

FUEL

CONTROLS

ROTOR

OVERALL

TILTROTOR

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.4

TotalBallisticScores:

HOVER

CRUISE

OVERALL

TILTROTOR

3.4

3.4

6.8

CANARD
TILTROTOR

3.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.8

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

3.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

1.0

2.4

3.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.7

TILT WING

4.0

4.0

1.0

5.0

3.5

3.5

CANARD
TILTROTOR

3.0

2.0

3.O

3.0

3.0

2.8

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

3.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

1.0

2.4

3.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.7

TILT WING

4.0

4.0

3.0

5.0

3.5

3.9

CANARD
TILTROTOR

2.8

2.8

5.6

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

2.4

2.4

4.8

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

2.7

2.7

5.4

TILT WING

3.5

3.9

7.4

Laser Vulnerability

Battlefield lasers with new capabilities are being developed at a rapid pace. A large number of
low energy lasers that are used for range finding and target designation have some capability to
limit the usefulness of electro-optic (EO) sensors and direct vision, particularly at night. In the
future, lasers can be expected that will have enough power to damage sensors and canopies and
perhaps weaken structure.
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The assumption that each concept will employ the same mission equipment eliminates any
potential differences for low energy laser vulnerability. The protection techniques employed for
high energy laser protection would be very similar for all of the concepts. Therefore the laser
vulnerability was assumed equal for all of the concepts.

Nuclear Vulnerability

Figure A-26 shows the five threats to aircraR from a nuclear explosion. The nuclear effects that
were considered for evaluation of the concepts were the blast (shock wave) and gust. Other
nuclear effects do not have significantly different effects from one concept to the next.

SHOCK (BLAST)

GUST _-

RADIATION/
FLASH _ ALL CONFIGURATIONS ARE SIMILAR

EMP J

Figure A-26. Nuclear Effects

The blast effect is caused by the interaction of the shock from the nuclear blast with the skins of
the aircraft. The pressure wave is reflected from the skin, causing a very sharp and short dura-
tion pressure pulse on the skin that can rupture the skins and possibly damage stringers and
frames. The effects of this on the different concepts will be similar except for blasts directly
forward and aft of the tiltwing in hover, where the wing presents a very large relatively perpen-

dicular face to the blast. The full impact cannot be assessed without a detailed analysis that is
outside the scope of this contract. Because of the unknowns and the angular dependance of this
problem, a low penalty was added to the tiltwing in hover.

A sharp aerodynamic gustfollowstheshock wave ofa nuclearblast.Thisgustaffectstheaircraft

inthe same manner as azerorisetime atmosphericgustwould. The effecthas a longerduration

than the blast,producingflappingand bending inthe bladesand thestructure.As was truefor

the blast,the responseofthefuselagewillbe similarforeach ofthe conceptsexceptthe tiltwing
inhover.

The rotorswillalsorespondsimilarlyforeach ofthe conceptsexceptforthe foldingtiltrotorand

the variablediameter tiltrotor.When the bladesare stowedincruise,they may be more vulner-

abletosideward gusts,dependingon the designofbladelock-downdevices.This factisoffsetby
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the lowervulnerabilitytoblaststhatarenotfrom the sideand the abilitytoland inthe airplane

mode with the blades stowed. It is believed these factors are offsetting and the overall _-uJnerabil-

ity is probably the same or marginally better than the other concepts. The increased bending

deflections due to the gust may cause problems for blades of the variable diameter concept from
all directions in both hover and cruise.

Nuclear Scores:

HOVER

CRUISE

OVERALL

TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

CANARD
TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

2.5

2.5

5.0

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

TILT WING

2.5

3.0

5.5

Chemical-Biological

There areno significantdifferencesbetween theconceptsforCB protectionexceptthatthe sliding

mechanism ofthe variablediameter rotorwillbe verydifficulttosealand decontaminate.

C-B Scores:

HOVER

CRUISE

OVERALL

TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

CANARD
TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

1.5

1.5

3.0

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

3.0

3.0

6.0

TILT WING

3.0

3.0

6.0

Crashworthiness

The important factors for crashworthiness are underfloor structure, space retention, large mass

placement and retention and crashworthy seats as indicated in Figure A-27. Since these factors

are similar for each of the concepts, there were not major differences to allow a relative ranking.

Survivability Relative Ranking

Relativerankingshave been developedforradar,IR,and visualsignaturesand forballistic,

nuclearand CB vulnerability.Itisdifficulttorank the relativeimportance ofeach oftheseareas

withouta definedmissionand threat,however some assumptionshave been made. The speed

range oftheseconceptswillmake them quitevulnerabletomissiles,making the IR and radar

signaturessomewhat more importantthan thevisualsignature.The likelihoodofencountering
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LARGEMASSPLACEMBNIT_ -_

CRASHWORTHYSEATS _,/

t

ALL CONCEPTS ARE SIMILAR

Figure A-27. Crashworthiness Considerations

ballisticthreatsishigherthan CB threats.The likelihoodofencounteringa nuclearthreatis

considerablylessthan eithertheCB orthe ballistic.These assumptions ledtothe following

weightingfactorsforthetotalsurvivabilitycomparison;

WEIGHTING
AREA FACTOR

Radar 2

IR 2

Visual 1

Ballistic 2

Nuclear 0.5

C-B 1

Weighted Scores:

RADAR (x2)

IR (x2)

VISUAL (xl)

BALLISTIC (x2)

NUCLEAR (x0.5)

C-B (xl)

TOTAL

TILTROTOR

12.0

12.0

6.O

13.6

3.0

6.0

52.6

CANARD
TILTROTOR

VARIABLE
DIAMETER

FOLDING
TILTROTOR

12.0 10.6

12.0 12.0

6.0 6.3

7.2 9.6

3.0 2.5

6.0 3.0

46.2 44.0
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12.6

14.0

7.0

10.8

3.0

6.0

53.4
I

TILT WING

12.0

10.0

6.5

14.8

2.8

6.0

52.1



Reliability and Maintainability

Maintainability of the five candidate rotorcrafY concepts was evaluated on the six factors de-
scribed in Table A-6. The relative importance of these factors was reflected by the number of

potential points assigned to each, for a total perfect score of 100.

Table A-6. Maintainability Factors
I

[] AcceI.B

- One sided, good view/access, no special tools

[] Location 15

- Large components located to allow access to smaller ones
- High failure rate parts accessible

[] Structure 10

- Eliminate special installation sequence
- Replaceable abrasion surfaces
- Horizontal surfaces are walking surfaces

[] Lubrication 10

- Precluded where possible

II Ease of maintenance 25

- Overall vehicle quality

[] Complexity 15
- Complex structures/designs require a maintainability
analysis to ensure satisfaction of requirements

POINTS

25

100

Judgements were based on the basic concept and configuration layout. A discussion of some of
the considerations follows. Fuselage buried engines were judged to be less accessible for major
maintenance, but the midwing gearbox location was considered more accessible. Engines
mounted over the fuselage tail area were judged to make maintenance more difficult. The mid-
wing mounting of the tiltwing tilt mechanism was previously considered favorable from a surviva-
bility standpoint, but was penalized from maintenance considerations due to its inaccessibility
with the wing in a down position. Likewise, the variable diameter tiltrotor was penalized for poor

access to the rotor blade retraction mechanism when the blades are in a retracted position. From
a maintenance perspective these mechanisms must be accessible for any position within their
designed capability for the mechanics trying to service an airframe. The variable diameter
tiltrotor was also penalized for the complexity of the hub and blade mechanism required for blade
retraction. These maintainability factors were scored for each concept, and summed for a total
maintainability score.

Reliability was also evaluated for each concept. Figure A-28 shows the percentage contribution of
various aircraft systems to total reliability. Out of these, only the rotor group, the propulsion
system, and the flight controls were considered to be distinctly different between the five ro-
torcraft concepts. These systems were evaluated by consideri,g _he concepts' drive system
components and other distinguishing features which contribute to system reliability. The evalu-
ator then put the scores into a relative ranking.
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OTHER
3% * CATEGORIESSENSITIVETO

CONFIGURATIONDIFFERENCES I

AIRFRAME
7%

FLIGHT CONTROLS *
7%

Figure A-28. Reliability Areas

An averageR&M scorewas calculatedby takingthe numeric averageofthe reliabilityscoreand

the maintainabilityscore.These were then normalizedagainby dividingalltheaveraged scores

by thehighestaveragescore,giving100% asthehighestaveragedrating.The reliability,main-

tainability,and averagedR&M scoresare shown below:

Conventional Tiltrotor

Canard Tiltrotor

Variable Diameter Tiltrotor

Folding Tiltrotor

Tiltwing

RELIABILITY

93%

84%

8O%

73%

I00%

MAINTAINABILITY

100%

83%

77%

77%

9O%

AVERAGE OF R&M

100%

86%

81%

78%

98%

Task I Cost Comparison

LifeCycleCost(LCC) estimateswere made foreachofthe fiveconceptsin ordertoobtaincom-

parativecostdata. A parametricapproachwas chosenfortheinitialestimate.Thismethodology

offersseveraladvantages forprograms inthe conceptdevelopment phase ofthe lifecycle.The

primary considerationisavailabilityofdata.In preliminarydesign,themajorityofdatagener-

atedisforrelativelytop levelparameters;missiongrossweight,fuelsystem capacity,wing area,
fuelconsumption and fuselagevolume aretypicallyavailable.Another concernimpactingoperat-

ingand supportcostsisthelackofdefinitionaboutmaintenance concepts,logisticssupportand

aircraftbasing.An approach which addressesthesesubjectsindirectly,i.e.,parametrics,is
required.
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Over 100 discrete parameters were evaluated for each of the concepts. The technical and per-
formance data which served as the foundation of the estimates were derived from the baseline
1990 optimum configurations. These configurations were selected on the basis of gross weight,
not cost. However, the correlation between weight and cost has been demonstrated to be very

high and, therefore, qualifies weight as a legitimate discriminator for conceptual design.

Figure A-29 provides a synopsis of the LCC elements in their relative proportion to one another.
The Research and Development phase includes costs accrued under conceptual and preliminary

design and full-scale development for the airframe, engines and avionics. It constitutes 10-20% of
the life cycle cost and varies upward with the number of new technologies, materials and produc-
tion processes being explored. The airframe cost estimating relationships were developed from a
data base of 18 aircraft and provide for engineering labor, tooling labor, manufacturing/quality
control labor, materials and other direct charges. Cost estimating relationships for avionics
research, development, test and evaluation were developed from a 10 aircrai_ data base. This
included labor and materials for brassboards, breadboards and prototype hardware from the start
of full-scale development ofthe avionics suite through completion of flight test, including spares,
maintenance and engineering support. Cost estimating relationships for engine development
were developed from a data base of 13 turbojet and turbofan engines. Engine pressure ratio,

thrust-to-weight ratio, turbine inlet temperature and a technology factor were the primary
independent variables.

PHASES OF THE
PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE

RECURRING
AND

NON-RECURRING
PRODUCTION

Figure A-29. Components of Rotorcrafl Life Cycle Cost

The investment phase of the aircraf_ life cycle is the largest in terms of outlays. Production costs,
support equipment and initial spares investment and trainings costs account for the majority of
expenditures in this area. Investment costs constitute 50-60% of the LCC. The airframe cost

estimating relationships discretely estimate subsystem unit production costs, raw material,
sustaining engineering, quality control and final assembly. In addition, parametric estimates for
training, data, support equipment, initial spares, engine spares, unit activation and war reserve
materials were included. Facilities and modifications (ECPs) costs were not estimated.
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Operating and support costs comprise 30-35% of the LCC and include indirect and direct person-
• el, operating and maintenance consumables, depot maintenance and supply, replenishment and
other spares and personnel acquisition and training.

The results of the LCC analysis are depicted in Figure A-30. The conventional tiltrotor design
was designated as the baseline aircral_. The LCC of the remaining designs were normalized by
the baseline cost. The aircraft with the highest gross weight had the highest LCC, that was the

HIGH SPEED ROTORCRAFT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
COST CATEGORY RELATIVE TO ABSOLUTE BASELINE

1401 [] Research and Development

/ [] Investment

120 r [] Operations and Support I_1 I

o / Tolal -- m I
100 .....

80

60

z 40 -

Conventional Variable Canard Folding TIItwing
TIItrotor Diameter Tiltrotor Tiltrotor

(Baseline) Tlltrotor

NOTE: COST ONLY - NO PROFIT ADDED

Figure A-30. Life Cycle Cost Evaluation

tiltwing concept. Conversely, those with the lowest gross weight had the lowest LCC, that was the
canard tiltrotor and the variable diameter tiltroter. With the conventional tiltroter as the reference,
the following observations were made:

Variable Diameter Tiltrotor and Canard Tiltrotor - The takeoffGW was about 10,000

pounds less than the conventional tiltrotor. Wing area and taft area were substantially
less. Nacelle wetted area was much less since the engines for these two configurations
are body mounted versus nacelle mounts for the conventional tiltrotor. Installed power
was 30% and 36% less, respectively than for the conventional tiltrotor. O&S costs were

driven down by a 32% reduction in fuel consumption and by reduction in spares costs
inherent of lighter weight and lower power.
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Folding Tiltrotor - The folding tiltrotor has nearly the same gross weight as the conven-
tional tiltrotor. A 25% increase in wing area, higher fuselage density due to the fuselage

mounted engines and the added weight of the convertible engines contributed to the
increase in investment costs.

Tiltwing - The tiltwing has a 6% higher takeoff GW and a 27% higher installed power

than the conventional tiltrotor. A larger fuel system, 54% larger tail, higher takeoffGW,

and over 50% more wing area drove the investment costs. The higher installed power and

20% higher fuel consumption were major drivers of the increased O&S costs.
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR TASK H

This appendix contains data which supplements the limited presentation of the technical data
and performance for the High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor and the Military Folding Tiltrotor in Section 2
of the main body of this report. General discussions are also included on rotor downwash charac-
teristics, flight control systems, materials and manufacturing methods, and details of the life
cycle cost analysis.
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR TASK H

Mass Properties Summary

The component weights, weight empty, and mission design gross weight of the high-speed civil

tiltroter and military folding tiltrotor aircraft; are presented in MIL-STD-1374 format in Figure B-1.

Aircrai_ balance, based on fuel loading and burn off, is presented in helicopter and airplane modes

in Figures B-2 and B-3. Longitudinal (x) and vertical (z), reference datums are identified on the

aircraft profiles. The lateral reference datum (y) is on the centerline of the aircraft. A summary of

the aircrai_ mass moments of inertia is presented in Table B-1 and B-2.
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Table B-I. Civil Tiltrotor Mass Properties

CONFIGURATION MISSION BALANCE (IN.)

ow(t_) e.s. I a" I w"
410.0 0 122.4HELICOPTER MODE 38380

- NACELLES VERTICAL

- LANDING GEAR DOWN

AIRPLANE MODE 3838O
- NACELLES HORIZONTAL
- LANDING GEAR UP

MOSSNTSOF._ (u.uc.-_
Ixx(ROU.) Irv0aTCH) I IZZ(YAW_

224088 97550 261238

401.0 0 110.8 210012 88344 267083

Table B-2. Military Folding Tiltrotor Mass Properties

CONFIGURATION

HELICOPTER MODE
- NACELLES VERTICAL

- LANDING GEAR DOWN

AIRPLANE MODE
- NACELLES HORIZONTAL

- LANDING GEAR UP

- BLADES- NORMAL

BLADES - FOLDED

'MISSION

GW (LB)

51406

514O6

51406

BALANCE (IN.)

F.S. I B'L I W'L-

438.0 9 136.0

426.4 0 129.9

427.8 0 129.9

MOMENTS OF INERTIA (SLUG-FT_

Ixx(ROLL)

310211

299538

299538

iIvy (PITCH)

151082

149116

147625

Izz(YAW)

414473

423178

418946

Weight trade studies leading tothe selectionofthe military configuration was accomplished using

the VASCOMP program. The program dividesthe weight empty into three groups: propulsion,

structures and flightcontrols.Weight trends are programmed for each group which compute

theirrespective weights. These are then combined with weight input values offixed useful load,

fLxedequipment and payload to determine the weight ofthe fuel availablefor a given gross

weight and payload.

The weight trends were developed at Boeing from statisticaland semianalytical data ofexisting

aircraft.They combine geometric, designand structuralparameters into an accurate weight

predictiontool.Examples ofthe weight trends and theirassociated component weight technology

factorsforthe 1990 and 2000 year time frame are included inthe main text. Contract specified

"fixedweights" are defined in Table B-3. A summary ofwetted areas and frontalareas for the

two configurations isshown in Table B-4.

Downwash Characteristics

The high-speed civiltiltrotorand the military foldingtiltrotorhave similargeometry and both

have 25-psf discloadings inhover. Thus, theirdownwash characteristicare similar in character,
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Table B-3. High-Speed Rotorcraft Fixed Weights

Payload

Fixed Equipment

Mission Kit

Avionics

Armor

Fixed Useful Load

MILITARY
TRANSPORT

(LB)

6000

3000

1000

1500

400

470

I

CIVIL
TRANSPORT

(LB)

6000

4000

800

625

GW = STRUCTURE + PROPULSION + CONTROLS + _FIXED EQUIPMENT r;

-_FIXED USEFUL LOAD_+ FUEL +pAYLOAD l*

4= CONTRACT SPECIFIED

Table B-4. Wetted Areas and Frontal Areas

HIGH-SPEED MILITARY
CIVIL TILTROTOR FOLDING TILTROTOR

THEOR.AREAOR
FRONTALAREA

(FT=)

384WING

CANARD

HORIZONTAL TAIL

VERTICAL TAIL

V-TAILS

FUSELAGE - LENGTH
- MAX. DIAM.
- AREAS

LANDING GEAR FAIRINGS

TIP PODS, PYLONS AND
SPINNERS

ENGINE NACELLES

84

165

63FT
9.08 FT

64.6

4.5 EACH

10.6 EACH

EXPOSED
WETTEDAREA

(FTt)

602

136

306

168

340

166

EXPOSED

(R't)

1060

130

240

245

TOTAL WETTED AREA 3046

(_ INCLUDES VEHUDIE AND BODY FLAP
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THEOR.AREA OR
FRONTALAREA WETTEDAREA

(Fr')

57O

80

125

120

60.5 FT
8FT
50 1140

5.5 EACH 200

11.3 EACH 340

255

3610



but are different in m_itude due to their different rotor diameters. Figure B-4 shows the

typicalhover downwash environmentfora tfitrotor.The regionunder thefuselage,issubjectto

unsteadyflowwithsubstantialmixingbetween the two rotordownwash fieldsand interaction

withthe undersideofthefuselageand wing. The outboardregionstoeithersideofthe wing

typicallyexhibitsteadyflowpatternswithpredictableoutwash velocityprofiles.A steady,

predictableflowisalsocharacteristicoftheforeand ai_regionswhere thedual rotordownwash

patternsjointogether,increasingthetotaloutwash momentum.

\

t

RECIRCULATION
REGION

)

WALL JET REGION

\

il [ INTERACTION _ [

\_ REGION I/,_

[ [tt!

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

i ..°..°°°..o. °*o °-°° --° °°

!

I RECIRCULATION
I

REGION

WALL JET REGION

Figure B-4. Tiltrotor Hover Downwash Environment in Ground Effect

The method ofReferenceB-1 was used toestimatetheoutwash velocities.The method's predic-

tionwas correlatedwithflighttestmeasured dataforthe CH-53E and fortheXV-15 taken from

ReferenceB-2. Resultsfrom thiscorrelationare shown inFigureB-5. The agreement isquite

good forthesetwo aircrai_,bothata 25-footwheel heighthover.

FigureB-6 shows predictedoutwash tothe frontofthe high-speedciviltiltrotorata 25-footwheel

height.The topplotshows the maximum dynamic pressureand the maximum velocityalongthe

ground,bothdroppingoffwithincreasinglongitudinaldistancefrom the rotors'centerlineof

rotation.The bottom plotsshow the walljetprofile,outwash velocityas a functionofheight

above ground,atselecteddistancesfrom the rotorcenterline;60-i_,100-i_,140-R,and 180-1t.At

60-R infrontofthe rotorsthe walljethas a peak velocityofabout 46 knots,but drops below 20

knots above 8-I_.At 140-R infrontofthe rotorsthewalljetpeak velocityhas dropped down to

only20-knots,but has become much thicker.FigureB-7 shows similarpredictionsforoutwash to

the sideofthe high-speedciviltiltrotor.The totalmomentum inthe sideward directionisseen to

be lessthan inthe forwarddirection.This isevidencedby theloweroverallheightofthe side-

ward profile,althoughthe peak velocityissomewhat higher.
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Figure B-7. Outwash Along Side of Aircraft for Civil Tiltrotor

Outwash characteristicsforthe military foldingtiltrotorare shown ink_gureB-8 in the forward

directionand inFigureB-9 inthe sideward direction.Thisrotordiscloadingisthe same as that

ofthe civiltiltrotor,but the magnitude oftheoutwash velocitiesaremuch higher._I'nereare two

reasons for this. First, the military folding tiltrotor is larger and heavier, producing more rotor

wake momentum. Secondly, the military folding tiltrotor is of larger diameter so a fixed distance
from the centerlineofrotationisactuallyclosertothe rotorthan inthe caseofthe smallercivil

tiltrotor. Comparison to the civil tiltrotor plots will confirm this effect.

VASCOMP Sizing Runs

Many VASCOMP sizingruns were made toconductparametrictrade-offsofwing loading,disc

loading,wing thicknessratioand cruisealtitudeagainstvehiclegrossweight.A printoutfrom

theVASCOMP I!s_'_'ngrun foreach ofthetwo selectedoptimum configurationsisincludedfor

reference.A descriptionoftheVASCOMP IIV/STOL sizingand performancecomputer analysis
may be found inReferenceB-3.
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Figures B-10 through _-12 show VASCOMP output for the high-spoed civil tiltroter. Figure B-10
shows the final size, the geometric properties and the weight breakdown. Figure B-11 shows the
propulsion system installed power, transmission rating, transmission efficiency, accessory power
allowance in cruise, and effective flat plate area. Figure B-12 shows the mission performance for
eachlegofthe NASA specifiedciviltransportmission.The secondlegofthemission,180-knot

cruisefor30 seconds,isan allowanceforconversionfrom thehelicoptermode tothe airplanemode.
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Figure B-10. VASCOMP II Sizing and Weight Data Output for Civil Tiltrotor
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Figures B-13 through B-15 show VASCOMP output for the military folding tiltrotor in the same
order as described above for the civil tiltrotor. Figure B-15 shows mission performance for each

leg out and back of the NASA specified military trmlsport mission.
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Flight Control System

An assessment of the state-of-the-art technology for flight control of a high-speed tiltrotor aircraR
indicates that an architecture similar to the developmental V-22 can be used. Modifications will

be necessary in the areas of actuation, embedded soRware, electric and hydraulic power sources,
and precise blade angle control. The use of fiber optic technology can be considered for implemen-
tation by the year 2000 time frame.

Flight Control Laws

A current technology high-speed rotercraR would incorporate a digital fly-by-wire/light control
system which offers a flexibility to the control law/handling qualities engineer unmatched by
current mechanical control systems. The control laws designed for a high-speed rotorcraR would
include features such as:

•Model followingcontrollaws

• High gainfeedbacktoprovidehigh levelsofstability

• Automatic modes toreducepilotworkload

• Coupled flightdirectormodes toprovideIRF capability

• Structuralloadmonitoringand alleviation

•Integratedflightcontrol/propulsioncontrolstoenhance maneuverability

Military Folding Tiltrotor

Model Following Control Laws - The inclusion of a "desired" aircraR command/response char-
acteristic can be tailored to the flight condition or aircrai_ state. For instance, the V-22 control/
response characteristics vary as the aircraR transitions from helicopter mode to airplane mode.
During development, piloted simulation experiments can define the desirable characteristics for

each flight regime and mission task element. Desirable features such as constant stick forge per
"g" or maneuvering stability can be defined within this command model independent of the
inherent characteristics of the airframe.

This feature of advanced control law concepts is especially applicable to the folding tiltrotor
concept where the command/response features will dramatically vary as the rotorcraft transitions
through the three flight conditions (helicopter, tiltrotor, and turbojet). This concept has been
demonstrated in-flight on several programs including ADOCS and V-22. With proper simulation
experiments to define requirements and refine the implementation, this portion of the control
laws is considered low-risk.

High Gain Feedback - Relaxed stability design is often used to improve maneuverability. Good
handling qualities characteristics of the airframe design are achieved through the use ofhighly
reliable, high gain stability loops optimized for system stability and gust rejection. These loops
dominate classical phugoid, dutch roll, spiral, and short period modes and provide desirable levels
of stability without the penalties classically associated with larger stability surfaces.

In the region of flight where blade stow aerodynamics may induce undesirable flight characteris-
tics or coupling tendencies, the high gain stabilization system will provide robust, tight flight
path retention providing good handling qualities through the blade folding process.
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Automatic Modes - Automatic switching within the digital control system is controlled by the

control law logic. Complex algorithms are programmed to ensure that the pilot maintains proper
control characterisi_. This t_T_e of,,-aod_ s,_-_tc.hlng has been successt_Jlly demonstrated on

ADOCS and V-22. It is a system requirement for a rotorcralt which flies through a wide range of

flight conditions.

The automatic blade folding will be controlled by this logic. The logic to control the blade fold

process can be defined to be a function of airspeed, altitude, maneuver or trim state, and even

blade loads. Real time simulations will be required to define the details associated with the blade

stow logic. This logic might be pilot initiated as long as specific condition were met; that is the

aircrai'_ was inside an approved conversion corridor. Once initiated, the folding sequence would

be automatic unless stopped, or reversed, by the pilot. The digital computer allows for the design

flexibility to accommodate each requirement.

Structural Loads Monitoring - High speed rotorcrai_ typically have flight envelope limits

based on rotor or airframe loads limits. An active monitoring/limiting system allows pilot control

to the boundaries of the operational flight envelope without unintentionally exceeding it. Several

additional sensors may be required for this system depending on the selected configuration. For

the military folding tiltrotor, the loads monitoring system may be interfaced with the blade

folding system to restrict initiating blade folding at flight conditions which induce undesirable

loads. In any case, for a military rotorcratt, loads monitoring and not limiting is suggested so the

pilot retains the ability to overstress the airframe/rotor during periods where warranted.

Integrated Flight Control�Propulsion System - The advent of digital engine controls has

enabled complex control laws to be defined which improve the integrated performance of the

propulsion system and air vehicle. In addition to using this concept to provide control anticipa-

tion, control laws can be defined which provide decoupled responses using the propulsion system
as an extra control device.

The integration of the fuel or engine control system and the flight control system is especially im-

portant for the folding tiltrotor where the engines will be required to convert from a turboshait to

a turbofan operation. During periods of transition, specific control law changes might be required

to maintain a desired level of control margin and handling qualities.

Current technology systems such as the V-22 include interfaces between the FADEC and the

FCS. Proposed systems such as the LH include numerous feed-forward compensation paths from

the FCS to the FADEC. Other than in the area of engine conversion, the control law integration

of the FCS and FADEC appears to be low-risk. The coordination ofthe FCS and FADEC during

conversion however may be higher risk as the dynamics associated with this process are not well
known.

High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor

The control laws for a civil tiltrotor are similar to those proposed above with the following excep-
tions:

Coupled Flight Director - A fully coupled flight director is included in the civil control system

to provide the pilot the capability to fly missions in degraded visual environments without dra-
matically increasing workload. The flight director provides automatic modes such as:
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•Way pointtoway point

•Automatic approach

•Automatic departure

•_LS Approach

There are no high riskareasassociatedwith a commercialflightdirector.

Integrated Flight Control�Propulsion Systems - The FDC/FADEC interface for the commer-

cial tiltro_r would be similar to that of the V-22. During high-speed flight, the engine/governor
control laws are required to maintain thrust commands while the loads limiting system mini-

mizes interconnect drive shaft and in-plane loads. In the helicopter mode used for low-speed
flight, the control laws need to provide higher bandwidth for precise altitude control.

Structural Loads Limiting - In a civil application, active loads limiting is required to avoid in-

advertent inputs which overstress dynamic components of the rotorcraR. In high-speed flight, a
tiltrotor is especially susceptible to in-plane rotor loads which are proportional to pitch rate plus

rate of flapping. An active loads suppression sys_ms has been proposed

Automatic Modes - In a civil tiltrotor, automatic nacelle conversion is included to reduce pilot
workload through the conversion corridor. Such a system provides protection from stalling the
aircraft at the low-speed portion of the corridor and protection from overstressing the aircrat_ in
the high-speed portion of the corridor. An autoconversion system has been developed for the
V-22, so these control laws are felt to be low-risk.

System Architecture

The militaryand the civilhigh-speedrotorcraRwere determinedtohave compatibleflightcontrol

characteristics.Configurationdifferences,due tothe distinctmissionrequirements,willbe

reflectedinthedetailsofcontrollaws,actuatordynamics and levelofcomponent redundancy.

The high-speedtiltrotorFlightControlSystem (FCS) consistofprimary and secondarydevices

and ofelectronicsensingand computing deviceswhich incombinationwith the aircrai_control

surfacesenablethe crew tocontroltheflightpath ofthe aircraft.The proposed implementation

ofthisconceptispresentedinFigureB-16. ThisconfigurationprovidesPrimary FlightControl

System (PFCS) functionsnecessaryforthe safeoperationofthe aircrai_,as wellasAutomatic

FlightControlSystem (AFCS) functionsrequiredtoeffectivelyaccomplishthe respectivemis-

sions.Itisa fly-by-wireimplementation,employingtriplexin-linemonitored sensorsand com-

puters,and istwo-fail/operativewithrespecttosensing,computing,and flight-criticalPFCS
functions.

The level of redundancy due to the flight safety requirements would be designed to satisfy the
applicable military and civilian specification for development, manufacturing and testing, empha-
sizing flight critical components.

A flight control system conceptual architecture for a high-speed tiltrotor is presented in Figure
B-17. The state-of-the-art technology for the configuration shown has been assessed to be suit-

able for both the civilian and military aircraft. Special components, only necessary for the folding
tiltrotor, are shown in shaded areas.
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Folding Tiltrotor

The folding tiltrotor aircratt reqmres the foliowing automated additiorml capabilities:

1. Rotor slowdown,

2. Rotor stopping,

3. Blade folding and unfolding, and

4. Uninterrupted electrical and hydraulic power while
stopping rotor

These functions are required to be performed in flight and during moderate levels of aircratt

motion (i.e. maneuvers). Due to the flight critical issues of rotor slowdown, rotor stopping and

blade folding functions, it is proposed that these processes have a two-fail/operate capability.
These functions can be incorporated in the FCCs, or in electronic hardware units.

The system willbe designedsothatrotorslowdown can onlybe initiatedby the pilotthrough a

cockpitcontrolpanel.The sequencewillrequirerotorbladefeathering,convertibleengineVIGV

thrustcontrol,rotorslowdown,rotorstopata predeterminedpositionthrough theuse ofa rotor

brake,and bladefoldingand locking.The processwillbe reversibleatany pointduringthe
conversion.

The kinematicsofthe swashplatedue torotoractuatordisplacementwillbe designed suchthat

bladefeatheringispossible.Based on previousresearchperformed on in-flightbladefolding,

unacceptablebladevibrationorswashplateloadsarenot expected.However, wind tunneltesting

ofthe nacelleand the rotorsystem needstobe performed toassessthe loadenvelopeforthe blade

foldingsequence.The aircraRmaneuver envelopeforthe bladestow transitionalsoneeds tobe

determined. Ifa conditionofstructuralinstabilitythrough thebladefoldingsequence isfound,

an adaptivecontroldesigncan be implemented tostabilizebladepitchingwhiletransitioning.

Electric and Hydraulic Power - The typical rotorcraR approach to obtain electric and hydrau-

lic power is to attach electric generators and hydraulic pumps onto the rotating system. In the

event of engine failure(s), the rotating system will continue to be used for power generation until

a backup system is engaged (e.g., an APU). Since the rotating system will be stopped on the

folding tiltrotor configuration, the generator needs to be connected directly to the engine(s) to

continue to have power while cruising at high speeds after blade folding.

Technology Risk Areas

The concept of a high-speed tiltrotor aircratt exhibits a flight control challenge in the areas of

blade angle control sensitivity, dynamic control of differential balance of rotor blades, stability,

and control of the rotor loads and vibration while spinning down and folding.

The resolution of the actuator feedback currently implemented on similar swashplate actuators

cannot be utilized to accurately control differential rotor loads, blade flapping or blade angle on a
high-speed rotorcratt. The large stroke of these actuators (about 19-inches), and the low resolu-

tion needed for their accurate control, less that1 0.254-turn (0.0l-inches), represents a problem due

to the signal-to-noise ratio requirements. However, this area of risk can be resolved using current
technology.
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Areasofresearchrelatedtoflight controlsencompassfiberoptictechnology, development of

faster computers, development of sottware tools for code development, and improved testing
techniques. For the military vehicle, wind tunnel research is needed to establish the maneuver-

ing envelope while folding the blades during flight.

The development of the fiber optic technology, applied to flight controls and avionic systems for
future generation aircraft is appropriate because of the large protection it provides against
threats from lightning, EMI and EMP. Civil and military aircraft can benefit from this technol-
ogy. The current level of technology does not permit full use of optics in flight critical areas
because of unacceptable reliability, size, weight and cost.

The other area of technology that needs to continue to evolve is sot_ware development. Software

generation costs are very high, and continue to increase. Sot_ware engineering practices need to
address the issues of manufacturing costs and improvement of set, ware estimation techniques for
embedded code. Continued research and development related to soRware design testing mainte-

nance, emphasizing flight critical computing, is also neede_

Research on the fault tolerant design area is needed to better understand and generate analytical
tools to estimate the level of performability and safety of digital systems. The British govern-

ment is currently investing heavily in the research of safety-critical set, ware. Since the use of
digital fly-by-wire technology in flight-critical control systems is becoming the state-of-the-art
approach, research on developing the technology, for industry, is essential.

High-Speed Rotor System

Variable Diameter Considerations

The 450-knot variable diameter tiltrotor is caught in a design incompatibility. A 450-knot prop-
rotor design requires thin airfoils to avoid drag divergence in cruise. This means about a 12%
inboard airfoil and an 8% tip airfoil. But these thin sections are virtually incompatible with the

dimensional requirements of the "double-structure" retractable blade and its screwjack system as
depicted in Figure B-18.

UNIVERSAL

TORQUE TUBE

JACKSCREW

EXTENSION / _ _DIFFERENTIAL

B KE GEARS

Figure B-18. Sample Arrangement for Variable Diameter Rotor
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Time forretraction/extensionisdependent on rotorrpm (shal_torque)todrivethroughhub gears

toa jackscrewinthe blade.Due tothelow speed(300-400rpm) ofthe rotorshafl_timetoretract

orextendthebladesisinthe range of10-50seconds(ormore) depending on diameter,tipspeed,

and the detailsofthe gearratios,screwlead,number ofthreads,etc.Thisexcessivetime isnot

onlyimportanttothe operationaltimingofassaultaircraRhunches orretrievalson carriers,but

isquestionableinany transitionfrom the hovermode tofixed-wingflight.The typicaltiltrotors

continuous,smooth-flowing/high-accelerationtransitionand conversionmust be interrupted
when nearing60°mast tilttoallowtherotorbladetoretract(necessaryforfuselageclearance)

beforecontinuingthe transition;seeFigureB-19. In addition,the increasedpower required

resultingfrom thediameter reductioncan increasethe transmissionrating(weight)or,con-

versely,resultina longerconversiontime(atahigherspeed).

Thisconversion-disconnectdoesnotallowthelow-speedconversioncorridorand fastacceleration/
decelerationthatare major attributesofthetiltrotor.

Design requirements for a variable-diameter rotor using a geared jackscrew retraction system are
not compatible with modern gimballed or flex beam/elastomeric rotor hub configurations. The
concept is probably dependent on a rigid hub-to-shaR arrangement and is not very adaptable to
elastomerichingesinthe flap/lagsystems.Elastomericbearingconceptsseverelyincreaseinsize
(_ndweight)alongwith largerhub supportstructure.The rotorsystem complexityisincreased

drasticallywith reductionsinreliabilityand increasedmaintenance actionsfortheinternal

(buried)gears,bearings,shafts,brakes,lubricationsystems,actuators,etc.

As a consequenceoftheseconsiderations,thevariablediametertiltrotorwas dropped

fixeddiameter,advanced geometry swept bladedesign.
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Rotor Description

Generaldesign considerations for a high-speed prop-rotor were discussed in Section 2 of the main
body of this report. The specific chord and twist distributions used to analyze rotor performance are
shown in Figures B-20 and B-21. These apply to both the unswept, baseline 1990 technology level
and to the advanced geometry year 2000 technology level rotors. However, the advanced geometry
rotor blade incorporated a significant degree of blade sweep, see Figure 49 in the main text.
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Perfom_nce

Predicted hover figure of merit for the baseline rotor was shown in Figure 51 in the main text. A

curve of rotor hover CT versus Cp is shown in Figure B-22. Cruise propulsive efficiency for the
baseline rotor and the advanced-geometry rotor were shown in Figure 50 in the main text at the
450-knot cruise speed. A map of cruise propulsive versus airspeed for the baseline rotor is shown
in Figure B-23 for several thrust coefficients.
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Autorotation

A commonly used measure of autorotation performance is the "equivalent hover time," the time
that the stored kinetic energy of the rotor could supply the power necessary for hover before
stalling. The equation for determining this equivalent time is the first equation on page 363 of
Reference B-4. An alternative method is given by the second equation on the same page, being a

slightly simpler calculation based on the maximum height to which the stored kinetic energy
could lift the vehicle.

The first index has been calculated to be 0.30 seconds for the civil tiltrotor and 0.39 for the

military folding tiltrotor. These can be compared with recommended values of 1.5-seconds for

single engined helicopters and 0.8 seconds for twin engined helicopters.

The second index is calculated to be 14 for the civil tiltrotor and 16 for the military folding tiltro-

tor, where the recommended value for single engined helicopters is 60 and for twin engined
helicopters, the recommended minimum is 25.

The above results indicate that pure autorotation behavior would not be acceptable by current
standard for vehicles which are supported only by a rotor system. For these tiltrotor vehicles,
however, the combination of wing lift and rotor thrust should provide a reasonable capability for
autorotative descent and landing. Due to the lack of a significant amount of historical data on
this type of vehicle, a program of batch and piloted simulations is recommended, the scope of
which is beyond this current study. It is possible, however, to draw some conclusions from some
simple calculations. The second autorotation index discussed above is proportional to rotor

inertia, and inversely proportional to weight and disc loading. Assuming similar vehicles will
have similar gross weights and rotor inertias, the primary variation is that due to disc loading.

Figure B-24 shows how the index varies with disc loading assuming the rotor inertia and gross
weight of the military folding tiltrotor.
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Thefirst observation that can be made is that conventional single-engined helicopters would be
limited to disc loadings no higher than 7-psf and twins limited to no higher than 16-psf. The
value for the tiltrotor is 64% of that recommended for twin engined helicopters. However, as
noted above, the wing will provide a further cushion in autorotative flight. At higher disc load-
ings, however, the ability of the rotor to provide classical autorotative behavior decreases further.
Typically vehicles designed to operate at 40-50-psf such as tilt wings have historically also been
high wing loading, low aspect ratio vehicles, factors which also reduce the wing's ability to pro-
vide stable flight with all engines inoperative.

High-Speed Aeroelastic Stability

The aeroelastic study evaluated the effect of various design parameters on the aeroelastic stabil-
ity of a high-speed rotorcral_. Most of the work focused on the civil tiltrotor configuration. Para-
meters studied included forward sweep of the wing, fuselage stiffness and mass properties, wing
mass distribution, and rotor properties such as aerodynamic sweep, rotor radius, and airfoils.
NASTRAN was used to calculate mode shapes for the different wing and fuselage configurations,
and CAMRAD used these mode shapes to calculate the stability boundary.

The goal for this aircral_ is to cruise 450-knots true airspeed (ktas). Using the V-22 design speci-
fication, this translates to a dive speed of 540_knots and a stability boundary of 621-knots. The
analysis was conducted at 7,500-R, being consistent with the V-22 reference. The 621-ktas flutter
boundary equates to a 555-knot equivalent airspeed at 7,500-i_, or 415-keas at 25,000-i_.

NASTRAN Results

The baseline finite element model used for this study is the 42,000-1b gross weight V-22 fuselage
model with an elastic line wing model. The frequencies of this elastic line wing model agree
reasonably well with the frequencies calculated using the detailed wing model. For the swept
wing configuration,the wing was swept forwardto30 degrees,withthe nacellesatthe same

butt]ineand withthe same wing/fuselageattachment point.

Wing

Sweeping the wing forward has a significant impact on the frequency placement of the fundamen-
tal wing modes. In general, the frequency of all wing modes dropped and there is more inter-
modal coupling due to the decreased frequency separation of the modes. The 30 degree sweep
also increased the wing torsion motion in the first six wing modes. Specifically, the frequency of
the symmetric wing beam mode (SWB) dropped 10.3% and had 76% more torsion in its mode
shape. Similarly, the antisymmetric wing beam mode (AWB) dropped 19% and had 33% more

torsion. These are two of the key modes for aeroelastic concerns and the changes in these modes
caused by sweeping the wing will have a negative effect on the whirl flutter stability.

CivilTiltrotorFuselage

An elasticlinefuselagemodel was developedtoidealizethe fuselageoftheciviltiltrotorcanard

arrangement. Thismodel had a lowergrossweightthan the V-22,and a scaleddown sectionalEl
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distribution. It also had a rigid connection between the fuselage and the wing, where the V-22

had a flexible stew ring attachment, and it incorporated the aR location of the wing/fuselage joint.

In general,thisnew fuselagemode] causedan increaseinthe frequencyofthe firstsixwing

modes when compared tothe frequenciescalculatedwiththeV-22 fuselage.A rigidwing/fuselage

connection,a lowergrossweight,and a lessdetailedmodel allcontributetothesehigherfrequen-

cies.The most significantchange was the anti-symmetricwing chord mode increasefrom 3.46hz

forthe V-22 to5.39hz due tothe lackofstewjointflexibility.For both the unswept and swept

wing configuration,thereismore torsionofthe wing fora flapdetection,because ofthe aR

mounted wing (themodel with theunswept wing has 88% more torsioninthe SWB mode than

thebaselineV-22 model).

Finally,a model was developedthatidealizedthe civiltiltroterwing and fuselage.The fuselage

model was describedabove. The wing was modelledusingthe V-22 elasticlinewing with thecivil

tiltrotormass distributionand with theV-22 wing stiffnessproperties.Thisconfigurationhad a

grossweightof36,711-Ibs.Sincethe wing was now lighter,the calculatedfrequenciesarehigher

than the previousconfigurations.

CAMRAD Results

Baseline

The CAMRAD analysisused theV-22 model withtheNASTRAN modes discussedinthe previous

sections.The modes includedinthe stabilityanalysisare the symmetric and antisymmetricwing

beam, chord and torsionmodes (SWB, SWC, SWT, AWB, AWC, AWT). The baselinemodel

predictedtheSWB mode togo unstableat445-keas.Typicalfrequencyand damping curvesare

shown inFigureB-25. The 445-keasinstabilityisapproximately10% higherthan the current

V-22 stabilityprediction(402-keas).This increasedflutterspeed isattributabletoa combination

ofusingthe elasticlinewing model and a reducednumber ofairframemodes.

A seriesofstepchanges were made totransformtheV-22 model toa model ofthehigh-speedcivil

tiltrotor.The incrementaleffectofthesechanges are shown inFigureB-26 and are briefly

discussedbelow.

V-22 with Swept Stick Wing

When the wing is swept forward to 30 degrees, the flutter speed drops to 360-keas (-19%). As dis-

cussed previously, the decrease in stability is caused by the combination of lower frequency of the

mode, more torsion in the mode shape, and more coupling of the modes.

Swept Wing and Canard Stick Body

This configuration combines the canard fuselage and the civil tiltroter forward swept wing. It

showed a flutter speed of 344-keas, approximately the same as the configuration with the fuse-

lage and the V-22 wing swept forward.
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Figure B-26. High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Whirl Flutter Boundary

Civil Tiltrotor Rotor System

This configuration combines the fuselage and wing with the rotorproperties which are known at this

time. No blade or rotor structural properties are available,so the V-22 rotor and blade structural

properties (input blade modes) are used in the analysis. In actuality,the blade and rotor structural

properties willhave a significanteffecton the aeroelasticcharacteristicsofthe aircrai_,and should

be included in future studies (atthis time CAMRAD has no capabilityto analyze swept blades

structurally-only aerodynamically). The properties changed were blade airfoil,mass, length and

chord, aerodynamic sweep and twist,rotor rpm and solidity,and the number ofblades. The changes

were done incrementally to study the effectofeach on the stability.

As shown in Figure B-26, parameters that dropped the flutterspeed were VR-15 airfoilsand increas-

ing the rotor solidity(which includes increasing number ofblades tofour and increasing the blade

chord). All ofthese changes increased the aerodynamic forceson the rotorwhich decreased the

flutterspeed. Parameters that increased the flutterspeed were lower blade mass, the combination of

rpm and smaller radius,and the combination ofaerodynamic blade sweep and new twist. When all

ofthe rotor changes were incorporated, the flutterspeed dropped to293-keas, approximately 15%

lower than the flutterspeed ofthisconfiguration with the V-22 rotor.

Increasing Flutter Speed

Stabilityfor the finalconfiguration was run atthe design cruise altitudeof25,000-ft. The flutter

speed at 25,000-R was calculated to be 258-keas, with a requirement of415-keas. Therefore the

design did not meet the stabilityrequirement at either7,500-ftor at the design altitude of25,000-i_.
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As shown in Figure B-27, there are design parameters which can increase the flutter speed.
Increasing the wing GJ four times increases the stability speed 9.3% to 282-keas, because there is
now less pitch in the wing modes shapes. Another very powerful parameter is the inplane fre-

quency of the rotor. A 5% increase in the inplane rotor frequency increased the stability 16% to
327-keas. However, this is not a simple inplane stiffening of the blade, because of the large twist
of the blade and the large range of cellective angles. Large stability gains are available by reduc-

ing the pitch in the wing mode shapes, which may be achievable by mode shape tailoring using
advanced composite technology. A 50_ reduction in the pitch in the wing mode shapes gave a
whirl flutter stability increase of 32% to 432-keas. These preliminary estimates suggest that a
combination of increased torsional stiffness, increased inplane rotor frequency, and reduced
nacelle pitch can satisfy the whirl flutter stability requirement for a 450-knot high-speed tiltrotor.
A more detailed design and analysis of the wing and rotor, backed by model scale tests, would be
necessary to identify the specific combination of design parameters.
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Figure B-27. High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Whirl Flutter Improvement

Civil Tiltrotor General Performance

Hover Performance

The out-of-ground effect hover ceiling for the baseline rotor design is shown in Figure B-28 versus
takeoff gross weight for both standard day and ISA + 15°C ambient conditions.
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Conversion Envelope

The basic conversion envelope was presented in Section 2 of the main text. Figure 53 showed the
power/transmission limits and stall/attitude limiting curves. Figure B-29 shows power required
as a function of conversion speed and nacelle angle. The trends are similar to the now familiar

V-22 performance, showing a fairly broad power bucket which allows efficient loiter over a range
of airspeeds from 80-knots to 200-knots.
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Cruise Performance

Basic airframe drag polars,lift-to-dragratios,and specificrange curves were shown in the main

text,Figures 54 through 56 respectively.The parasite drag build-up for the civiltiltrotorisshown

in Figure B-30 for a totalf of11.8-sq.ft Table B-5 shows the breakdown ofdrag coefficientfor the
e

cruisecondition at450-knots.
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Figure B-30.
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EQUIVALENT FLAT PLATE AREA, fe (FT2)

Civil Tiitrotor Parasite Drag Build-Up

14

Table B-5. Civil Tiitrotor Cruise Drag Components

COMPONENT

Parasite Drag

Induced Drag

Compressible

Total

DRAG COEFFICIENT

(lg, 450-KTS, 2S,000-FT)

0.03075

0.00615

0.0

0.0369

The absolute power required versus airspeed isshown inFigure B-31 for altitudesof0, 10,000,

20,000, and 25,000 feet. Figure B-32 shows the ratioofpower required to power available as a

function ofairspeed and altitude,which isone indicationofclimb capabilityand altitudecapabil-

ity.Note that the transmission limitsshown in Figure 52 would also apply to thisfigure,limiting
the airspeed.
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A flight envelope is shown in Figure B-33 for several normal load factors. Sustained maneuver

performance is shown in Figure B-34 for both the helicopter mode and the airplane mode, as

limited by the structural limit design load factors. The target maneuver capabilities of Figure 43
were met or exceeded.
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The lift sharing between the carLard' wing, rotor and body, and tail surfaces was estimated and is

shown in Figure B-35 at the stall speed and at the 450-knot cruise speed for both forward and al_
CG limits. These calculations were performed after the basic rotorcraR size had been fixed. They

indicate a need to refine the design to decrease the amount of load carried by the canard in the

cruise mode.
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Figure B-35. Civil Tiltrotor Airplane Mode Lift Sharing

Rate of climb capability is shown in Figure B-36 for both standard day and ISA + 15°C ambient
conditions.

Payload-Range Curves

Figure B-37 shows the payload-range curve for the high-speed civil tiltrotor. The design point of

a 600-nm range with 30 passengers is just met. The rotorcraft could have an extended range

capability by carrying additional fuel. This would be achieved for the basic design with STO

operations, allowing higher takeoffgross weights. Or, a higher alternate VTO gross weight could

be achieved by upgrading the transmission to accept more torque in hover. The engines would
not have to be resized unless one needed to cruise at 450-knots at the alternate VTO gross weight.

The 450-knot airspeed would be available sometime during the cruise phase as fuel was burned
off.
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Short Takeoff Perfomance

The tiltrotor has excellent short takeoff(STO) performance. Tiltrotor STO is accomplished with a

ground roll followed by rotation to gain wing lift and then a climbout; see Figure B-38. This is

quite similar to a fixed wing takeoff, except that the "prop" in this case is actually carrying about

75%-85% of the vehicle gross weight at lift-off.

The prop-rotor shaft is set at an angle of 60 degrees from the horizontal during the ground roll,

thus providing 50% of the rotor thrust as a longitudinal propulsive force. This corresponds to

about 0.4g longitudinal acceleration, depending of course on the gross weight. This nacelle angle,
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FLAPS: 40 DEG FOR CUMBOUT

TIP SPEED: 750 FPS ROTATE AT V_
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Figure B-38. Tiltrotor Rolling Takeoff Profile
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and a 40-degree flap angle, were chosen for maximum climb rate after rotation, thereby giving a
minimum takeoff distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle. At rotation speed the aircraft; is pitched
nose up to about 14 degrees developing the needed wing liR. But at the same time this rotates
the prop-rotor from its 60-degree attitude up to a 74-degree attitude amplifying its 'liR" force.
Even at the 74-degree angle though, 27% of that prop-rotor thrust is still in the longitudinal
direction. This maintains about a 0.22g longitudinal acceleration, depending on aircraft gross
weight.

Figure B-39 shows the useful load increase as a function of ground distance. This useful load

increase is shown as a percentage increase over the vehicle's VTO useful load (payload, fuel, and
fixed useful load). An operator could achieve a 30% increase in useful load with only about 220
feet of ground roll and a total of 550 feet of clearway. Just this 30% useful load increase could be
taken as:

- a 64% increaseinfuel(range),or

- about 3000 pounds ofcargo(inadditiontothe fullpassengerload),or

- about 30% more passengers(includingtheadded weightfora stretched

fuselageand the extrafurnishings).

There are numerous operational situations where this kind of potential could be applied to
enhance the utilization of a commercial (or military) ti]trotor. Some first hand operational
experience would no doubt define these more clearly.
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Civil Tiltrotor Propulsion System

Drive System Description

The high-speed civil tiltrotor has wingtip mounted engines for maximum separation between the

cabin and the engines. The engines are non-tilting to avoid hot high-velocity exhaust impinge-

ment on the landing pad and surrounding surfaces. This is also important for ground support

personnel who may be in the vicinity of the rotorcraR at the gate with engines running. Non-

tilting engines also avoid the additional certification procedures which would be required of

tilting engines.

Figure B-40 shows a schematic diagram of the high-speed civil tiltrotor drive system. The 30-

degree forward swept wing requires an additional gearbox at the wing tip to provide the desired

orientation for the tilt-axis gearbox. An overall transmission efficiency of 0.98 was used for this

system, representing losses between the engine and the rotor.

NON-TILTING ENGINES

TURBOSHAFT ENGINE NO. 1

ACCESSORY POWER PAD

TURBO.SHAFT ENGINE NO. 2

Figure B-40. High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor Drive System Schematic Diagram

Engine Characteristics

Performance and weightcharacteristicsofthebaselineturboshaR engineconsideredforthehigh-

speedciviltiltretorareconsistentwithturbomachinerytechnologyavailablefora 1991 demon-

stratorengineprogram, leadingtoan initialoperationalconfiguration(IOC)inthe year2000.

The technologyiscompatiblewithPhase Iofthe IHPTET program (IntegratedHigh Performance

Turbine Engine Technology),thetri-services/NASAsponsoredresearchand development effortto

achievemajor improvements inpropulsionsystemfuelconsumption and weight.Compressor

pressureratioand turbine-inlettemperature;and hot sectionmaterialpropertiesare reflectedin

overallenginecharacteristicsforthe uninstalledengine:

• Design-point specific fuel consumption, SFC = 0.38 lh/hr/shp

• Power-to-weight ratio, shp/weight = 6.9 shp/Ib
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Installation Losses

The tfltrotor engines are located in wing-tip nacelles coupled by cross shafting which is essen-
tially unloaded.

Inlet losses include the effects of the rotor blade hub euffon recovery of dynamic pressure at the

nacelle inlet, and pressure losses in the inlet passage and in the airframe inlet particle separator.

Exhaust losses incorporate the effect of a variable area tailpipe to produce hover/cruise thrust

optimization. The net effect of the installation losses results in the following installed perform-
ance effects at the hover point: a 4.5% shp reduction and a 0.5% fuel flow reduction

Power Available

Installed power available at the takeoff rating is presented in Figure B-41 for 100-percent rotor

speed. Sea level, ISA takeoff power is 8,679 shp.

The aircraft drive system limit is 10,670 rotor horsepower, at the rotor shaft, 5,335 rhp per side.

This corresponds to a somewhat larger value of engine shaft horsepower. Figure B-41 illustrates

that the aircrai_ is drive-system limited below 12,000-R altitude.
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Figure B-41. Turboshaft Engine Installed Takeoff Power

Figure B-42 presents maximum continuous power installed as a function of altitude to 25,000 R.,

flight speed to 450 kt., at ISA and ISA + 15°C, for 80 percent rotor speed.

The drive system limit at 80-percent rotor speed is 8,535 rhp, 4268 rhp per side. Figure B-42

indicates that the aircrai'c is drive-system limited in cruise up to very high altitudes.
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Specific Fuel Consumption

Figure B-43 presents installed specific fuel consumption as a function of referred optimum shat_

horsepower, and Figure B-44 presents optimum output shai_ speed as a function of referred

optimum shai_ power. The effect of non-optimum output speed on power is expressed as a second

order equation. Consequently, at a selected output shaft speed,
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Figure B-43. Turboshaft Engine SpecificFuel Consumption
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Folding Rotor System

A general description of the folding rotor system and its design constraints were given in Section

2; see Figures 58 and 59. The folding process is diagrammed in Figure B-45 showing a typical
blade loading distribution in the stopped mode prior to folding. In addition to the flexbeam

elastomeric hub shown in Figure 58 of the main text, Figures B-46 and B-47 show alternative

lubricated bearing arrangements. Boeing's experience with the V-22 hub and the Model 360 all-

composite hub have taught us which hub components can be designed with composites and which

should be designed with metal. The rotor system is basically hover designed, but compromised

for contour compatibility with the nacelle when in the folded configuration. A 20-degree linear

twist was chosen on the basis of acceptable hover performance and reasonable contour compatibil-

ity. Thick airfoils are employed, as on the V-22, providing high lift coefficients and thereby

reducing the required so]idity. It is desirable to keep rotor solidity to a minimum to keep down
the rotor system weight.

Rotor hover and cruise performance are not big drivers for the folding tiltrotor. The high-speed

cruise is performed in the turbofan mode, which also sizes the convertible engine. Rotor efficiency

affects hover fuel flow (not a big driver for the NASA transport mission) and drive system ratings,

which translate into drive system weight. The rotor's hover and cruise performance was shown in
the main text, Figures 57 and 60.
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Military Folding Tiltrotor General Performance

Hover Performance

The military folding tiltrotor hover ceiling is determined by transmission limits, not by installed
power available (until high altitudes). The hover ceiling is shown in Figure B-48 for standard day
and ISA + 15°C ambient conditions.
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Figure B-48. Military Folding Tiitrotor Out-of-Ground Effect Hover Ceiling

Conversion Envelope

Figure 62 in the main text showed the conversion envelope for the military folding tiltretor,

indicating transmission limits and stall/attitude limits. Figure B-49 shows the corresponding
power required versus airspeed for a range of nacelle angles. The dashed line indicates the
transmission limit as determined by hover requirements.
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Cruise Performance

Drag polars, lii_-to-drag ratio _mrves and specL_,c range curves were shown in the main text,

Figures 63 through 65. Figure B-50 shows the parasite drag build-up for the military folding

tiltrotor, for a total f of 13.78 sq.R. Table B-6 shows the contributers to drag coefficient at the
450-knot cruise speed.

TOTAL

MISCELLANEOUS

NACELLES

TAIL

CANARD

BODY

WING

_1.69

2.23

3.96

4.24

13.78

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

EQUIVALENT FLAT PLATE AREA, fe (FT2)

Figure B-50. Military Folding Tiltrotor Parasite Drag Build-Up

Table B-6. Military Folding Tiltrotor Cruise Drag Components

COMPONENT

Parasite Drag

Induced Drag

Compressible

Total

DRAG COEFFICIENT

(lg, 450 KTS, 25,000 FT)

0.02413

0.00507

0.0

0.0292

Thrust required versus airspeed isshown in Figure B-51 as a function ofaltitude. The absolute

magnitude of thrust required isless at 25,000-ftthan at lower altitudes. Figure B-52 shows the

ratioofpower required topower available versus airspeed as a function ofaltitude.
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The percentageofliftsharingbetween the canard,wing,rotor& body,and tailsurfaceswas

estimatedand isshown inFigureB-53 atthe stallspeed and atthe450-knotcruisespeedforboth

forwardand aft;CG limits.As forthe civiltiltrotor,thesecalculationsindicatea need torefine
the canarddesigntodecreasetheamount ofloaditcarriesinthe cruisemode. An 18% canard

loadsuggestssignificantdownwash on the main wing,which would almostcertainlyincreasethe
main wing'sinduceddrag. Thisareaneeds furtherdevelopment.
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Military Folding Tiltrotor Airplane Mode Lift Sharing

The rate of climb capability is shown in Figure B-54 for both standard day and ISA + 15 ° C
ambient conditions.

Flight Envelopes

The flight envelope is shown is Figure B-55 for several values of normal load factor. The sus-

tained maneuver envelope of Figure B-56 shows that the folding tiltrotor can meet or exceed the
design criteria set forth in the main text, see Figure 43.

A continuous accelerated flight from hover to cruise is one of the strong suites of the folding
tiltrotor concept. Figure B-57 shows a typical acceleration from hover to 140-knots, in turboprop
mode, taking about 15 seconds. This level of performance is only slightly better than that demon-
strated by the V-22. Transition to the turbofan mode should require another 6 seconds for rotor
stopping and blade folding, as demonstrated by Bell and Boeing Helicopters scale model wind
tunnel tests from the early 1970 time frame. Longitudinal acceleration may be continued during
this transition so long as airspeed does not exceed the design airspeed for folding (about 250-
knots). Figure B-57 shows an accelerating climb for the turbofan mode of operation, following
transition. The folding tiltrotor could achieve a 400-knot airspeed in level flight at IRP power in
slightly over 2 minutes from takeoff. Alternatively, at an 8-degree climb angle, it could reach
about 270-knots and 8000-R in just under 3 minutes aRer takeoff.

Based on Boeing'searlytestprograms ofscalemodel rotorbladesteppingand folding,bladeloads
arenot expectedtobe ahindrancetomaneuver capabilityduringtransitiontotheturbofanmode.
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Military Folding Tiltrotor Sustained Maneuver Capability

In general,theseearlytestsidentifiedthatabout 3 secondswere requiredtofoldthe bladesback

alongthe nacelle,requiringa totalofabout 6 secondstobe devotedtothe stop/foldprocess.Devel-

opment ofan automated and reversiblestopand foldprocessisone ofthe criticaldesignissues

discussedinSection3 ofthe main report.Normal rotorbladedesigncriteriawould allowup to

about 3-gloads(non-rotating),which would be withinthe maneuver capabilityofthismilitary

transportinthefoldingspeedrange from 140-knotsto220-knots,seeFigureB-56. Higher maneu-

verabilityrequirementsnormally associatedwith attackand tacticalrotorcrai'cdesignswould have

tobe examined inmore detail,consideringthe significanceofthe 6 secondtransitiontototal

missionsurvivability.The rotorsystem and foldprocedurewould then be designedtothe required

operationalcapability.
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Payload-Radius Curves

Figure B-58 shows the payload-radius curve for the military folding tiltrotor. It meets the design
point of 6,000 pounds of payload at a 350-nm radius.
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Short Takeoff Performance

Short takeoff performance for the military folding tiltrotor is similar to the civil tiltrotor in every

respect, except power. Whereas the civil tfltrotor had a prop-rotor and transmission designed for
both hover power requirements and 450-knot cruise power requirements, the folding tiltrotor's
transmission was sized only for hover. This is offset by the excess thrust available from the

convertible engine when in the shaft power mode. The excess thrust is a significant benefit for
STO by shortening the length of runway required for takeoff. Figure B-59 shows the percentage

increase in useful load for STO operations. A 30% useful load increase requires only a 350-foot

ground roll and a 750-foot distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle. This 30% useful load increase cor-

responds to about 5,200 pounds, or an 86% increase in payload.
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Figure B-59. Rolling Takeoff Performance - Military Folding Tiltrotor

Military Folding Tiltrotor Propulsion System

Drive System Description

A schematic diagram of the folding tiltrotor drive system layout is shown in Figure B-60. The 30-
degree wing sweep of the folding ti]trotor requires an extra gearbox at the wingtip for proper
alignment of the tilt-axis gearbox.
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Figure B-60. Military Folding Tiltrotor Drive System Schematic Diagram

The two convertible engines are mounted on the sides of the fuselage. This small lateral thrust

offset allows controlled flight in the turbofan mode in the event of a single engine failure. A

single point disengaging clutch provides power transfer from the engines to the rotors. This

single point power transfer eliminates the possibility of the clutch delivering power to only one
rotor, which is possible by a single failure in a two clutch arrangement. Accessory power is taken

from a power takeoffpad on the combining gearbox. Overrunning clutches on each engine allow
for a single engine to drop off-line without disrupting continuous power transfer from the remain-
ing engine.

Engine Characteristics

The propulsion system for the military folding tiltrotor is a convertible turbofan-turboshafl

engine prodding output shaft horsepower during hover, combined power and thrust during

conversion to forward flight, and thrust during the cruise mode of operation. The powerplant has

variable fan inlet and exit guide vanes (VIGV/VEGV) which minimize airflow through the fan

flow passages during shaft operation, while the hub section of the fan rotor blade still super-

charges the core gas generator. Some fan airflow is permitted during shaft operation to absorb
the heat generated by windage losses in the fan, and this contributes to the residual thrust of the

convertible engine while producing shaft horsepower.

The baseline convertible engine technology is consistent with 1990 turbomachinery technology
leading to an IOC in the year 2000.

• Design-point thrust specific fuel consumption (S.L., 86°F, M=0),
TSFC = 0.405 lb/hr/lb thrust

• Design-point thrust-to--_cigb,,t ratio, = 6.1 lb thrust/lb weight

• Design-point thrust/shp = 1.47 lb thrust/shp
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Installation Losses

Theconvertibleenginesaremountedin flee-standing nacelles, close coupled to the alrcrat_
fuselage. The only losses associated with the installation are assumed to be the losses in the
VIGVNEGV during hover and conversion operation, and these losses are inherent in the stated
performance of the engine.

TurboshaR Performance

Installed power available at the maximum (10 minute) rating is presented in Figure B-61. Sea
level, ISA maximum power is 7,785 shp.

The aircrai_ drive system limit is 10,390 rotor horsepower, at the rotor shaft, 5195 rhp per side,
which corresponds to a larger value of engine shaR horsepower. Figure B-61 illustrates that the
aircraft is drive-system limited below 10,000-R altitude.
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Figure B-61. Convertible Engine Maximum Installed Shaft Horsepower

At the relativelyhigh powers forhover atsealevel,86°F,the shaftSFC isessentiallyconstant

and equal to0.598Ib/hr/shp.The residualthrustofthe convertibleengineduring shallpower

operation,M = 0,atsea level,86°F,ispresentedinFigureB-62.

Turbofan Performance

FigureB-63 presentsthe netthrustofthe convertibleengineinthe turbofanoperatingmode at

the maximum continuousrating.Net thrustisplottedas a functionofaltitudeto25,000-R,flight
speed to450-knots,atISA and atISA + 15°C.
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Figure B-63. Convertible Engine Maximum Continuous Thrust Available

Referred thrust specific fuel consumption, TSFC / _, is presented as a function of referred net
thrust and flight roach number in Figure B-64.

ConversionMode Performance

Conversion mode performance of the convertible engine in the transition from shaft power to the

rotor to thrust in forward flight is illustrated in Figure B-65. The convertible engine performance
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envelopeisbounded by theVIGV/VEGV closedline.The maximum ratingshafthorsepower-

thrustline,and theVIGV/VEGV open lineforthrustperformance.VIGV/VEGV and variable

turbinetemperaturepermitan infinitecombinationofthrustand shafthorsepower withinthese
limits.

The military folding tiltrotor requires 2190-1b thrust and 975-shp during conversion, which is well
within the performance capability of the convertible engine.
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Relative Cost Analysis

Relative Life Cycle Cost (LCC) estimates were prepared for both military and civil high-speed
configurations. (Refer to Appendix A, Task I Cost Comparison for a general discussion of LCC).

Both cases examined 1990 and year 2000 technology scenarios. The baseline case for comparative
analysis was the 450-knot configuration. The impact of enabling technology was assessed by

estimating a year 2000 450-knot rotorcraR in comparison to the 1990 baseline.

Military and civilian configurations were estimated independently of each other. A relative

comparison was made against the baseline design (the 1990 technology 450-knot configuration).

The LCCs used commercially available models to insure consistency. Research and Development
(R&D) and Production costs were estimated with the PRICE H model. The PRICE-H model was

supplemented with contractor developed cost estimating relationships for System Test and

Evaluation (ST&E). Support Investment, i:e. Initial Spares, and Operating and Support (O&S)
costs were estimated using the Modular Life Cycle Costs Model (MLCCM).

The impact of enabling technologies was assessed by applying the above methodology to the year

2000 450-knot configuration and comparing that to the 1990 baseline 450-knot design.

A summary ofresultswas giveninSection2 ofthisreport

Parametric Model Overview

Price-H Model

Widely accepted as a consistent predictor of cost, the PRICE-H model was the primary estimating
model for this study. The model was developed by RCA and later acquired by General Electric.

PRICE-H is commercially available on a time share basis. One of the strengths of the model is its
database of industry average empirical factors. These factors are continually updated for ad-

vancements in technology. In addition, the user may calibrate his own database of complexity
factors from actual program histories.

Actual histories for most Boeing Helicopter (BH) programs reside on the Executive Information
Database. The databases are used to produce calibrated complexities for the PRICE-H model.

BH developed a comprehensive set of complexity values derived from the V-22 Osprey, CH-47D
and LrITAS programs. Depending on the definition of each Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

element, both calibrated and industry average complexity values were used.

Technological improvement trends are built into the PRICE-H model. The year of technological

state controls the trend. The effect of the trend is to cause engineering and manufacturing

processes to become easier over time. Thus, a consistent methodology for modeling technology
improvement for the year 2000 450-knot aircraft was established, including the impact of design
and manufacturing process improvements. In parallel, the reduction in aircraft weight made
possible by enabling technology development was modeled.

System Testand Evaluation(ST&E) isnot handled wellby the PRICE-H model. Therefore,the

model was supplemented with ST&E costestimatingrelationshipsdevelopedfrom the V-22
Osprey developmentprogram.
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The key parameters required for the PRICE-H model are:

• Quantity
• Schedules for development and production

• Hardware geometry consisting of size, weight of electronic and
structural elements, and electronic packaging density

• Amount of new design required and complexity of the development

engineering task

• Operational environment and specification requirements for the
hardware (distinguishes between MIL-SPEC airborne and FAA
commercial)

• Type and manufacturing complexity of structural/mechanical and
electronics portions of the hardware

• Fabrication used for production

• Technological improvement

MLCCM Overview

The MLCCM isa computerizedparametricestimatingmethodologyforpredictingand conducting

aircraftlifecyclecosttradestudiesatthe subsystem levelduringtheconceptualand preliminary
designstagesofa new aircrai_development program. The primary technicaldata sourcesfor

aircraftLifeCycleCost EstimatingRelationship(LCCER) development were the standard air-

craR characteristics,group weight statements,technicalorders,and the manufacturer ofvarious

aircrai_developedinthe 60s and 70s. The SAC chartswere used toobtaindata on enginedesign

and performance,fueland tankage,armament, loadingand aircraRperformance,development

dates,etc.

The model isdependent on 122 discretevariablesthatcomprehensivelydescribethe performance,

material,scheduleand configurationofthe aircraftunder study.The costestimatingrelation-

shipsare arranged inthe generalcategoriesofairframe,avionicsand enginesand furthersubdi-

videdby subsystem. Put anotherway, a unique costestimatingrelationshipwas developedfor

each costelement by subsystem offeringgood visibilityintopotentialcostdrivers.

The model was used toestimatecostsinthefollowingsupportinvestmentand O&S areas:

Support Investment O&S

- Initial Spares & Spare Parts

- Support Equipment Data

- Training Equipment & Services

-War ReserveMaterial(Military)

-Maintenance Personnel,Aircrew

-Petroleum,Oil& Lubricants

-Support Personnel

-LogisticsSupport

-Depot Supply SustainingInvestment

-Replacement Reining Personnel

Life Cycle Cost Phases

A general discussion of Life Cycle Cost and its component parts was given in Appendix A, Task I
Cost Comparison.
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Researchand Development

R&Dareasestimatedinclude Design, ST&E, Data, Prototypes and Tooling. All categories were
estimated using PRICE-H except ST&E. Boeing developed cost estimating relationships for the
ST&E estimate. Figures B-66 and B-67 summarize the results of the R&D estimates for both
military and civil tiltrotors relative to their baselines.

Military - Figure B-66 depicts R&D comparisons relative to the 1990 technology 450-knot
baseline for the 350 knot, the 500 knot and the year 2000 technology 450-knot military configura-
tions. The 350-knot configuration showed a 11% decrease in R&D costs, the 500-knot configura-
tion showed a 13% increase in R&D costs and the year 2000 technology 450-knot configuration
showed a 3% increase in R&D costs.

Civil - Figure B-67 depicts R&D comparisons relative to the 1990 technology 450-knot baseline
for the 350 knot, the 500 knot and the year 200 technology 450-knot civil configurations. The

350-knot configuration showed a 13% decrease in R&D costs, the 500-knot configuration showed a
33% increase in R&D costs and the year 2000 technology 450-knot configuration showed a 8%
increase in R&D costs.
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Production

Military - Figure 75 in the main text gave recurring production cost comparisons relative to the
1990 technology 450-knot baseline for the 350 knot, the 500 knot and the year 2000 technology

450-knot military configurations. The potential savings in production costs due to development of
enabling technology, are great. For military programs, a year 2000 technology 450-knot configu-
ration yielded cost savings of 30% under the 1990 technology 450-knot baseline. In comparison,
the 350-knot 1990 technology configuration saves 14%, while the 500 knot 1990 technology
configuration increases costs 24% over the baseline. In essence, enabling technologies allow
development of a year 2000 technology 450-knot high-speed rotorcrai_ costing less than the 1990
technology 350-knot high-speed retercraR.

Civil - The same trend is evident for the high-speed civil tiltrotor in Figure 77 of the main text.
The year 2000 technology 450-knot configuration yielded a 31% reduction in production costs over
the 1990 technology 450-knot baseline. In comparison, a 15% reduction in production costs was
evidenced for the 350-knot configuration while the 500-knot configuration had an increase in
production costs of 51%.

Figure69 ofthemain textshowed therelationshipofproductioncoststoaircraRpower and

empty weight.Allresultswere plottedrelativetoa 450-knot 1990 technologybaseline.For both

militaryand civilconfigurations,increasesinproductioncoststracktoincreasesinweight,which

isdrivenby power. Therefore,enablingtechnologiesthatreduceweightare desirable.

Effect of Enabling Technologies on R&D and Production

Military - All comparisons are relative to the military 1990 technology 450-knot baseline configu-
ration. Assuming that enabling technologies are funded and developed between the present and
year 2000, a net increase of 3% in Research and Development costs can be expected. This 3%

increase was comprised of an 8% rise in nonrecurring and a 5% cost reduction in prototype cost.
Production costs experience a net cost reduction of 37%.

Civil - In comparison to the civil 1990 technology 450-knot baseline configuration, a net R&D
increase of 8% was comprised of an 11% increase in nonrecurring and a 3% decrease in prototype
costs. Production costs experience a net cost reduction of 25%.

As evidencedby the above two paragraphs,continuedinvestmentinaerospacetechnologies

between 1990 and the year2000 willresultin substantialcostbenefitsearlyinthe lifecycle.

Support Investment

Airframe supportinvestmentcostsarelargelyfunctionsoftakeoffmaximum grossweight (Data),

fuselagevolume (supportequipment),totalwettedarea and maximum speed (initialspares).

Engine supportinvestmentisa functionoftotalthrust(data);enginethrusttoweight ratio

(supportequipment);engineproductioncostand sparesfactor(initialspares);and avionics

weight and fuselagedensity(trainingequipment).The totalthrustofan engineisa measure of

enginesize,complexityand sophistication.The more complex enginerequiresmore data.Simi-

larly,thrust/weightratioisdirectlyrelatedtocomplexityand thereforethe number ofrepairson

engineislikelytohave. The number ofrepairsisrelatedtothe amount and typeofsupport

equipment required.This typeofexplanationand reasoningisgenerallyconsistentthroughout
allcostelements.
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Military - Significant variation was found in the initial and engine spares among the four vari-
ants examined. The recurring unit production cost drove initial engine spares in the analysis.
Spare e_lgirles and engine modules were 38% lower in the 350-knot configuration, relative to the
baseline, and 39% higher in the 500-knot configuration. All other support investment elements'
costs varied less than 5% above or below the baseline value. A significant reduction in cost was
also noted when the year 2000 technology 450-knot configuration was analyzed. Though margin-
ally higher costs were indicated for data and support equipment, overall support investment costs
for the year 2000 technology aircraft were lower than the baseline. A larger (16%) total wetted
area and highe r engine thrust in the baseline design were the primary cost drivers. War Reserve
Material is estimated at a constant 39% of initial spares.

C/v//- The basic trend in the support investment costs of the civil configurations was similar to
that exhibited by the military aircraR. Overall support investment costs were 8% lower in the
350-knot configuration and 19% higher in the 500-knot configuration compared to the baseline
aircraft. For the 350-knot configuration, data and support equipment indicated a reduction of

less than 1% from the baseline, initial spares contributed a 5% reduction and engine spares a 41%
reduction. The civil transport powerplant maintains a relatively high technology when compared
to its military counterpart as a function of high thrust-weight ratios achieved at a lower turbine
inlet temperature. Engine production cost (a key variable in estimating repair parts cost) is a
function of engine thrust which, in the case of the 350-knot civil aircrait, decreases 45% from the
baseline. The 500-knot aircratt reflects a thrust increase of 126% over the baseline with the

associated increase in engine spares accounting for 106% growth. Overall, engine spares and
parts accounted for 69% of the support investment cost differential between the 500-knot aircraft
and the 450-knot baseline.

The year 2000 technology 450-knot civil configuration reflected higher data (14%) and support
equipment (30%) but somewhat lower initial spares cost.

Operating and Support

O&S costs are estimated in the three categories indicated for support investment, namely
airframe, avionics and engine. Maintenance related costs are further estimated at the subsystem
level. Aircrew costs are estimated as a function of crew size and quantity of aircraft. Utilization
rate, a key parameter in O&S calculation, is a contributing factor to command staff(military) and
management/administrative staff(civil). Support personnel are a factored estimate offofthe
direct operator, maintenance and management costs predicted earlier.

Military - O&S costs for the military were generally quite stable fluctuating approximately ±19%
around the baseline. The 350- and 500-knot designs varied marginally 6% below and 8% above
the baseline aircrait, respectively. Fuel consumption in 350-knot configuration was 23% below
that found in the 450-knot baseline. Conversely, the 500-knot configuration had 23% higher
consumption accounting for comparable movement in fuel cost, Other O&S cost had similar,
albeit smaller movements. The year 2000 technology 450-knot rotorcrai_ was 7.5% less expensive
generally due to lower specific fuel consumption.

Civil - O&S costs for commercial aircratt were markedly higher on the basis of utilization rate
(1,936 hours versus 240 hours per year per aircraR). Variation in O&S costs among variants was
more pronounced; a 16% increase in O&S for the 450-knot aircraR relative to the 350-knot air-

craft, A 33% increase was indicated for the 500-knot configuration. Contributing factors include
a 45% increase in specific fuel consumption coupled with a 226% increase in thrust per engine.
Year 2000 technology gave a 15% decrease in O&S cost over the system life cycle.
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Materials and Manufacturing Methods

Thestructureschallengeforhigh-speedcivil tiltrotors is to combine the attributes of several

competing technologies such as materials, manufacturing and design-te-cost into a single struc-
tural concept. The resulting concept must achieve its goal to maximize its structural performance
at minimum cost and weight. Lightweight, minimum gauge structure is required for VTOL
characteristics. Manufacturing defects and impacts which occur in in-flight and service environ-
ments mandates that low velocity damage tolerance be a part of the design. Military applica-
tions must provide for special features integrated into the structural design. Acquisition and

operating costs determine the economic health of any concept.

Materials and process improvements can accommodate the competing requirements for light-

weight and damage tolerance, however, the current costs are high. Reliability, in the form of
defect tolerance, will limit the performance of lightweight structure by limiting the strains.
Improved confidence in design methods for airframe structures are required before the long-
sought improvements in performance can follow. State-of-the-art design concepts for VTOL
(Vertical Take-Off and Landing) structures have not taken full advantage of potential material
improvements. More development is needed to establish confidence in design of two-dimensional
laminated composites in three-dimensional structural applications. Therefore, new aggressive
methods for design and analysis, which reduce the risk of out-of-plane loading in laminated
composites, must be developed and validated in order to provide a solution for high-speed ro-
torcraft.

The application of new materials and manufacturing methods usually requires a prototype
program. This by itself still falls short of validating the production costs of new systems because
the total number of aircraft built seldom extends to the amounts required to take full advantage
of the learning curve. The question as to whether any real improvements are realized in a proto-
type program will tend to limit the application of new structures manufacturing concepts into
existing programs. How, then, can the structural design process proceed in parallel paths for the
application of new technologies with those of the other essential elements for aircraft develop-
ment?

The answer lies in the aggressive use of materials and methods which have exhibited the poten-
tial for high payoffat an acceptable level of risk. This idea goes against current thinking of very
low-risk in an effort to guarantee the initial success of any new program. Under the current
business climate, the rate of failure for full-scale prototype aircraft is expected to be zero or at
most, extremely low. The corresponding rate of improvement might, therefore, be lower still due
to the lack or risk-taking in the design. Critical areas for technology improvements are identified
below and should be worked in the near term in order to reverse the trend away from progress in
smallsteps.

New materials such as pitch fiber composites with higher moduli (55-100 Msi) than is the current
norm for polyamilnitrile (PAN)-based fibers (30-40 Msi) should be investigated for forward swept
wing application. The higher moduli will be beneficial for stiffness-critical wing design. The
corresponding lower strain-to-failure of pitch fibers will have to be addressed. One possible
solution lies in the use of hybrid materials which increase the moduli of the laminates while, at
the same time, have acceptable strength margins. The same holds true for new resins such as
thermoplastics and polyimides, which exhibit an improved damage tolerance to low velocity
impacts. The lack of improvements in the compression strengths of these resins should be ad-
dressed especially in light of the fact that vastly differing values for compression strengths are
derived from test specimens, which have differing geometries.
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The correlB_on toco_L n-levelstrengthdatatocompositestructuresstrengthshouldbe addressed

inordertoassesstheeffectsofmaterialallowableson thedesignand analysisprocess.A seriesof

designconcepts,which takefulladvantageofthe in-planepropertiesoftwo-dimensionalcomposites

withoutthe correspondingpenaltyforlow out-of-planestrengths,shouldbe developed.

Pure monocoque shells and improved postbuckled structures should be investigated. Membrane
loading has usually been ignored in favor of the simpler differential bending approach in the design
of structures, probably owing to the degree of confidence and experience in the latter. This single
change can be a starting point for high-speed rotorcraR structures development. Improvements in
the ability of the material to efficiently carry loads should be matched by methods to fabricate those
components at low cost. All approaches must examine the processes and materials to be used in
manufacture of the parts. Large, monocoque structures can eliminate fasteners and stress risers
because the number of subassemblies are reduced. However, on the other hand, these large mod-
ules oRen require new and normally expensive process tools and equipment. Therefore, in order to
create the right mix of new design developments and low preducibility costs in manufacture, there
is an urgent need to assess the most promising tooling and fabrication techniques for high-speed
rotorcraft.

A case in point is given in the current NASA structures initiative (ATCAS) program in which
Boeing is a m_jor contractor. Clearly, for the aircraR studied under this NASA sponsored research,
the use of new material systems is probably not the most cost effective from a manufacturing
standpoint. Performance and cost attributes must be traded against manufacturing considerations
to determine which combination of materials and processes will provide the right mix to optimize
the design development. The use of textile composites holds great promise in this area as evidenced
by its visibility on the ATCAS program. Boeing has begun to pursue this technology in beth IR&D
and contracted research efforts in order to support its inclusion in new aircraft design. The high-
speed rotorcraft can leverage a large portion of this work into improved concepts for structure
design and manufacture.

Ultra-Lightweight Design - The high-speed requirement for this program will force new, thin
skin approach to the structure design. At the same time, the requirements for damage tolerance
are expected to increase. Therefore, the design concept may be forced to erase the oxymoron of
damage tolerant gossamer structures. This becomes more of a problem when embedded electronics
are placed in the skins to widen the view angles for avionics and antennas. This mix of non-impact
tolerant electronics and thin skins tends to further reduce the durability of the structural concept
by the inclusionofdefectsinthe materialsaspartofthe manufacture process.Again,asisthe case

foralmostalldevelopmentalprograms,thecriticalityofdefectsincompositestructuresmust be

investigatedand understoodpriortothe startofany designefforts.

Accemdbility - The inclusion of access doors in the structure must be given a new approach in
order to reduce weight and improve reliability. The use of load transfer cams and pre-fitted open-
ings for all access should be considered as a first step. Numerous deign concepts proposed for LH
should be studied for high-speed rotorcraft application.

Smart Btruetures - These can be divided into at least two categories and probably many more.
The active control of structural shape comes first to mind as does the use of embedded sensors to
monitor loads, damage or fatigue. Electronic repackaging of sensors which are non-structural such
as conformal antennas or windows located in the structure form another type of smart structure.
For high-speed rotorcraft, this area must be addressed in order to eliminate much of the VTOL
aircraR maintenance and improve reliability. NASA and university research into the use of embed-
ded materials such as thin films or metallic shape-memory alloys provides the most useful insight
into the technology available for structural skin and damage modeling from sensor inputs. The
high-speed rotorcraft program should leverage these technologies into new approaches for skins
and internal elements.
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Design and Analysis - New concepts described earlier and being developed as part of the NASA
ATCAS program will be include._ in the structures design development for high-speed retorcrafl_
Integrally stiffened skins which use textile technologies and near net-shape preforms are part of
the current Boeing program studies. Three-dimensionally reinforced composites are under study
for improved performance. However, the analytical tools needed for the successful application of
3-D composites into aircraft structures are still in the infancy stage and need to be developed as

part of an overall program requirement. The same applies to the development of material me-
chanical properties, which often are used to validate the actual design rather than to enhance the
accuracy of predictive models which were used in the initial design and analysis.

These arethe prime candidatestructuraltechnologies,which shouldbe consideredinthe design

processforhigh-speedrotorcraft.The most effectivedesignexercisewould be toapplytheseideas
ina prototypingexperimentfornew structuresand materialsconcepts.Although producibility

may not be adequatelyaddressedby thisapproach,certainlythemajorityofstructuresdesign

and analysisissuesidentifiedabove couldbe studiedinenough detailtodeterminetheirrelative

worth as ahigh risk/highpayoffcandidate.

Acoustic Analysis

High-Speed Civil Tiltrotor

ICAO Noise Levels

The tiltrotor has many varied options for approach, flyover and departure methods which could be
used to reduce or redistribute noise. For the purpose of this report, the helicopter certification
procedures have been followed. The resultant predictions show that the levels Yequired for ICAO
certification can be met by the tiltrotor, though consideration to engine noise and blade-vortex
interaction noise is required. Results for the high-speed civil tiltrotor were summarized in the
main body of the report, Section 2, Table 10.

Departure Noise Levels - The predicted departure EPNL (Effective Perceived Noise Level) for the
high-speed civil tiltrotor with a normal engine installation was 101 EPNL, which is below the
ICAO standard level of 102.5. The flight profile sound spectrum is presented in Figure B-68, as
well as the centerline Perceived Noise Level time history. The ICAO procedure specifies that a

microphone be placed in the flight path 1640 feet from the brake release point which has an alti-
tude of 65 feet, and also two 500-ft sideline microphones. The EPNL time history shows that the
rotor loading noise predominates, with the engine noise contributing only a small amount to the
EPNL. The EPNL at each microphone was arithmetically averaged to arrive at the ICAO rating.

Flyover Noise Levels - The predicted flyover EPNL for the high-speed civil tiltrotor with a normal
engine installation is 91 EPNL, which is well below the ICAO standard of 101.5. The ICAO proce-
dure specifies that cruise mode is used in calculating 500-R altitude flyover noise, so the airplane
mode (0 degree nacelle angle) was used in calculating the flyover noise. A flight speed of 180-knots
was used, according to the ICAO standard method of determining cruise speed. The flyover noise
is dominated by the engine noise as shown by the acoustic spectrum of Figure B-69. The engine

could be acoustically optimized either in design and/or with acoustic treatments. Assuming a
modest engine noise reduction of 6-dB, the ICAO flyover noise would then be 84.6 EPNL.
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Approach Noise Levels - The predicted approach EPNL for the high-speed civil tiltrotor with a
normal engine installation and assuming no Blade-Vortex Interaction (BVI) noise is 103.7, which
would nominally meet the ICAO standard level of 103.5. The ICAO procedure specifies that a 6-
degree glide slope be used at the best rate-of-climb airspeed (80-knots for this design), and the
centerline microphone be 490-R below the flight path at overhead. Figure B-70 shows the pre-
dicted noise time history at the centerline microphone. The rotor loading noise is the dominant
contributor to the EPNL, but the engine noise and blade-vortex interaction noise components are
seen to be significant contributors. The engine noise can be reduced as discussed in the previous
sections. Blade-vortex interaction noise results when a vortex from a preceding rotor blade are
encountered by another blade. This situation can be encountered in descent conditions when the
rotor wake can be swept up through the rotor disc. The tiltretor has the potential of using a large
number of possible operating modes and techniques to minimize or avoid BVI conditions. Pos-
sible noise abatement approach procedures could also reduce and/or redistribute the resulting

noise 'footprint'.

Hover Sideline Noise

The predicted500-R sidelinesound spectrum forthehigh-speedciviltiltrotorhoveringat a 100-R

altitudeisshown inFigureB-71. The enginenoise,rotorloadingnoise,rotorbroadband noise,
and blade-vortexinteractionnoiseare allseentobe contributorstothe totalnoiselevels.The

resultingdBA and dBC levelswere presentedinSection2 ofthe main body ofthisreport.

Assuming normal engineinstallations,the totalpredictedlevelswithrotorBVI assumed is90.5-

dBA and 95.3-dBC. The engineused inthe calculationshas closeinletguidevane-to-rotorspac-
ing.The enginecompressornoisecouldbe reducedby increasingthisspacing,or inletduct

acoustictreatmentcouldbe considered.Ifa moderate reductionof6-dB inthe enginenoiseis

achieved,then the predictedlevelswould be reduced to88.1-dBA and 93.9-dbC.Furtherreduc-

tionsin the sound pressurelevelscouldbe obtainedby reducingthe blade-vortexorblade-wake

interactionnoise.Preliminaryinvestigationofdeviceswhich couldbe used toalleviate,delaythe

formationof,ordisplacetrailedvorticeswere beinginvestigatedunder a NASA contractby

Boeing Helicopters(ReferenceB-5 ).Assuming reductionsinthe levelsby engineacoustic
optimizationand BVI avoidance,thepredictedlevelswould be reducedby 3-dBA and 2.5-dBC. If

additionalreductionswere necessary,the rotordiscloadingwould have tobe reduced. By going

to adiscloadingof20-psf,the A-weightedrotornoiselevelwould be reducedby 2-dBA,which

would givean aggregatereductionof5-dBA. To reducethe rotornoiselevelby 2.5-dBC,a disc

loadingof1-psfwould be required.A decreaseinthe discloadingto20-psfwould increasethe

rotordiameterby approximately3.7-R.,and a reductionto19-psfwould increasethe rotordiame-

terby 4.6-R.Increasestothe rotordiameterwould alsorequirean increaseinwingspan and

weight.

Military Folding Tiltrotor

Hover Sideline Noise - The predicted 500-fl sideline sound spectrum for the folding tiltrotor

hovering at a 100-R altitude is shown Figure B-72. The total third octave levels are shown, as
well as the contribution by each component. The resultant levels with various combinations of
acoustical improvements were summarized in the main body of this report, Section 2, Table 11.
The resultant A-weighted level for the baseline design is 97.3-dBA. Since A-weighted levels give
a greater weighting to high-frequency noise, the low-frequency levels produced by rotorcraR may
not be adequately represented, so the C-weighted levels have also been included. The resultant
C-weighted level for the military folding tiltrotor is 101.5-dBC. Both of these levels assumes a
'normal' engine installation where the engine is enclosed in an untreated nacelle.
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The enginecombustor noisedominatesboth theA-weighted and C-weighted levels.Ifa "moderate"

amount ofnoisereducingtreatmenttothenacelleisassumed toreducethe enginecombustor

radiatednoiseby 3-dB,then theresultantA- and C-weighted levelsare reducedto95.6and 100.5,

respectively.These calculationsassumed rectangularplanform blades;iftaperedbladeswere used,

then the rotornoisewould be reducedby approximately2-dB. The resultantpredictedA- and C-

weighted levelswith a normal engineinstallationare96.7and 100.4,and noisereducingtreatment

tothe nacelleswould resultin94.7-dBA and 99.2-dBC. With treatmenttothe nacellestoreduce

the combustor noise,the enginecompressornoisewould become the dominant contributor.As

suggestedin ReferenceB-6,toaccountforthe closeVIGV/blade/VEGV spacinga correctionvalueof

8-dB has been added tothecompressornoiselevelspredictedby themethodology giveninReference

B-7. This convertibleengine(basedon the GE38/CE4 engine)has a spacingas low as 0.5chords,

whereas the data which the predictionprocedureofReferenceB-7 was based on 2.0chordsmini-

mum spacing.Ifthe designofthe enginewas optimizedfornoise(increasedVIGV/blade/VEGT

spacings)the compressornoisecouldbe reducedby 8-dB. The reductionofthe compressornoisein

conjunctionwith the reductionoftheradiatedcombustor noiseand the taperedrotorbladesresults

inpredictedlevelsof92.5-dBA and 98.2-dBC. Relativetothe baselinedesign,thisgivesa reduction

ofapproximately5-dBA, and approximately3-dBC. The totalreductionislesswhen using theC-

weightingdue tothe low-frequencyrotornoise.To achievea totalreductionof5-dBC would require

reducingthe rotornoiseby 2-dBC, which couldbe done by reducingthe discloadingfrom 25 llYsq,i_

toapproximately20 Ib/sq.R. Thisreductioninthe discloadingwould requirean increaseinthe

rotor diameter from 31.4-ft to approximately 35-tt and require an increase in wingspan and hence
weight.
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technologies critical for concept maturity. One example is the development of a prop-rotor capable of efficient cruise at

450 knots; another is the development of an automated, reversible stop/fold procedure for the folding tiltrotor. An enabling

technology plan was developed around each critical technology, to prepare for low-risk full scale development by the year 2000.
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